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REAUTHORIZATION 011 THE ELEMENTARY
AND SECONDARY EDUCATION ACT OF 1965

FRiiiAY, JUNE 4, 1993

U.S. &NATE,
SuBCOMPArri-ER EnucArriox, Aim AND HumAN1T1KB,

CommrrxR opi LABOR AND lit THAN REauthick:S,
Montpelier, V7'.

The subcomtnittee met, pursuant to notice, at 8:10 a.m. in the
Pavilion Auditorium, Pavilion Office Building, Montpelier, VT, Sen-
ator James M. Jeifords presiding.

Present: Senator Jefford.

OPENING STA11 :MKNT OF SRNAToR JZFyoRial

Seatitor JKFFoans. If you would take your seats, we will get
started,

I want to thank you all for coming. This is a hearing of the Sub
Vilmutillee on Education, Arts and Humanities of the Committee on
Labor and Iluman Resources, U.S. Senate. I am the ranking Re-
publican on this committee. This was a position that was held by
Senator Stafford for many years, although lie had the fortune of
also being chairman of the subcommittee for a period of time dor
ing the early uniorti. The specific material which we will be discuss-
ing today is the Reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act which wiginaily started in 1965. I am looking for-
ward to hearing the testimony today from our distinguished panel-
ists, in fact, from all Vermonters who have recommendations for
the reauthorization of this important i.. .1.ucational act. This is cer-
t.itinly a bill that affects us all as parents, educators and concerned
citizens. I am hoping to go home tonight with some fresh ideas
about how the Federal Government's role in elementary and sec-
ondary education ran be improved. As you know, I have been work-
ing with these programs both in the House and in the Senate for
the past 15 years, and while I believe that we have been largely
successful in meeting the goats, I do believe there is always room
for improvement and I expect there certainly is now as we look to-
ward the future.

As I am sure you know, the Elementary and Secondary Edu-
cation Act. represents the Federal Government's largest contribu
Lion to the education of our Nation's young people. With H. total na-
tionwide funding level in 1993 or $8.S billion, Federal spending for
these 46 programs makes up nearly 6 percent of all public expendi-
tures in the United States.

(1)

r.
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In Vermont ESEA provides over $15 Million for school based
Chapter 1 programs to provide tutoring and extra instruction for
disadvantaged students, over $4 Million for teacher professional de-
velopment through Chapter 2 and the Eisenhower Math and
Science program, and nearly $2 Million for Drug-Free Schools pro-
gram to help Vermont keep schools free of drugs and violence.

ESEA programs account for approximately 4 percent of Ver-
mont's total budget for education, which is really only a drop in the
bucket, but which aignifie the Federal (3-overrun-len ekt will 1 II yen'
and desire to be a partner with states and local communities in
providing for the education of our future generations.

In my opinion, the tune has come for us to dedicate further Fed-
eral resources to education. We must reorder national priorities
and silace the education of our young people as a top priority. We
hear a Int of talk about the importance of education, and the impor-
tance of having every student go to college, and the importance of
learning math and science and the importance of having computers
in every classroom, but we rarely hear talk of the government put-
ting its money where its mouth is. The fact is that we must reorder
our national priorities and devote a substantially larger portion of
Federal resources to edutation if we intend to maintain the United
States' position as a world leader. At the same time, we must rec-
ognize that the primary duty and obligation of that burden and re-
sponsibility at the State level should not be interfered with with re-
spect to the implementation of programs.

The demand for a highly skilled work force and a fully literate
society is greater than ever before and is only increasing as we
near the 21st Century. Global conipetition in our modern economy
demands that we have students who can read and write on a high
level, solve complex problems and continue to learn throughout
their lifetimes.

President Bush and the Nation's 50 governors took a step in the
right direction during an Education Summit in 1989 when they de-
veloped ILI] CI adopted six challenging National Education Coals for
the country to reach by the year 21)00. President Clinttift win OM;
of those governors and has developed legislation to codify these six
goals into law. Those goals are: One, all children in America will
start school ready to learn. Two, the high school graduation rate
will increase to at least 90 percent. Three, all students will leave
school having demonstrated competency or challenging subject
matter, including English, mathematics, science, foreign language,
civics and government, arts, history, and geography. And every
school in the United States will ensure that all students learn to
use their minds well so students may be prepared for responsible
citizenship, further learning and productive employment in the Na-
ti a C ti modern ercacnpmy, Four, United Sta tea students will be first
in the world in math and science achievement. Five, every adult
citizen will be literate and possess the knowledge and skills nec-
essary to compete in a global economy and exercise the rights and
responsibilities of leadership and citizenship. Every school in the

States will be free of drugs and violence and will offer a dis-
ciplined environment conducive to learning.
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It is imperative that we begin to fashion our school system to
help all students, all schools and all communities meet these chal-
lenging National Education Goals.

In Vermont this re 8 tructuring phICEN R has already begun. The
Green Mountain Challenge and Common Core of Learning were
created by teachers, parents, lawn] nkers students, business people
and comrniniity members to ensure that all Vermont students
would reach high standards of proficiency in academic areas and
gain the skills they need to be successful in college and in the
workplace. The Department of Education and the Department of
Human Services have joined forces with programs such as Success
by Six to male sure that every Vermont child reaches school
healthy and rt..rly to learn.

The Federal Government has finally followed suit and is working
to piss legislation to support the efforts that states are stinking to
improve their systems of education. I strongly support the goals of
this legislation and plan to be the primary co-sponsor of the bill.
I um a primary co-sponsor of the bill Goals 2000 in the Senate.

However, Goals 2000 as to financing is small potatoes us com-
pared with the P.lementary and Secondary Education Act. Even if
fully funded, its total appropriation would amount to only 5 percent
of the annual appropriation for ESEA. If the Federal role in ele
merttary and secondary education is really going to change, these
changes must happen during this reauthorization.

At this point I will turn to the panelists and citizens to hear your
recommendations about bow these, changes will come about (Al im..
prove the education of Vermont school Children, and I expect Ver-
mont to continue to be a leader in allowing us to find the answers
and solutions to the problems facing the whole country. With that,
I will call our first panel to the table. On our first panel we have
the Honorable George H. Spaulding the Chairman of the Senate
Education Committee.

Mr. SPAULDING. Good morning, Senator.
Senator tImo-PoRbs, Good morning. The Honorable Betty Ferraro,

Vice Chairmar, Senate Education Committee. Sally Sugarman, the
Chair of the State Hoard of Education. And Ted Mable, the Ver-
mont Agency of Human Services, Director of the Planning 'Division,
Thank you all for coming. I 'oak forward to your testimony. This
is an important hearing. It is the first one in the Senate on the re-
alithorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
which, as you know, is the bailiwick of our Federal effort in this
regard. So 1 am looking forward to hearing your testimony and,
Senator Spaulding, why don't you start us off.
STATEMENTS OF THE HONORABLE GEORGE H. SPAULDING,

CHATR, SENATE EDUCATION COMMITTEE,, MONTPELIER, vr4
THE 110NORABLE RETry M. FERRARO, VICE CHAIR, SENATE
EDUCATION COMMITTEE, MONTPELIER, Wri sAux SUGAR-
MAN. cIIAIR, STATE BOARD OF EDI/CATION, MONTPELIER,
VT; TED VERMONT AGENCY OF HUMAN SERVICES,
DIRECTOR OF THE PLANNING DIVISION, MONTPELIER, VT;
Mr. SPA UM ENG, Good morning, and thank you very much for

asking for my input and other Vermonterx here as the folks its
Washington try to draft this important piece of' legislation. I am
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hoping just to sort of make a few general points that maybe I am
hopeful that you and your colleagues might just aort of keep in
mind as you go through tins. And the first one is about what
what's the question, what are we trying to do? And f hope the
question is not, how can we make our schools as good as they used
to be. The question should be, how can we make our schools as
good as they are going to need to be out in the future. And I heard
somebody recently use Wayne aretzky as an example. And Wayne
Gretzky, the great hockey player, said the reason he's great is be-
cause he knows not to go to where the puck used to be or $.vhere
the puck is right now, but he's good tICCEllime he has intuition as to
where the puck is going to be and he gets there, And 1 think if we
are going to he successful in education, we have to think a little
bit about where the world is going LO be in 10 or 20 years, and
where the United States is gong to be in 1() or 20 years. And if
we are going to be as diverse a country as I think we probably will
be, that means something for our education system. And if we are
going to he the kind of global community that many people say we
are going to be, that means sotneLleirdg for our education system.
And if it. is true that we arc moving to a decentralized world where
more tied more people will be working in their homes, and in Ver-
mont and places like that, that is going to mean something for our
education system as well. And I would hope just on that one that
we would resist the to to want to centralize our education
functions either at a Federal or State level because that is 'int the
way of the future in my view of where we are going.

And with that I say what works well in San Diego probably won't
in Montpelier. And I use San Diego because I know that the edu.
cation department has recently hired Mr. Pazant who was their au-
perintendent and has done R super job in San Diego, hut the tend-
ency of Montpelier, and I suspect a little bit in Washington, is to

say, oh, good, there is something that works well, let's tell every-
body to do it and I don't thinkthat is not the way it works. What
their needs and culture are in California, or Texas, or Chicago, or
Florida or wherever it is is different than what we have here in
Vermont. And I hope---I won't try to start crafting either some kind
of programs or proposals that try to put El stamp on everybody in
one model, And 1 have started hearing things coming out of Wash-
ington a little bit about, well, you know, we need to put some
strings on here to make sure if we give them money, that they are
really doing things to achieve that, or we need to have this discus-
sion on school delivery stands or thisquestions on how specific
and voluntary, mandatory certain programs ought to be. And I
would urge to try to realize that the needs and cultures are dif-
ferent in different places. And as one educator recently said, which
leads to my next point, Senator, that there are two key ingredients
in education; one is students that are ready and motivated to learn
and the other is teachers that are ready and motivated to teach.
And my real firm conviction is the best thing the Federal govern-
Meld. could do to help education out is LO address the first part of
that equation. It is very simple and sound, but it is hard to do.
How do we get students ready and motivated to learn? That is the
first goal in the National Education Goals. And I think it is one
that we know how to do that. There is plenty of evidence on what

S
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can be done for even children corning from the most destitute eco-
nomic situations and the most dysfunctional families; there are
programs that work well. In my view it is u question of in this
area resources and know how, And I would really urge thiit that
be the highest priority, help the United Slates get its children
ready to learn- -ready and motivated to learn. And if we just did
that first, I think that at the State level we could be pretty success-
ful from there in helping our teachers with the capacity to do their
job better.

Having said that, I would also hope consideration would be given
to not just funding one particular model of early childhood edu-
cation or child development centers. And in Vermont, Senator,
when we put in place our early education program 7 or 8 years zip
the thought was should we just put more money into p,:t State
money into Head Start programs because they are--they do an ex-
cellent job? The decision in Vermont was, no, we are gm ig to have
a bit more flexibility. Head Start programs are eligible to get our
early education funds, but other community-developed models are
also eligible. And I believe that ax a result of that we have an abso-
lutely superb but very limited early education srtem in the State.
And 1 say limited because I don't know what it is, but less than
50 percent of the kids have access to the programs. flat I think by
not sort of saying, again, there is one stand that we want to follow,
we know it works well so this is what we are putting all our money
into, we know that is the area that we are addressing, but we allow
flexibility. And I have heard, you know, just reading the papers
and stuff that, well, we know Head Start works, se we are going
to beef up funding for Head Start. That is fine, but I would hope
there would be some flexibility for other models the states may
have in place as well. Vermont is one of the few slates that doesn t
actually have any specific funds to supplement the Federal funds
for Head Start although State early education funds do get there
in the process where community groups het together and decide
who is going to be providing early education to the cam 3 nullities.
So, again, that is sort of don't tie it to one model if you could.

I thought if I only had a few key points I would be quick, so I
Min going to skip the next one. I hope we will keep the focus on
outcome. I know that is been a big focus over the last several years,
but I am starting to hear new things, delivery standards, and it
starts to make me a little nervous that we are getting sidetracked
from the focus on outcomes. And I hope that is not the case. And
I think that ultimately what v.e want to know is, can thehave
the students mastered certain skills, and do they know certain coil-
ceptuai understandings and have certain character traits, and can
theycan they have some options in life? And I would hope that
we don't sort of slip back into where we were 16 Years ago. It tends
to be kind of circle circle,circle, circular, going around in circles.

More flexibility, less strings attached. Our educators in Vermont,
I think I can, say, are just about burned out. We've got a lot of ef-
forts to try to reform, and improve and restructure education, and
I know in Vermont we are trying not to add a whole lot of new re
quirements for either -- either actually programmatic or paperwork
requirements at this time because it is just taking time away from
working with students which is ultimately what we don't want to
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{lo. So I hope we could, ae you go through this, try not to put too
many strinys and other bureaucratic requirements oil top.

Finally, ? would advocate for very clear, specific and voluntary
performance standards and tests. I get worried in the process that,
you know, we start with something that sounds pretty clear and
understandable and by the time we get through nobody's really
sure what the standards are and, you know, really whether the
tests tell us any more than we really know right now. We've al-
ready gat plenty of tests that kids take and virtuallyVermont, as
you mentioned, we have our Green Mountain Challenge and we are
getting our core curriculum. I think that national standards and
perhaps a series of testa would be, on a voluntary hind; something
very helpful for us, but I am- Hay it with the Chair of the State
Board sitting two down from me, I am a little nervous about our
own efforts getting to the point where they are not as dear, and
specific and concise as I would Like to see them. And I am werider-
lug whether they will, therefore, he ay helpful as we had originally
i i ten de d So 1 hope that, you know, they actually achieve the goals.

And with that I conclude with saying that. I personally think the
Na LiO nal Association of Educational Progress, NAEP, deserves con-
sideration for increased funding. I think they've done an excellent
job. Vermont has tied in some of our assessment with NAEP, and
instead of reinventing the wheel, maybe we ought to continue with
the progrlira ilia seems to have shown some progress. So I alive-
elute the time. Hope I didn't take too much time.

Senator JuionDs. That is quite all right.
Mr. SPAULDING, I appreciate having the opportunity to put in the

input.
Senator Jicivoans, Thank you very much, Jeb.
Betty.
Ms. FRRARO. I thank you also, Senator Jeffords, for thin oppor-

tunity. Senator Stafford la one of my constituents, so the name is
very famili ar. I must !tress my real concerns relevant to the inte-
gration of Federal educational programs being combined with other
Federal programs. There are such strii igeiit controls presently at-
tached to the Chapter 1 funds either by law or regulation as Heil
as the rigid testing ayste re which reduces the neceesary flexibility
the states need. The schools already have difficulty dealing with
State initiatives. We need professional development for our teach-
ers with an optional clustering of pregame, and because we are
ahead in reform compared to most other states, we end up being
penalized. For instance, Darlington and Rutland are the only two
cities in the State with these funds and work very hard with teach-
ers a i3 CI principals to help integrate these funds and the system.
We are not reaching those children who fall through the cracks
with Chapter 1 funds. For instance, iii Rutland we received 1F1 per-
cent cut in funding which resulted in $93,D00, thus, imposing a one
and a half cent property tax increase.

Because Rutland and Burlington came under the Chapter 1
guidelines of receiving over 3 or $400,000, there are also unreason.
able Einditing requirements with endless paperwork, and this takes
the educators away from education. I also feel that technical assist-
ance for courses with e focus on major efforts of teaching children



with different intelligent leve/a. We need performance standards aswell,
As far as Chapter 1 becoming an integral part of the school dis-

trict's system reform efforts, there must, I say again, be more flexi-
bility with the funda. Also there should be a concentration an
parent training, With the early years being so very important, I be-
lieve this guidance would be extremely east effective. Also the as-
sessment procesa is already in place, thus, the testing aspectshould be more relaxed, possibly outlawing testing Nina/ gradethree and allow the State and school districts to make these deter-minations.

With regard to the Magnet School Assessment programs whereby
certain schools are set up for the abeve-average student, t do notfeel this affects Vermont as much Its other states possibly because
we are not large enough, have riot had that much experience toreally hove a specific opinion. I think, for inetance, Itutlend re,ceived $50,000 for this program, However, in discussing this with
other educators, we feel that the major objective is to make certain
that any regulations tied into the Magnet Schools are flexible
enough to achieve the systemic school reform.

Regarding Impact /loci pro grams, there sholild be more dollarspot into this facet to really reach the children in the classroom.
This track record has not been good and has really gone downhillsince 1060.

In conclusion, lookieg back hits history, our Constitution did not,
consider the F'ecleral Government's place in education, heretofore,it was a local issue. Projecting ahead with the 16,000 school dis
tricts in our country, each one has different interpretations and dif-
ferent systems- My hope is that realistic regulations with localschool district control can be adopted to address the respective
needs of our children. We hear about. having our students globally
competitive by the year 2000, then we must focus on the future andimplement a truly effective educational system.

Senator JEFFOans. Thank you very much,
Sally.
Ms. StglAnm.AN. Senator Jeffords, thank you for inviting me to

testify. i want to express the State Board's appreciation of your 11going support for education. As you know, in Vermont the efforts
of the State Board and the Department of Education have been to
work collaboratively with our partners in business, education and
human services to change the way in which Vermont schools edu-
cate all students for life and work in the 21st Century. Our focushas been on usi»g all our resources for systemic change. We ap-plaud your position on Goals 2000 in inaintaining the balance of re-
sponsibility between State and Federal government for education
and in moving educational change forward,

The reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary School Act.
of 1965 can be a powerful instrument. for restnicturing educationto meet the changing needs of the economy and the citizenry. For
Vermont nu/intent:nee of a small State minimum is importent be-
cause our needs are as great as those of larger communities mid
our resources more limited. Changing patterns of poverty through-
out the Nation floes not menus that 'Vermont has fewer poor chil-dren and families but that our percentage of the national poverty
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census has fallen. This affects funding and, therefore, the services.
WE: are serving only half the children who are eligible. We need to
be sure that children in smaller rural schools in Velment are still
having their educational needs tact.

Greater flexibility in rules will enable uR to implement Act 230

more effectively. Reports from Vermont teachers and principals are
that Act 230 with its foal of including mare special needs children
in regular clussroonni is working. School instruction teams are not
only helping teachers work with special needs populations but are
changing the climates in schools. We are seeing evidence of success
by Chapter 1 children in the regular classroom. Measures of suc-
cess need to move beyond one standardized norm reference test to
multiple measures of assessment. We need to move toward more
authentic measures such as partfolion and teacher evaluations of
students' performance. Although I support the categorical nature of
grants, we believe there Eihould be flexibility in using funds for
school wide improvement projects which lift performance of all chil-

dren in schools. We hope that all programs will work as part of an
inupaited system for change.

creatinu school change, ongoing professional development
plays e crucial role. This education needs to inelade paraprofes-
siunals )13i well as certified teachers. Currently this is not general
practice, but W it were to be supported by the Vederal government,
it could have a strong impact on improved practices in classreocns.
In Vermont we've been making efforts to build our partnerships
with parents. We need to have meaningful parental involvement as
an essential part of all educational programs. Special efforts need
to be made and maintained to reach parents from poverty back-
greinls. Teachers have to learn the skills necessary to Kupport

these parents on behalf of their children. I listened to a moving and
powerful presentation from a parent and the principal on an Ylven

Start panel from Brattleboro. They told of the painful negotiations
between them as they initially misinterpreted each other's over-
tures and responses. With assistance and guidance from a Human

Start coordinator, they learned to understand each other and
helped the child they loth cared about to succeed in school. When

you educate a parent, you educate a family.
Our national and State goal to have all children come to school

ready to learn is facilitated by our partnership between early Wu-
caticat in the public schools FIR well as between education and

human services. Not only should we have Chapter 1 funded
preschools hi the public schools as we do in Bennington, but we
must take advantage of the knowledge and techniques early edu-
cators have in working with children and families. Early interven-
tion and prevention have proven themselves to be effective in help-

ing law-income children learn and feel good about themselves as
learners, but these programs are not panaceas and they must be
followed through on educational programs ut succeeding levels.

Although Stanley Pugrow writing about Chapter 1 in the May

2Gth Educational Week challenges tawny of the tenets of the edii-
eational reform movement, he does make the important point that
children at ilifThrent ages need different types of intervention. As

we try to prevent learning problems in the early years, we need to
meet the challenge of older children already in school as well as the

112
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demands of different levels of thinking skills. Primary school age
children have different educational needs than do students in
fourth through eighth grade or in secondary schools. We need to
develop teachers with more sophisticated knowledge and tech-
niques to identify and assist children with different types of learn-
ing difficulties. One of the benefits of the educational restructuring
movement is that it is lending to new ways of assessment, new
teaching and learning strategies, new school environments and new
partnerships. As we look at measurable outcomes, the Federal gov-
ernment can provide technical assistance to help achieve the na .
tional and State goals for high performance. Monitoring of schools
needing improvement shou;d not be punitive but supportive. Expec-
tations for the amount of Lime change takes should be realistic. To
evaluate pregra ins, re-educate whim personnel, and create and im-
plement program improvement plan takes three to 5 years and I
think it is i:nportant that schnols be given that time. They s. ild,
of course, provide regular indicators of effectiveness and program
direction.

The complexity of the educational and social challenges that Fed-
eral and State governments face is reflected in the reauthorization
issues piper sent out with this invitation to testify. We need to use
all of the resources available to move toward educational change.
We need to co II Fibs ra te with our many community and goy ern
in en tat partners. If we focus on the goal of etliaCating each child so
that he and she become competent, caring, productive workers, citi-
zens and parents, we will have used our resources wisely.

Senator JnoRDS. Thank you.
Ted.
Mr. MABLE. 1 EMI going to start by talking about something that

you mentioned, and that is what .1 think about Success by Six. Spe
cifically people don't realize that the only funding for Success by
Six really has come out of the Dnig-Free Schools allocation to the
State of Vermont. It is a small allocation, but it is critically impor.
Unit to Vermont. As you know, in particular, the governor's portion
is divided in terms of serving at-risk population, and a percentage
of it can be served in terms of true prevention. And it is been out
of that money that we've been able to fund eight pilot communities
to develop the whole concept of Success by Six.

Again, many people don't realize when we say Success by Six
what we really mean. It is a term given to quality home visiting,
quality preschool, parent education and transitioning into kinder-
garten, and we have been able to utilize the funding in the Drug-
Free Schools to support that initiative around the State. I think as
you look at this particular act, we need to continually look a not
only this money but also Chapter 1 and head d Start as their capa-
bility to be able to he flexible enough that communities waYli to
fund the components of these programs around the State. And the
reasoit I think this is very important not only is good socially but
we've done a cost-benefit analysis. We figure that to fully imple-
ment this program in the State of Vermont, after about 5 years for
which a total investment would be like in the neighborhood of $6
Million a year, but after G years we'd be basically ahead. 'tight now
we estimate 28 percent of the kids arrive at the school door not
ready to learn. if we could bend that. curve by 10 percent, we would

r13
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he saving in the neighborhood of -I think it is about $29 Million
a year from that point on, a lifetime of the child. So the point is
this is a Lreinendous investment. Drug-Free Schools money has
been a tremendous resource in Vermont to get these initiatives on
board started and then hopefully we've seen this year being able
to get some general fund money to replace those demonstration
projects around the State.

The second aspect is focusing on the high-risk population, and
there we have been able to develop three model programs to deal
with what we generally call unmanageables, but these are children
with very difficult emotional behavioral problems in the school and,
for lack of a better term, we are calling this Success after Six. But
we've used the at risk portion to really develop models in Rutland,
in Barre and Morrisville looking at particularly programs with
short-term respite, counseling, substance abuse counseling, three
critical component programs to intervene with these kinds of kids.
Generally substance abuse is the root of the problem, to o in and
work with the sclapolb, iiiid work with the families and addressing
behavioral problem for all of the children in the schools. And as we
sec this unfolding, not only do we need to be getting Success by Six
in place but we need to continue that support system for older kids
as they move through the system or you lose what you gained in
those early years. So we will be investigating in terms of how do
we link those local provider social services systems into the school,
link them with the school and to provide those services in the
school, and we are also looking at how do you, in fact, provide those
services within the school building themselves.

So very simply, the third component, what this little bit of money
has done, this money has been managed. The governor spent it by
what we call the Vermont Prevention Institute. The governor has
turned it over to a body of people made up of commissioners- -all
the commissioners, deputy commissioners from the Agency of
human Services, DET, Education, Ilousing and Community Devel-
opment and we've really taken a comprehensive look at the State
of Vermont and how could we get the biggest bang for our buck by
investing in critical prevention program 9 arourid the State. And
we've really looked at it in terms of how you go in. And we've even

fone
through training of trainers, processes where we can provide

acilitators to go into communities and take a comprehensive look
at the issues in that community, and how Can they build programs
to really change some of the major social problems in that corninu-
nity. Su in terms of recommendation, we think this particularfor
Vermont. this particular piece of legislation has been very success,
ful, has provided some flexibility for us to do some things.

The only recommendation we would have is to maintain that
flexibility and to join forces, if you would, with other funding forces
such as Wad Start, Chapter 1 and stuff like that so that we can
work together in merging the funding sources for a common end for
our kids in preschool as well as in the school environment.

Senator JEFFURDS. Thank you very much. A number of questions
here. I left my watch. Thanks. I want to try to keep my schedule.
I'll keep going all the time. I want to focus on two respects. One
is what we do with the existing legislation and how to improve
that, and the second is assessing what the needs are. As we look

14
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toward the future, I feel that at this time in our history, ut least
for the first. time in 50 years, we've had a chance to really reorder
national priorities, and I am concerned that we are so budget ori-
ented right now that we .tay that education is the top priority and
yet our goal is to cut back on the programs this time from the
budget cycle. I want to look beyond that. And you've given me a
number of thoughts on where there is a need. And I know there
is a great need, but when I talk about the Federal 'assistance, I also
want. to try and keep in mind the primary role of the States is to
design and to develop the educational programs. The concept we
are using now is one you were discussing, Ted, and that is placing
kids in a position to be able to learn, and that is certainly one area
that Federal Government can help. I wonder if you could tell me
about the status of Vermont students as they arrive in :101001. How
many like Fven Start programs do you have woiking now and how
many do you need to have? Has Even Start been a successful pro-
gjarn? Arid if it is, should we be attempting to try and promote
More of these types of programs? How many school breuktost pro-
grams do We have? lInw many school lunch programs do we have?
liow many kids are being served in that regard? And how impor..
tant is that to have them well fed when they start school? Is that
a problem? Give me some idea if you could on at least those areas
of nutrition, getting the parents involved, the problems you are
finding in replicating your Success by Six programs.

Mr. Maer.K. You asked a lot of questions there. I Sin familiar
with all the programs you are mentioning, but I think you are
going to have people following Ine--I believe we have two Even
Start programs- -four? Two, and I know they are just going out for
bid or that they hove been rebid. So there are only two in the
State. I meanso obviously our answer's going to be we don't begin
to have enough, but it ishut I think what we've got to du is look
at- -the critical thing I think everybody's saying is that you can't
look at Even Start. We tend to look at all these programs as sepa-
rate programs, and I think if we can begin to look at the capability
and the funding sources of Even Start along with Chapter 1 along
with the variety of funding sources and somehow intrvate them in
such a way that we can be able 141 address and put in the pieces,
the program elements that really will produce a return for us, I
think, is the critical comment, You mentioned the nutrition. I just
was in a meeting. There is a large section that tends to beof our
schools don't have breakfast programs. Very difficult to penetrate.
They tend to be, believe it or not, the poorest and the areas of
greatest need. For the most part the problem is really a community
decision-making process. The community sees it as a form of gov-
ernment intervention, all these programs have that sort of.-- have
to address that CUlliponent at a community level. 'rhe communities
themselves not ready or willing to nuke those decisions, to accept
those programs into their schools because it is the hand of govern-
ment underbidding. So you have to go through a decision-making
process working with the community and helping that comMunity
decide what they want that school to be, and what do they want
happening and encourage in supporting that community in terms
of building the critical program elements that fit into that commu-
nity.

5
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MS. SUGAR MAN. I think that one of the messages that we are all
saying is the importance of both flexibility and allowing commu-
nities to use their resources most effectively but also an integration
of the different kinds of services. And when you talk about school
lunches and school breakfasts, I can't give you exact figures, but
I do know we had a presentation from a nutritionist talking about
the problem in the State of Vermont during the summertime when
school was closed and there were children who were not getting
breakfast or lunch, and this is what they need. I think those are
the kinds of thiup that we need to address both in the ways in
which we organize our resources but just baying enough resources
to see that children aren't going hungry because they are not in
sclind during the suinmer.

Mr, MABL.k:. One specific idea that Bob McNamara and I were
talking about is belying at Chapter 1. as being ableand I don't
know, but I think that is the question, having that funding source
being able to fund transition programming into kindergarten, to be
able to sit down at age three and four with the family, having the
school he able to it down, and assessing the total family needs ;mid
that child's needs of being able to plan to facilitate whether it is
how do you gent on the bus, all the problems you are concerned
about your child after they enter school to he ablewe are look-
ingthere is very little transition. Other than EE B, Liien! is almost
no transition planning going on and it is et critical component in
terms of one, being aide to assess the social and health care needs
of the child, the family needs, the issues that you need to do to sup-
port the family. That all needs to take place if that child's going
to be saccessful in school. And so a weakthere is right now no
timding source to put that critical program component in, and I
think Chapter 1 could easily be a funding source for that major
piece. I think the other end of it is, is that not only what can we
do to have kids be ready for school, we have to really define what
is it that a school needs to do to be ready for kids. As you talk to
a let of kindergarten teachers, they feel tremendous pressure. They
feel kids are arriving without the social and developmental skills
of being able to share, to play together and stuff like that, and yet
they feel pressure by first grade teachers and that sort of thing to
Leach the alphabet, can they print their name and that sort of
thing. And so weso I think schools need to look at what does it
mean to be ready for kids so that there is an environment so that
ell children can he successful at. an early age.

Ms. FF:aaaao. Also with reference to children being ready, I
think this goes back to the need for parents being trained as far
as creating a good image of self so the child can have good self-es-
teem to start out with, and many parents aren't equipped to do this
in many schools. But also another issue that I am sure you are
aware of, I don't know how many others are, is the integration that
is trying to take place right now with the three collaboratives that
have been established in this State, the Rutland collaborative, the
Bennington collaborative and the Connecticut River collaborative,
arid these are groups within these areas that are setting up and
coordinating expertise. And there was a terrific example of that
just a couple of months ago in Mill River School in Rutland. They
bad several students that were excelling in math beyond what the
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grade level provided, but there was a teacher in Ludlow that quali-
fied for this, and so through the exchange there is an integration
process starting. And I don't know if funds would be available
under this program for these collaboratives, but it is really exciting.

Senator Jxviturtns. Jell.
Mr. SPAUMING, Well, 1 don't have much to add other than if it

is a Lime that we have a chance to rethink our priorities on a na-
tional level, hopefully education would come to the top. It is also
a transitional time onfor education itself. This is back to our- -

I think where I started. It is a pretty generally hard to commu-
nicate concepts but what the needs of this country were and have
been up until fairly recent times are going to be different than they
are going to he 10 or 20 years down the road. And we are moving
away from the industrial society, as we all know, the technological,
global world. And as we rethink our priorities of where education
fits, I hope we also rethink a little bit what the role and kind of
delivery system we are going to have for education and the future
is so that we don't just raise it up, and ratchet it up and use the
same rmxiel or models that we've been using only doing it with a
vengeance; that we rethink the entire process a little bit.

Senator Jr: 'FOR DS. I agree. I think that is why I am raising these
questions. It is kind of a dilemma. Financing is key to a lot of it.
Now we run programsdemonstration programs and you FIFiy they
are wonderful. If they are wonderful, then they shanld be rep-
licated. If they are going to be replicated, who's going to pay for
them? Then you have the lack of resources at the local level, the
higher property taxes, the peok)le turning down proposal after pro-
posal to increase funding, the State trying to think in terms of how'
they are going to increase the funding and that is not an easy.
chore either. Of course, we are in a budget crunch right now, hat
it seems to me that we've got to face up to the fact that nationally
it is important. And the courts, as demonstrated in the Texas case,
are derniindilig that there 1* better services in education. flack in
the 1.970's we had the same problem in California which led to rev-
enue sharing, which then got thrown out. It ap !Allred to he being
used for everything except education. And I was against doing
away with it. I thought it should be oriented just to education, but
the Ferlerall role becomes complicated in the sense that we develop
specific programs to take care of specific groups and then you de
annul for flexibility so that you can use that ntoney the way you
see best fit. We have a problem if we use Chapter 1 funds which
are sUpposed to be going toward the economically disadvantaged,
for expenditures aren't going toward those that are economically
disadvantaged. How can we justify flexibility in this case? Arid it
is the same with Special Ed and all of these programs. Although
we don't have time enough this morning to solve all those while
you are here, I hope you can keep the dialogue open as we move
toward the future and decide whether our whole efforts in the Fed-
eral area should be just focused on increasing the funding for exist-
ing programs, or whether it should be a general revenue-sharing
approach or what it should be. I am sure the states will all say,
just give us the money, we will do a better job than you guys, And
that May well be true in Vermont, but it is not necessarily true in
Mississippi or other areas that have different kinds of probiem Li .

,
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Mr. MABLI :. I just want to respond. You have the State problem
at the State level. I just have one thought because I understand
what you are saying. If you broaden or weaken the intent of the
legislation so much it loses identity and the support, and then the
stronger you make that piece of legislation, the greater the cries
you get locally in terms of being too restrictive. And we sentwe
tend Lo think- -to get caught in this debate on either end. And 1
think there is another alternative, quite frankly, and that is some-
where iii the middle. 1 think you can maintain the integrity of the
Chapter 1 Program and the other programs and provide within
that same flexibility by having a community or in your case a State
say, OK, you submit a plan to us about. how you are going to spend
this money maintaining the integrityyou would write in all the
insurances that you need to see to maintain that integrity, but
allow us to integrate same of the funding and ensuring that each
of those dollars are being protected. By that they are being molded
together to address a particular State or community need. So all
I um saying is that dcin'tI don't think we often lock ourselves in
one or two extremes. I think there is really a middle road, and 1
think there has to be that middle road for you to he able to lobby
for the money at your level and for you to feel secure that it is get
Ling to the kids it is intended to,

Senator Jxeeoans. Then, of course, we get into the problem of
school governance not roach in Vermont but in other States
about who has the final saythe Slate or the LEA It is not a prob-
lem in Vermont, but I tell you when you get into debates about
whether New York City or the State of New York has the final say
about a plan, then you have a prohlein. If everybody submiLq a
plan, then you are going to have ra huge number of plans for the
Secretary to review beyond those developed on the State level. So
it is not that easy. I guess we've kind of talked about what you
were talking 13 e tty about the difficulties of auditing and the re-
quired paperwork of Chapter 1. We 11 erStan EI that, but these arc
problems that we are going to have to try and find better solutions
to. Well, 1 am not sure we solved all the problems.

Mr. SPAULDING. Could 1 ask just one brief question?
Senator JEFF/ 11M. Sure.
Mr. SPAULDING, I have read in the papers and stuff like that that

there is some thought about having some kind of Federal require-
ments to make progress hi the area of financial equity in order to
continue qualifying for funds or something's going to happen. Is
that a real possibility?

Senator JEFFORDS. Well, anything's a real possibility right now.
I wouldn't want to gloss it over and say, don't worry about it, be-
cause you have Lhe courts beginning to move into this -as we've
seen in Texas and I am sure you'll see in ether areas, where the
court feels there is an inappropriate allocation of resources, either
broadly or to certain areas. Hopefully the cases will generate an
effort on all parts to try and increase the fin im funding in order
to handle some of these problems. Vermont fortunately, I think, is
ahead in the sU IIIM of trying to bring about solutions, but also they
are behind in some respects in the amount of money that we dedi-
cate to education. So it is a tough problem.
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Mr. SPAti/JANG. Well, what I was going to say wag that I hope
we think long and hard about doing that at the Federal level be-
cause my understanding is now they are-471 just pick a number,
there are 25 court cases at. the State level and 1 think that we are
going towe have severe equity problems in the State of Vermont.
We are working on it, but I think that the States themselves, the
court. system is not just one or two, it is half the States, there is
lawsuits going on and I think it will probably take care of itself.
And I hate to see some new sort of requirements and reStriCtiOCIR
to wove that you are making El certain amount of progress which
will take more paperwork, and bookkeeping and stuff to go
through. And when I read it, I just wanted to take the opportunity
to let one of my Senators know that I think the states will probably
take care of that problem on their own in the next few years. (live
us a chance.

Senator ..4:rmana. I'll relax. I won't worry anymore. It. is a tough
national problem aOrl hopefully we will fiiid some answers to it but
us I said earlier, when you take a lookif this is a national priority
and you realize that out of our $1 -t; Trillion budget we spend 2 per-
cent on education in this country, you can't help but wonder if it
is one of the top, if not the top, problem in this country faced for
the future to place us in a position to he competitive and to see an
increasing standard of living instead of a decreasirip, standard of
living as to whether or not we ought to spend mere than 2 percent
of our Federal budget on education. But if we do, how many strings
do you tie to it Enid what does that do. Hut I personally have dedi-
cated to the proposition that if it is that important an itiSne, we
might to look at the Federal Coveniment in trying to reorder its
priorities to spend inure than 2 percent. So what I am trying to fig-
ure out is what it would take to do everything we wanted. We have
all these wonderful progracns that we start off as ciemonstrations
Mid we find out that they are successful, and then we forget about
them or we don't replicate them. And then we have these two won-
derful little programs working and small number of young people
get the advantages of theca, but we don't have any InOiley LO rep-
licate them. Thank you all. Pleasure. Thank you. Hxcellent testi-
mony.

Our next panel is Bob 111cliarnaira, Vermont, Department of Edu-
cation, School Development and Information Team; and Carlene
liellaniy, the Chapter I Coordinator for the State; and Mary
Sherrer, Chair, Chapter 2, Advisory Council. So if you would please
conic forward and be seated. Carlene, why don't you go right
ahead. Whoever wants to start is fine.
STATEMENT OF BOB MCNAMARA, VERMONT DEPARTMENT OF

EDUCATION, SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT AND INFORMATION
TEAM, MONTPELIER, yr, CARLENE BELLAMY, CHAPTER I
COORDINATOR FOR VT; AND MARY SHERRRIL CHAIR, CHAP-
TER 2 ADVISORY COUNCIL
Mr. MCNAMARA. I think I am going to start. We switched the

order on you, I am sorry, Senator. Thanks for having us here. I ant
here on Rick Mill's behalf. Rick couldn't be here, as you know, but
he wanted to make sure and you know him well enough to know
that he made sure that. I would make sure to tell you that he wants
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to work really actively with you throughout the whole reauthoriza-
tion and appreciates everything you've already done with it.

Senator JEPPOMIS. Just interject that lie did an excellent job. I
made sure he got his chance in Washington to tell the rest of the
country what ought to be dune and he did an excellent job of that,
explaining what Vermont is doing. And so I told him that if he was
going to he there, that was fine; I would get the chance to talk and
listen to him there, but pleased to have you here today and I un-
derstand why he can't be here.

Mr. MellAmanA. Thanks. Another thing I want to make sure I
do is to get a chance just to introduce some people who are here
who aren't going to be speaking but who are responsible for coordi-
nating these programs at the State level, and they ere really key
people. Sue Mahoney, and I am going to say that. Sue here? Sue
does the Drug-Free Schools program. And Lynn Provasi. Lynn,
stand right up. And Lynn does Chapter 2. And Mitzi Beach. Did
Mitzi step out? She's been here all along, and she'll be hack, 1 MB
sure. Mitzi does Chapter 1. They are really the key people for us
in the programs. And there are other folks who do key jobs, but
they are not here right this morning but have provided some input
and some feedback.

I think what 1 want to he able to say is just a few things. First
of all, I handed in same written testimony, and that goes into more
detail, but I want to just pick of a few points. One is that the kind
of change I think we need to have is signifirant and drairiatit and
not just fixing around the edges. And filet the problems in our sys-
tem today are systemic and we've gone through.--well, name the
blame. You know, we've blamed parents for not raising their kids
r I ht., we've blamed State departments for being overly bureau-
cratic, we've blamed the Congress for not providing adequate fund-
ing and so on and so forth, And I think what we have to recognize
is that unless we work together, this is not going to happen and
we are not going to get the results that we need. And that really
means that we need to define roles, and responsibilities and so on
and so forth. So let me hit a couple of points. Let's get rid of norm
reference to achievement testing for Chapter 1 and just. Lake care
of it. It really.. -dare are alternative ways. For national account-
ability there are some good studies that have already gone on, and
I think that we support the recommendations of the studies that
have gone on that you can far Federal accountability you can fig-
ure out some larger based ways to do samples and so on and so
forth to get, results, but let, the State and local design the account-
ability systems that they need. I am not suggesting not to be ac-
reqital)] V; I am sugnsting we cieed different ones. And I don't
know who it was carter said Texas needs different ones, and Ver-
mont needs different ones, and Georgia, and so on and so forth.

I just put out a guide for professional development, and what I
had to do--it is like a crib sheet on how to figure out all the Fed-
eral programs, when the funding cycles come, what the require
merits are, who you have to talk to I really would like to get La
the point of where we don't need a guide, and what I would suggest
is a single system in ESEA for granting cycles, and for reporting
cycles and for all the mechanisms so that when people try to work
these things together in systemic, integrated ways, that practically
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'hey can do it. Right now we have pockets. The Eisenhower atufi,
you might have a seventh and eighth grade teacher doing that.
Chapter 2 might have an assistant principal, an assistant super-
intendent. Chapter 1, you've got the Chapter 1 coordinator. And we
are small, but it is ironic that even though we are small those
things can work to fracture the system rather than to make things
come together.

The other thing I would suggest is that Chukker 2, as you know,
has been going down by bits and pieces. It in like taking a little
bit on the edges each year in terms of the authorizations. I think
it needs an idelit;ty. I really think that somethingwhat happened
is theChapter 2 needs an identity. And the reauthorization in
MO, I think it was when it went to all block grants, I really think
that the constituency groups didn't know what to line up behind.
I think it is been struggling with that, and I would really suggest
that that identity needs to be around systemic referin and to really
perfect other resources and incentives to make sure that those
funds are used most effectively, but to give it an identity because
I think without an identity, I think it is not going to go anyplace.

I think we really need to look at supplements, supplant provi-
sions and to make S 11 re that it really tillows the flexibility but at
the same thee the accountability. I am not at all proposing that wr
not target resources for specific purposes. 1 think we need to. I
think the notion of just dropping Edgar MaySenater May of Ver-
mont used to have a notion he called stump money, and si.ump
money was-.what happened, you left the money on a stump over-
night, you went home, you came hack and it was gene. And you
never quite knowhe used to worry that Special Ed money was
stump money, And he questioned us, how do we know it is work-
ing. I don't want stump money. I don't think we can afford to do
that, but I do think what has to happen in the tramilationI don't
think it is easyr, don't. envy your job at the Federal levelte try
to figure out how do you provide opportunities so that when a
school has a plan and the plan is really based on its needs and the
needs of the students in that community, that these resources don't
run separate programs in boxes but what they run is the resources
to Support that plan and that they do benefit the target groups?

Maintain and expand any Federal competitive funds you cam do
in the area school reform. Vermont has a wonderful track record
because we are trying to get out in front. We are trying to do the
best that we can do, and in that regard we are trying to work oil
systemic reform, and we've been very fortunate to benefit from
some of these programs. 1 think that they allow people to go out
there and take risks without having to guide a whole $8 Billion
worth on them. So that in some ways they are the front runners
to try, to learn from. We just recently found out.- -for instance, Na.

Science Foundation, the systemic ESS1s, and we just found
out we received a fairly significant first grant to write curriculum
frameworks for the State.

To build on the common core. Another aspect that really luss to
be dealt with is this issue about. how do you build partnerships to
support education, and 1 think the Federal government does have
to be a partner in this. I don't think it is the partner; I think we
need to let away from the mentality that the role of the Federal
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government is kind of like search and seize. You know, you go in
and try to find something wrong, that that is what the relationship
is. I really think it has to change into one of a partner that has
roles and responsibilities and that the primary goal and aim is to
support one another to get to the end and to have a single focus.
One of the things that we always work on is to say, you know,
we've got to make sure that basically we have a sense of vision,
and we are working together and that we are all going, you know,
north, if you will. Now some people are going to gn northeast and
scene people are going to go northwest, but the rani concern is we
really don't want anybody going south. And I think that in this re-
gard really that would be the test, is to make sure there are the
national goals.

Vermont goals. They align quite nicely. I think ours oven go be-
yond, as they should, to start to define some things that happen
within our educational system but -.and that helps, but all these
programs need to be construed or envisioned in a way that are
moving in the same direction, t think some of the work around the
Goals 2000 as a structure and a framework is really a great start.
It is a very diflbrent way to start to perceive how does the Federal
Government interact with time Suite government. It is a great way
to start the discussion on what that role and relationship should
be.

Other issues around partnerships. Ted Mablo spoke quite nicely
to the idea of transitioning and otheryou know, flexibility so that
Chapter I could work as a key component. The one piece that I just
sag; est is -and I was thinking last night on what I would say, I
don t understand a lot of the Federal programs Al tiler Federal pro-
grams that don't come through education. For instance, Head
Start, I just don't get it. And it is not because I am naive to it, but
it is constructed differently, it is configured differently, the sources
of funds come in different direetion ft. There aren't the regular coin-
munications that happen with other programs. Anything that can
be done-. it is not an I1 SEA issue, but anything that can be done
to keep those lines of communication open but -and I don't mean
in a bureaucratic expense, I don't wean being on some of these
mailings, but part of the discussion when these people sit down at
the table to talk about how are we going to move forward to meet
these national goals because we need to meet them all. We can't
just be successful in meeting number otze, So that Head Start actu-
ally is a partner in an investment to meet all six the way that I
look at it. And that really what we need to do is to be at the table
talking through how are we working in that sort of partnership. I
am not saying this to be critical of Head Start because I don't know
if you know what I mean; I am saying it to say that I need some
more support and guidance on specifically how can we inference
with them, how can we be at the table, how can they be at the
table? We make a lot of decisions around early education in the
same regard. It is a two-way street, that sort of thing.

I think another aspect, we have to pay attention to if we arc
going to work systemic is we have to Lake a look at issues around
financing governs as Senator SpauldirqT said. There is been a lot
of work m Vermont to work on those issues. Those are tough. How
should we be governing ourselves and structured to govern and
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hnw should we be financing education. But I wanted to point out
to you thatand I alluded to it earlier, we have a number of
grants. I had just started listing, and I am not going to read the
laundry list, but we have seven or eight that we are currently oper-
ating under right now for systemic reform. We are reforming the
State system on suit money and weand that is okay, to start, but
what, we need to do is to really make sure that the soft money
doesn't go away. You used the example ubout you've got this kind
of neat program, it works, now what do you do with it, that sort
of thing. And the clock's running for

li:S
us, and we need to make sure

that Chapter 1, EA, the whole package, is really focused and
aligned around systemic reform because that will be part of the
hard maney that can package in to being able to continue the work
that we are trying to do.

I am going to may my mandatary things and I say that because
I say this every time, and il, is mandatory because it is critical and
essential. We absolutely need the small State minimum. And I
know you know that, and I know you've gone to the wall for that,
and I know you've probably got a few bruises you could share on
that because 1 know the tone and temperament isn't all in that di.
rection. For us, you know, all these discussions around how do you
C071ceiitrate resources and so on discussions that are really
things that we can't relate to. We are in a situation where the
northeast looked a lotour economy fell apart. after the census per-
son came if you know what I mean. 'You know, they kind or came
and then we had no more money left, after that. And so that it reap
ly is a serious issue and II have thought long and hard about
how do you deal with it because people always ask me the Via
questions about what if we concentrate poverty at X place, what if
we did schn Iol-wide projects at Y point. can't figure out any other
way except to say in our circumstance we've got to maintain a core
or base of funding to work from, otherwise, it will be like a yo-ye.

Prior to small State funding we literally went through years
where -.I came into the State government, I don't know, about nine
or 10 years ago. They told me it was going to be an easy jab in
Chapter 1, and that never turned out to be true. IL is been a great
job when I did Chapter 1 directing, but literally some years we
were down 10 to 12 percent on a state-wide IIITCTUKC. Other years
we were up 22 percent. What that creates is a situation where local
people don't trust. And it is kind of like the Federal road projects,
here today, gone tomorrow. What's going to happen? Is there going
to be an exit and then it is just an exit to nowhere, you know, those
sorts of things. So what we got was as we were trying to push at
the State level to say, take some risk, get out there get some new
staff, do some new programs and so on, Mastaff, at the Local level were
saying, we don't want to get caught in a bind where we get some-
body on hoard and then we have to go through a rifting procedure
and so on and so forth. There is too much uncertainty. Small State
minimums help with that. They will really help just get a stable
base of funding.

A related issue. The more money that we can get in, the better.
I would argue the rule of thumb that we try to use, and we never
meet. it, but it is a good one to ))1.art with is take a look at what
you want to do with the program that you are designing and devel.
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taping, figure out how much it is going to cost and then fund it, you
know, at the level that it is going to take to do the job to meet the
goals. I think that this really becomes a problem because what
happens is, is that if you fund something at 80 percent or 50 per-
cent, you know, whatever it happens to be, it doesn't always nec-
essarily mean when you have a good program set up that you get
50 percent of the results. A lot of times you need to get a core of
resources to get any results, that sort of thing, particularly around
areas of the intensity of professional development, you know, of
3taff. You can't just do a couple of Ono-day wonders and, you know,
fund it Imcause that is all the resources you have and expect that
people are going to have the time to be able to change the way that
they are going about doing things. So really just a rule of thumb
to say, let s design a program that is very clear about what its in..
tent is, let's build a budget and not just an authorization, OK, but
an Fappropriation, Commitment to an appropriation that really
meets the 'nark and is able to CID it. And I think those kinds of
pieces of consistency will really send a strong message that the
Federal Governmecit's a partner that is right beside us. And that
is the kind of partnership that we really need is somebody that is
moving forward going north with everybody in Vermont, and I
would say in the Nation because I think that the Federal Govern-
ment's role really is to be out there saying, as a nation we need
to deal with these things. It is not just Vermont. And I think that
we recognize that as a State. We are not trying to insulate our-
selves, but at the same time what we arc saying Is, it doesn't mean
that one the fits all. That is the balance -that is the tough balance
to meet during legislation.

I think we talked about as new role and responsibility. I have got
some degree of hesitation with this. I have been working with a lot
of people in the Federal bureaucracy in a lot of different programs.
I am kind of utility infielder for the Department of Education so
I mean, I have done some work around Chapter 2, around Chapter
I, bilingual, not much around Drug-Free, but I am just starting to
learn that one and thethere is a sense in the bureaucracythere
is a role and function that is kind of defined in the bureaucracy,
and I don't think it is at the top level. I think that there is some
visionary people at the top levels. I don't believe they go too deep
into the organir.ation. The piece of the organization that hits us,
okay, that is out here i5 a piece that needs a lot of training and
support around a very different role and relationship. We've really
got. to move away from the compliance mentality, you know, that
that is the purpose and that isI call it search and seize. Just that
mentality that that is the role and that 3einelxidy's only successful
if they find something wrong. five you an example. We had a
Chapter I monitoring at one point and they said--the had this
finding Enid I said is that a you know, is that a finding that is
very important? And what they basically said was, well, you can't
go home with no findings: you know what I mean? And it just
showed, you know, you don t get your meal ticket or whatever with-
out the finding. So you had tothis one was one that we kind of
put on when we can't find one. You arc doing a great job. 'Thanks.
It is really hard to have that relationship if we are trying to work
together in a systemic way. I think that it is really got to change,
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and I would argue thin. it. is the kind of relationship that changed
to things around sharing it risk. Not taking the risk, but sharing
the risk and alive just exchanging commitments to one mother and
what's going to be. That demands new kinds of behaviurs and col-
laboration, new beliefs in people. Those things don't grow overnight
because people have been doing their 'oh well. Yru know, they've
been doing the job the syetem asked them to do, and I think that
thatthat is going to take a long time. We are working hard on
that at the State level. It is the same thing.

I am not casting aspersions because we sit in that kind of role
and relationship issuer how do we deal with schools? And I am sure
schools and communities are working out those same sorts of
things with parents and other people_ So I thilik that it does have
to be a partnership, I think that it dues have to be systemic in
terms of the type of change. I think we have to accept the fact that
the extent of change that we are reaching for is not just fixing
around the edges and that if it becomes fixitig around the edges
Jell Spaulding, I believe, mentioned we are going to wrap back 15
years, you know, that sort of a thing. If it becomes that, I think
that we've wasted a terrific opportunity for some change. I think
we are at a point where something can happen right now. People
you are starting to get a sense that people are moving north and
sensing that we need to move forth. Appreciate all the work that
you've done in that regard and I know you'll continue to do, and
thank you.

Senator JEFFORI1S. Thank you very much. Used to have fun with
the small Stale tninirnums when I was in 'louse ranking on the
Education Labor Committee and Bob was the-- -

Mr. MCNAMARA. That was a little easier to deal with. You used
to argue whether it was .5 or .25, Those were good days.

Senator JRIFORDs. Carlene. All right, Mary.
Ms. Si ii'aZ R ER. Thank you fur the opportunity to testily on behalf

of Chapter 2. I became involved in Advisory Committee work prior
to the lieginnings of Chapter 2 when F.SEA Title IV was in erist-
ence, so I go back a long ways. As a long-term Advisory Committee
member, teacher for 28 years end administrator for 2, I come to
you with much experience around these dollars. I worked on for-
mulas, I have received many grants as a teacher and I have
worked in on-site evaluations as an Advisory Committee member.

So before I share my thoughts about the future, I would like to
describe two concerns about reauthorization. According to rec-
ommendations made by the Council of Chief State School Officers
on reauthorization of the IlawkirtsiStafrord Am MI drnen LS of 1 FIFIR
entitled, "Ifigh Performance Learning Act," Chapter 2 Advisory
Committees would be eliminated. These committees presently ad-
vise the State Kducation Agency on the formula and in Vermont
assist with on-site evaluations at local school districts. Addition-
ally, committee members help disseminate information alma
Chapter 2. Hy having the public informed about end involved in
the process, these dollars are more protected than would be true
without such local involvement.

My second concern revolves around the small State minimum
that Boll mentioned. Without this protection Vermont would lose
dollars valuable to students in the State. I am requesting then that
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you continue to support both the continuation of State Advisory
Committees representing the broad interests of parents, Students,ts,
educators and community and also the small State minimum.

And now to the bigger picture. What can we do with funding to
enhance restructuring? This question forces me to look at positives
in Chapter 2 and components conducive to educational reform. I
have concerns about the way dollars are presently fragmented. I
think of how these dollars might serve to enhance one another. Let
me speak for a rn cm ent about those thoughts.

M well as the need to maintain Advisory Committees, another
positive of Chapter 2 likely to enhance all programs inherent in
this reauthorization is its flexibility. Chapter 2 has been popular
because of the diverse pcwiiiiiiities available to students, teachers
and families. In Bakersfield, for example, ParentLink began with
Chapter 2 dollars. ParentLink is used to inform parents and stu-
dents and to Tnake the school accessible to all residents. One story
describes a parent who walked a mile each day to phone the school
ust to receive information. She had no touch Lunn phone of her own

but was willing to walk to keep informed. That story demonstrates
the part. ParentLink plays in the Bakersfield community. Likewise,
at a recent school board meeting parents requested that all tax..
payers, including those families without children in school, be
added to outgoing calls so they can be informed about and invited
to participate in activities in the school.

The Bakersfield ParentLink in only one of thousands of programs
in the State started with Chapter 2 dollars and taken over with
with local dollars as a result of its success. Teachers with great no
Lions, such as silinnler safety kits or artints in residence are able
to realize LI-143ft ideas as a result of the flexibility. Small numbers
F dollars rejuvenate students, teachers and administrators. Like-

wise, these dollars allow creativity to flow and enhance school/com-
munity relationships.

As well as maintaining strengths of Chapter 2 during reauthDT-
ation, it will bm important to Ruppert educational reform. What

better tool do we have than Chapter 2's flexible dollars which allow
districts to provide quality inservice, Direr seed Taoneys for innova-
tive projects and provide dollars to be used directly with students
to enhance opportunities? Additionally, Advisory Committee 111e111-

bers can certainly play an important part in aligning Chapter 2,
Stitt! and school-wide goals through the on-site visits.

As for funding, Jill dollars should work to complement one an-
other in local school districts. Chapter 1, Chapter 2, drug and alco-
hol, and Eisenhower notices of allocations and allotments should be
received simultaneously and preferably planned For 13y the same
advisory co SU Tili al? e comprised abroad membernbip. In this way all
moneys can he directed toward local system-wide school improve-
ment activities rather than being fragmented and channeled into
several different directions.

Stanley Pogrow in the May 26th Education Week issue speaks
about the strength of Reading Discovery and IlOTS. lie says, "Solv-
ing the learning problems requires the best teachers, working with
learning envirerim e nts that are inure sophisticated than those
found in the gone ral classroom." By pooling all our resources then
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and heading thorn in like directions, we can provide teachers with
strategies to enhance student learning.

Similarly, by channeling multiple grant dollars toward the Na-
tional Education Goals, systems will move fin-ward. Chapter 2's
structure should serve as the primary vehicle for meeting these
goals and promoting system wide school improvement activities at
the State and local levels. The targeted areas of Chapter 2 allow
for system-wide change by providing access to funding for all popu-
lations. Rather than further segregating and labeling students,
these targeted areas focus on enhancing existing programs rather
than populations. With increased dollars and slight modifications,
the targeted areas in Chapter 2 will move us forward toward meet-
ing the goals by the year 2DDO.

For Vermont, Chapter 2 has proven itself as an effective resource
for significant school change. In reauthorization please remember
the importance of providing flexible Federal resources that can be
used by schools as they transform themselves for the 21st Century.
Thalik you.

Senator JEFOJZOIL Thank you very much. An excellent state-
ment.

Carlene Ilow.
Ms, BELLAMY. Now, finally. Senator Jeffords, as you know, I am

Carlene Bellamy, Assistant to the Superintendent for Specie] Pro-
grams for the Washington Northeast Supervisory Union. In my
current position I am responsible for m an ugh g the Chapter 1 mil
Special Education programs as well as coordinating assessment
procedures and overseeing the instructional support systems for
the schools in TO district. I also come with prior experience as a
Chapter 1 and Special Education teacher in a school undergoing
substantial restructuring effort; that is, the Cabot School. And
thank you for inviting me to present my perspective, ideas rind con-
cerns regarding the impact of redera/ legislation on student out-
comes.

In order to prepare students to meet the challenges of the 21st
Century educational reform must result in students meeting hi&
standards which are consistently rising toward excellence. While
higher expectations from all students, without exception, may be
driving program improvement, the number of students considered
to be educationally disailv itaged tend has tended to increase in
the process.

Concurrently, the refinement of Vermont Special Education rules
and strict adherence to the eligibility criteria has led to an overall
decline in the number of studenes receiving Special Education serv-
ices, yet has added to the number of regular education students
needing academic support,

Consequently, a lamer at, risk population has emerged comprised
of students with more diverse and intensive needs than have typi-
cally been served by Chapter 1. Unfortunately, along with the
growinv number of Chapter 1 eligible students, comes a shrinking
Federal share of funding, fewer dollura generated by child count
and a decrease in the number of students the Chapter 1 program
is able to serve.

If more Chapter 1 dollars were allocated and :applied to support
school -wide eflorts which focus on qualitative improvements, thou!
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resources would reach more students without diluting the intent to
supplement. The impact of increased program quality, as well as
quantity, should continue to be directly linked to student outcomes.

In Vermont a state-wide effort to meet the needs of all students
has called for the establishment of local comprehensive systems of
support. One provision of support is the Instructional Support
Team, which is a school-based forum for addreasing students' needs
through a process of collective problem solving, collaborative plan-
ning and the accessing of programs specific to each school's contin .
num of services. liowever, it should be noted that intervention
plans developed by this teams are only as effective as the team's
capacity to implement them. Frequently rigid program regulations
acid requirements preclude Chapter potential to effect rec-
ommended plans.

If Chapter 1 programs are to ensure that financial resources re-
sult in the greatest possible benefit for disadvantaged students and
if programs are to he held accountable for student outcomes, then
regulations need to encourage school-wide collaboration and unity
of purpose, promote educational best practices through coordinated
staff development designs, foster innovative service delivery models
which tire responsive to changing educational needs, and require
that clear standards be set and shared with students, parents and
staff. Program intenoity should center on Chapter l's full participa-
tion coniorehei1sive systeins of intervention, endorsement of au-
thentic assessment and integrated models of teaching and learning.

Undeniably, Chapter I dollars have had a significant impact on
raising the levels of academic achievement of disadvantaged youth.
IL is my TUCl/111011!Ildation that new and reauthorized Federal legis-
lation support systemic changed which is linked to State and local
reform efforts.

Broader interpretations of supplemental and flexibility are nec-
essary in order to meet the demands of today's diverse and iliclu-
sive clossrooms. Outdated notions of counting of numbers of min-
utes serve numbers of rninacs of service no longer fit the concept
of added benefit when quality of services is genuittely considered
and Feder al policy needs to reflect that reality. Thai di you.

Senator Ji,:ieFolins. Thank you very much, Carlene. Appreciate
your testinionr. It is very helpful and very critical to my better un-
derstanding o these programs, what kind of changes we may need.
Bob. I agree with you that funding cycles for the programs in the
hISMA should be coordinated. In a small State like Vermont that
means, I suppose, you'd have one person wearing two or three hats
trying to pull all of these things together, and we are going to try
to work on that and see what we can do about that.

Mr. MCNAMARA. Thanks.
Senator JEVPORDg. I like your reference. to Edgar May's stump

irconeyr but 1 mu that we need some flexibility to coordinate the
funds from Coals 2000, Chapter I, and Chapter 2. On the other
hand, I am not sure just how that is all going to work. Do you have
any suggestions what you'd like to see as to how we try and coordi-
nate those programs?

Mr. Mr! NAMARA. I think ifunder an ideal circumstance, I think
it. would take time to get there. I think that if you took El look and
said, there is in real need to work on four basic pieces of work,
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think that we aced to pay attention to things like educational re-
structuring, the Leaching and learning that goes on, the partner-
ships that we build up and basically strengthening professional
growth and development. And if youand in that same kind of en-
vironment what you need hi a situation where there needy to be
very clearly stated content standards about what we expect kids
need to know and be able to do, seine performance standards about
how well they need to be able to do it. And I think we do need to
make wine clear statements about what kind of environment needs
to be available to be sure those kids have the opportunity to learn
those things. And in that type of environment I think that different
partnere have different responsibilities. And if we could start to
just walk across what would those responsibilities be in different
sectors and define those, ultimately where the real flexibility could
come is if people were behaving the way they needed to behave in
the partnership and doing what they needed to do, what you would
have is a school and community that would have a game plan
based on the needs of their students and community, and it would
he a game plan on how they are going to move forward on getting
the results that they need to meet the goals. And that at that point
it is for all studecits. And by the way, Goals 2000excuse me,
Coals 2000 doesn't include Special Education students. I would ask
that that really should. That group wasit was obviously left out
when--you know, during the legislation, the part that I read at
least, but I think that it needs to be really reflective of what is it
that the school and community need to do to make sure that the
results for all students are very high. At that point then you start
to say, well, where does the State play in? It isn't to go in and
teach the kids, but it i9 a different sort. of a support. We have some
responsibilities. It is responsibilities in the same areas. We have
responsibilities in teaching and learning, common core, curriculum
frameworks to offer some support to link local curriculum, a good
solid State system that really is authentic and so on. Those are our
pieces of the pie. The local piece of the pie becomes the piece where
you start to say, well, the locals have to have a curriculum that
really is powerful that reflects that common core. They need to
have these assessments that are ongoing so you can ready modify
instruction. You start. La move out and talk about where the Fed-
eral comes in in issues like that. I really think that what we
needwe could have the best assessment system in the world hut,
as Jet) Spaulding said, we are in an international economy. Ver-
mont isn't insular anymore. We need to be competitive with across
the world and we need to have standards that aren't jest Vermont
standards. We need to have some points of comparison. NAEP of-
fered those. We participate in the New Standards project, which is
an effort to try to offer some of those. So that with an assessment
there is a piece in that way. But I think that what we need to do
is to make sure that we realize that the job of all these partners
is to make sure that what happens with kids ig what makesis
what's really important. And that in that regard if a community
has a plan, and is implementing a plan, and is accountable Fin d
measuring toward it, then I would argue that in this kind of envi-
ronment you can offer a world of flexibility for the use of resources.

think that it becomes stump money when it is really not planned,
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not thought through, not really accountable and reported on on a
regular basis in a public way. And I don't mean like send a report
to a state; I mean, a public collaboration with the community that
those kids come from on how those students are doing. When that
doesn't happen I think that it in risky. I think a lot of time our
categorical funding in the past has been based on a distrust; that
if we didn't put a box around it, somehody would steel it, that sort
of a thing. I think it is just a new way of thinking. If a community
and school is willing to take the responsibility and the accountabil-
ity for all students and the other pieces of the system are support-
ing it, I think that can be a new day. I think that really is a break
the typical kind of a 'lotion way of looking at what the relationship
would be.

Senator JP.Prcums. Carlene and Mary, do you have comments?
Ms. SHERItER. Sounds good-
Senator .TErteonns. Well, I want to thank you - -all of you for very

excellent testimony, very critical testimony. We look forward ta
working with you as we go forward in the reauthorization process,
and we will be looking to you to keep us from going too far astray.
Thank you very much. I think at this point we will take a 10-
minute break.

(Recess.)
Senator ,fi.:FORDS. Please be seated. There was no room in the

schedule for that break, so we've got to go forward in order to try
and keep on schedule. We have an excellent p_anel in store for us,
Paaiel Number 3, Marlene Burke, President, Vermont NEA,- Patri-
cia Woodward, President of Vermont PTA; Don Jamieson, the Ver-
mont School Board Association; and Bill Mathis, the Vermont S u-
point nil dents Association; and Tom Perry of the Vermont Head-
masters Association. Wow. You've all got 1 minute. No, we are
doing fine. And I just want to thank you all for coming. Looking
forward to your testimony. You guys are all the head of the people
in the front line here on these programs, and so we look forward
to your testimony. We will start in accordance with those the way
they are listed on the agenda, so that means, Marlene, go right
ahead.
STATEMENTS OF MARLENE BURKE, P1{ESIDEN1`, VERMONT

NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, MONTPELIER, VT1 PA-
TRICIA woonwAttn, PRESIDENT OF THE VERMONT PTA;
DON JAMIESON, DIRECTOR, VERMONT SCHOOL BOARDS AS-
NOMATION; BILL MATHIS, VERMONT SUPERINTENDENTS AS-
SOCIATION; AND TOM PERRY, VERMONT IlEADMASTERS AS-
SOCIATION

Ms. Binua. Good morning, Scnator-
5enrstor JEFFORIIS. Good morning.
Ms. BURKE. My name is Marlene Burke, and I am president of

Vermont NEA_ 1 represent over 90 percent of the teachers and edu-
cational support stair in this state's public schools. On behalf' of our
members, I deeply appreciate the opportunity to continent on the
potential changes to the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.
being considered by your S111)1:0 lninittee and would like to thank
you personally for your continued interest and support in edu-
cational issues not onlyily in this State but throughout the country.
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This State is on the cutting edge of reform from the State dePArt-
men s down to the classrooms of our public schools. Although there
are many equally important aspects of ESKA to consider, I would
like to focus my limited time on provisions of Chapter 1 that affect
professional development. I believe that one reason that profes-
sional development is so important is that the research of the Iast
quarter century, much of it Federally funded, is paying off. We
have a strong and expalicling knowledge base about how children
learn. We also know that it requires a great deal of time, effort and
individual attention for educators to couple this knowledge with ac-
tion,

I draw your attention to four linangs that have emerged from
some of this research, Children from disadvantaged backgrounds
have been equally disadvantaged by mistaken conceptions of their
abilities, skills and the instructional approaches necessary for them
to succeed in learning. All students, including the educationally
ditsadvialtaged, con achieve much more much earlier than pre-
vinusly thought possible, and failing to integrate across basic skills
instruction and to integrate basic skills with more !Advanced think-
ing skills that give meaning to these skills and enable students to
npply them in real life situations rob students of opportunities to
succeed. To orchestrate basic and advanced skill acquisition to stu-
dents, especially those who experience the challenges sif poverty
and limited English proficiency, requires highly complex teaching
skills on the surface. At least these findings are similar and are fa-
in ill ur,

Both policy makers, such as your committee mcrnbters, and edu-
r s , such as the members of say organization, have heard these

similar words before. A solid knowledge base substantiates these
findings and i np r oves the longstanding belief furnmiated in the
Mai Century that some students cannot be expected to acquire a
higher order of skills because of limitations in their inabilities. Be-
cause policy makers included education of disadvantaged children
as a priority in Federally sponsored research efforts, some of the
research on how students learn have taken place in classrooms
serving children from poor and linguistically minority populations.
These are considered most at risk.

Researchers found that these children come to :school with intu-
itive knowledge ah math, with elaborate communication and
language although not formal skills, and impressive abilities in the
arts of persuasion and negotiation, and that these skills blossom
when students are provided the learning strategies that are needed
to understand disciplinary subject matter and problem solving
within and among disciplines. I believe we owe it to our students
and to our future as a nation to realign our policy and practice and
to provide support arid opportunities for the educators to change
their practice to fit new knowledge and circumstances. The teach-
ers I know have always believed that all children can succeed. We
continually seek new ways of approaching teaching that will
achieve this goal. We also know that to transform education in
or der to assure that all children succeed, no exceptions, no excuses
is a 71) oninnonlial task.

We as educators must reconstruct our conceptions of teaching,
our conceptions of learning, we must learn new methods, we must
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acquire new skills and usseisinent and adapt our practice to fit in-
dividual students' needs. Teachers in Vermont and elsewhere have
been and are striving to develop the knowledge and the skills that
we need to help all children succeed often on our own time. Just
as we need to provide the structure and process to help the stu-
dents coiistrucl meaning from new knowledge and experiences, so
too do we Et A touchers need an iDITI1 AMC LUSE that helps us acquire
and practice those new skills and knowledge. The way to do this
is to create schools as learning communities for both Leathers and
students. Teachers' learning must become a routine part of their
work within the schools where they teach. That means all teachers
and other school professionals need the time to learn, to reflect, to
assess and adapt. How can schools become centers of inquiry if we
could not provide staff with the Lime to engage in inquiry? How can
teachers monitor students' individual progress and design the
means of diagnosing and attending to students' thinking and prob-
lem solving errors if they have no time for thinking and reflecting
themselves? How can your policies in Chapter 1 reauthorization
legislation create the environment for teachers and students in
which both are continually expanding, learning, redefining their
approaches to learning and expanding their knowledge?

May I make smite suggestions as to policy reConnnendatiOns?
One, Chapter 1. legislation should treat professional development
as 0 CIF! of the strongest levers for change in helping disadvantaged
students succeed in regular school programs. Two, Chapter I legis-
lation should promote some opportunities for all school personnel
serving Chapter 1. students to participate in joint planning and pro-
fessional development programs. It should also support school-wide
projects to the maximum extent possible while still protecting the
legislative intent of Chapter I. And professional development in
Chapter 1 schools must address new ideas and technologies related
to organi2ational stnictures, Vedileag lea 1 CO ntent, child develop.
mont, social context of education, partnerships with parents and
other stakeholders, and collaboration with other social service
agencies. Four, professional development opportunities provided
through Chapter 1 should reflect the state-of-the-art knowledge
about adult learning and about how edu rata TR, tearliers in particu-
lar, increase and update their expertise. states and schools should
receive assistance in developing the knowledge and skills necessary
to fulfill the intent of Chapter 1.

And may I just break for a moment and share with you a per-
sonal concern ehout professional development. I believe that. it is
a process and not an event. I think we have had events of profes
sional development, those in the field, those in the classrooms, we
often refer to i'. as spray and pray. A 1 day regional professional
development day where all the teachers are brought in and some
one from the outside comes in, spends two and a half hours spray-
ing us with the latest information acid then leaves praying that
same of it sunk in. That to us is not professional development. As
I stated, it is u process. It should not be an event. And it should
be an ongoing process not only where information is given and
questions and answers can be set in that context, but that that per-
son or that group comes back to gee what is being used how it is
being used how effective is it, what are thewhat are the prob-
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!ems with it if any and then continue on to the next stage of that
development.

Vermont. NEA carer deeply about ESEA. I refer you to the testi-
mony of our parent organization, the National Education Associa-
tion, for positions on many additional aspects of the act. 191 also at-
tach to my testimony policy recommendations from the Council for
Educational Development and Research which I found to he ex.
tremely helpful. I chose today to focus an professional development
because I see it as the most immediate and powerful step to de-
sired change and outcomes, and I want to thank you for this oppor-
tunity to share my ideas with you.

Senator tip:14'01ms. Thank you very much.
Ms. Butt. One last piece.
Senator Jwytmna. Go right ahead.
M. BunieR. Regarding Goals 2000. It needs to itielude other

things. I don't think it includes art, and fine arts, and music and
physical education, and I think it should.

Senator JEFFOCZDS. Patricia.
Ms. WoouwARD. Good morning. The Vermont PTA believes that

the reauthorization process of the Elementary and Secondary
School Improvement At of 1986 presents excellent opportunity to
re examine the Federal role and responsibility in elementary and
secondary education as well as its effectiveness in providing edu
ration and related services to children with special needs. The Ver-
mont PTA will focus its comments on the parent family involve-
ment component. Arid in your packet I have included information
on how parents can become involved in their children's education
as well as how educators can support and encourage parent in-
volvement.

Schools and faniilies n w t come closer together. A more positive
home environment related to the school, increased parent expecta-
tions of their child's academic performance, i!arent involvement in
the clecision.making process and increased parent interest in
schools are just some of the outcomes of a well-developed, ongoing,
systematic and meaningful parent involvement program. When
parents are involved in the educational process, their children do
better in school. National surveys and reports continue to under.
A core the importance of parent family involvement in education.

Since 1988 school Elistritis receiving Chapter I money have had
to comply with the current parent involvement regulations. Travel-
ing around the State of Vermont the last 6 years I have had kin
opportunity to meet with many parents, teachers and administra-
tors,

Many school districts receiving Chapter 1 funding have dem-
onstrated wise leadership by making parents' involvement a major
component of their school plans. By making a concerted effort in
getting families involved in the educational process, these schools
are making Chapter 1 more effective assuring that the money
spent in Chapter 1 will achieve the expected goals. However, I have
been at schools that are not taking the Chapter 1 parent involve-
ment component seriously. Other schools have policies that just
aren't working, not effective or being ignored.

Everyone talks about how irnport.nnt parent involvement is; how-
ever, when asked what does parent involvement mean to them,
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they have difficulty in answering. The Vermont PTA believes that
parent involvement is the participation of parents in every facet of
the education and development of children prenatal to edulthand
recognizing that parents are the primary influence in children's
lives. Parent involvement takes many forms, including the parent
shared responsibilities and decisions about their children's edu-
cation, health and well-being as well as the parents' participation
in organizations that reflect the community's collaborative aspira-
tions for all children.

The Vermont PTA would like to make a few recommendations to
strengthen and improve the parent involvement component pri.
manly of the Chapter 1 program but, quite frankly, parent involve-
ment is parent involvement, and what I am going to say cart go
across everything in our schools. We need to clearly define what we
uiean by meaningful parent ir wolvement. We need to add an addi-
tional national goal, as you heard me speak many times, that by
the year 2000 every elementary and secondary school have com-
prehensive school and home parental involvement programs. We
need to make an eflbrt to focus on ineaningfulnot the token par-
ent involve ent, meaningful parent involvement activiti F! i that
support and encourage home school communication in cooperation
with school programs and children's progress.

We need tritining of parents in SC110013 to work with each other
by helping parents develop skills, they need to improve their
parenting abilitie 9 and prepare their childrett to 'Pam. More re-

rch oil the barriers to meaningful parent involvement. Providing
information for parent m about what children are learning in school
and how .rents can continue that learning at home. Offering op-
portunities for parents to volunteer including anti--again, train-
ing you are going to hear training andmenningrul through this
include and train parents in the decision-making role in school gov-
ernance. Helping parents to be a good advocate for their children
and developing partnership with business to enable parents to be
able to volunteer in the school without loss of their pay. The cur-
rent framework for parental involvement in Chapter 1 must be pre-
served. Parents must continue to be involved, again, in a meaning-
ful way, in the planning, design and implementation of the pre-
grains and in the education of their children at home and in school.
Ongoing training must be provided to the parents so that they can
understand what is involved in those aspects of the Chapter 1. At
the very least in this--in Chapter 1 they need to still have the an
nual meeting where parents receive Chapter 1 information, and
they I k eed Lc; he involved in the developing of a parent involvement
plan.

Development of parent school-based organizations that provide
aupport and training to carry out the decision-making reap OIINi1)11-
; lie S. An annualual evaluation of the parent involvement program, and
a school policy developed with parents on the importance of mean-
ingful parent involvement.

To assure that strong parent involvement policies are developed
and in ple rn Nth! ci effectively, the Federal government must in-
crease their monitoring of all schools' implementations of meaning-
ful parent icivolve Men I. To be successful, strong, meaningful and
comprehensive parent involvement programs must be promoted
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and encouraged at all levels of government. The Federal govern-
ment should create a Chapter 1 parent involvement center to pro-
vide support and technical assistance to the states in developing
and enhancing parent involvement programs. States, therefore,
would be able to provide technical assistance to the schools for
strong and effective parent involvement. All parents, including
those that do not speak English or have literacy problems must re-
ceive information in a language they ran understand about Chap-
ter 1. Parec LS need help from the school wi (11 funds for implement-
ing programs, resources and materials, and help to carry out those
programs. Training is a key component for FL comprehensive and
meaningful parent and family involvement program. Teachers and
administrators must receive preservicc and inservice training on
the various aspects of parent involvement. Standards be developed
for recertification of teachers and administrators in all areau of
parent involvement. Higher education must provide for its edu-
cation student required courses in parent involvement and again,
training for parents to ensure success and their meaningful partici-
pation in these programs in Chapter 1.

Any changes dur mg this reauthorizaticn must be based on sound
research. We know that parent involvement enhances children's
success in school; however, we need more research in identifying
the harriers to parent involvement, we need more research in iden-
tifyicig the components of the successful Chapter 1 parent involve-
ment programs and why they are successful, and then implement
those models of successful parent involvement programs. And
again, more training for parents. A key focus of school restructur-
ing arid refonn should be to provide an organizational setting that
meets the needs of each child and family. A few examples, schools
changing their stnicture to be more responsive to family needs and
schedules. For instance, parent-teacher conferences may have to be
scheduled in the evening, early in the moniing before parents go
to work. Parents may not be -1-le to support their children in their
homework every night. Meeting Limes for Chapter 1, or any other
parent group or any other educational group in the school may
have to be scheduled at night, weekends, early in the morning to
enable parents that work to fully participate. Tire family has
changed over the last two decades. Most schools have changed little
to meet the needs of families. Parent involvement must go beyond
those who are easy to reach. Schools must assure that all parents
take part in parent involvement activities. Evaluation of parent in-
volvement prograMS DMA be more systematically evaluated.

Schools that have made special efforts to d. velop strong, com-
prehensive and meaningful partnerships with their parents should
be recognized, and those that do not take parent involvement seri-
ously should be identified.

Parents should he involved in the evaluation process, and infer,
relation should he reported where they could collect and synthesize
the informEition. Parent involvement can be one of the most cost -
effective ways to improve education. We have no territory to protect
other than the best interest for all of our children and youth.

The Vermont PTA thanks YOU for inviting us in to share with
you our concerns and recommendations during this reauthoriza-
tion.

I
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Senator .121eFORIIS. Thank you very much.
Don. Could you pull the mikefine.
Mr. JiairesoN. That is fine. Good morning. As a representative

of the Vermont School Boards Association, I appreciate the oppor-
tunity to be here. It is especially nice, Senator, that you have this
hearing right in our own backyard. We go to Washington once in
11 while to see you, and it is even nicer to have you back home
where we can talk with you.

Senator Jici.enans. Certainly nicer for me.
Mr. ,MmiKsoN. Well, it is for us too. Mien tate thinks of the

ESKA, it is natural to reflect on Chapter 1. Chapter 1 has been
around for quite some time. Not only is it the largest component
of this act, it probably has had the greatest impact on our young-
sters of any Federal program. It has become a real integral part
of a budget and, believe me, this support from the feds for these
disadvantaged youngsters and compensatory services is appr elated
and it is relied upon by school boards. 'There are a few thing that
we've beard rErr.ently I think about criticisms of Chapter 1, criti-
cisms saying are the skill improvements in the areas of reading,
and writing, moth, are they sustained over a long period of time?
lL ITIFJ3. lie trlie that there is some loss by these youngsters,.particii-
larty during the summer months, but I wonder what \maid happen
if we did not have that money and those programs to bring up
those youngsters from time to time in these very vital, basic skills.

It is been my feeling thatand my experien Ce in looking at
Chatter 1 youngsters that they do lose some of the skills and con-
cepts from June Le SeptemLer, and 1 think that Chapter 1 can fill
some or that vacancy that occurs. It seems to me that innovative
programs that school districts can have during the summer that
would utilize other agencies, such as the library, and give an en-
riching environment to those youngsters that might not have that
environment during the summer. And I don't believe those Eo-
grams would occur without the support of Chapter 1 funds. The
same thing is true---some of the things that. Pat talked about, we
Dave parents- single parents, we have two parents working and we
have a need for child care. And often yomigsters are coming to
school very early in the morning, being dropped old' and need to be
looked after acid often parents aren't home in the evening until a
little later. So there are some times there where programs that can
help youngsters in basic skills could be put to use. And it is a nice
way of supplementing the education that the regular classroom
teacher gives youngsters rather than supylantitig it. I have often
wondered why we Lake y01111E:NUM out of a professional teacher's
classroom and put them in the charge of an aide in place of the
time that they would have in the regular Classroom, It seems to me
it would he nice if we could use more of our money to be sure that
it is supplementing the professional services that are available to
youngsters and ita supplant them.

So I hope that the moneys that President Clinton has in his
budget, he's got about a 6 percent increase, close to a half a million
dollars fur Chapter I. I think that is a nominal amount. The three
areas that 1 suggest that need attention, that is reaching all eligi-
ble Children. As you know, we never seem to be able to reach all
the youngsters that are eligible in the criteria set for Chapter 1,
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end so increasing basic grants that go through the school districts
is important, providing staff develop a program for all of those
things that Marlene just mentioned to you, those are critical. We've

bof
to have staff development, not only for the Chapter 1 teachers,

ut also far the regular teachers in the classroom and for the aides
that work with our youngsters.

And, finally, I think it is important that we encourage research
into the reasons specific to the Chapter 1 pupil aa to why this
group of students have the learning problems that they do. It
seems to he some u3tique problems with these youngsters, and I
don't think we've gd the handle 'm it. So it is got to be not only
good service, but it is prnbehly they are going to have to be dif-
ferent services to meet these particular youngsters. It was men-
tioned earlier that Mr, liciuclreau out of Arizona has been doing
work in this particular area, and I would suggest that he might be
of interest to you in finding that there are differences in the prob-
lems of youngsters in the primary units and intermediate grades
and maybe a practice that we've had of reeking sure that those in
the greatest need of services get Chapter 1 services first. And he
questions that policy with someI think with some good support.

I leave you with one more point on Chapter 1 and that if the
3CrYieU3 that Chapter 1 is provided by Federal funds should dis-
appear, they would disappear because of the luck of funding that
Mille% from Federal 1,:overntnent. In this day and age you must he
cognizant of what's happening with budgets and the cutbacks that
we had in our schools in order to get voter approval of the basic
things we need, and should we riot sustain the effort in Chapter
1, you cannot expect that the voters are going to approve more
money for compensatory services. We are having a struggle provid-
ing the services that we have right now. And I don't think we are
going to find additional services being approved by the voters.

in your letter last week, Senator, you asked about. how could we
improve the Federal role in education, and let me give you a couple
of brief suggestions. Sometimes it seems to me the best way that
the Federal government can support and help local school districts
in the job of educating our kids is notis by not hurting us, and
it appears to me that there is a possibility of that happening in the
very near future. I am talking about the contemplating con -
temptuted Energy bill. If that Energy hill goes through and if, in-
deed, school districts are expected to increase their budgets to pay
for the tax on the energies that we us; it could be considerable.
If you will just think a moment of heating all the school buildings
in the State of Vermont during the long winter months, think of
the illumination that we have and use, the dozens upon dozens of
those big yellow school buses carrying youngsters to and from
school about 1N days a year. Now I would hope that you would
realize that we believe that the energy tax means that we are
going to conserve energy. That is a laudable goal. Money that is
going to Washington could also defray sonic of the deficit, and that
is a laudable goal too, but I suggest to you that there is a greeter
goal than those two that this Nation has, and that is the education
of its young people. And, therefore, why would the Federal govern..
merit want to use local school districts as a Federal tux collector
when we are having a difficult time collecting taxes to operate net
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own schools? So that bill could very well cause a lot of holes in
budgets that I think we would find extremely difficult to fill. So 1
urge you to watch that and maybe give an exemption to local
school districts.

Senator JEMORDS. Thank you, Don. Good point, and a troubling

Mr. JAMIESON. There is a couple other things.
Senator JEFFORDS. Sure. Co right ahead.
Mr. JAmINSON. You know, I think we've talked about it before,

the arbitrage regidatiOn that the school boards have; that we have
in the past invested some of our funds, particularly when we have
extra money, a bond issue or something like that, and know that
moneys can be put to good use in the district. We've had the expe-
rience in the past of having quite a hit of money in certain of our
towns that is derived from arbiters and it is been helpful, but since
the changes in the regulations, I find that a lot of school boards
don't bother to arbitrage. Why arbitrage, you know, when you've
got all the difficulties and you are going 40 ship them off anyway.
So it might be that that money sits in the bunk in a checking ac-
count somewhere arid not drawing interest and so on, and someone
else benefits from that particularinterest-free loans. So I hope
you will think ahoixt the need to make some changes in the arbi-
trage.

Also the Administration's School Reform hill was orignially set
was to set standards for what students should know and be able
to du and then to help give un ii system to evaluate the progress
that the youngsters are making in our schools that are making
those standards. Changes in this bill recently have been rewritten,
and it is a little bit disturbing to me. They set up a new agency
called National Education Standards and Improvement Council in
that bilk, and this council would certify national curriculum, it
weuld set standards of State tests and a new series of opportunity
to learn standards. There would be a new Federal commission to
define the apportunity to learn standards. I think teachers should
know what knowledge they are using, and is it the best knowledge
Lhret they are using in the classrouia and what kinds of material,
what ki:ids of technology they are using. In Either words, the Fed-
eral government, if this bill should pass, would he doing what I try
to keep school hoards from doing, micromanaging the school. And
I think they are dealing with the means, the input. I hope we don't
get the Federal government in a position of using the old top down
type of change method of implementing the restructuring process
that we have going in this country right now, particularly what
we've got going in Vermont. So t would hope that you would be
sensitive to the original intent of that bill, which I think was good,
in saying, okay, let's set sonic high standards_ They should know
what they should be to do, and help us set up a good measur-
ing system, an FISSCSSInent of these youngsters and of our schools
to see if they are getting the lob done and then let the prnfessionals
and let the local districts do the job cued hold them to those stand-
ards,

My last suggestion has to do with the co M partmentulization of
the Federal and State governments which leads to a separate deliv-
ery of services to families and children. It seems to beit is a natal-
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rid thing that we divide things up. We ham all kinds of depart-
ments in State level, we have all kinds of departments down there
in the Federal government- We even have committees in the Slate
and in Congress that deal with particular parts of the budget. And
when we do that we seem to forget that the services needed by
youngsters are numerous. Arid Pat talked about the family and
the familys needs have changed, and many of the functions and re-
sponsibiIcties today that WCTCs distributed elsewhere seem to be
placed upon the echools, And we'v.t accepted many of them, prob-
ably almost too readily, but the main purpose of schools is educat-
ing youngsters.

And so, believe me, I think what we need in help and we need
help from other agencies, whether it is mental health, human serv-
ices, employment, We need those together to look at the furniiy and
the and their youngsters, And so if there is any way it might help
to break the gridlock with them that we have, if there is any way
to keep hi your focus as a central point families and children as
a whole and the services that come into that and see if you cannot
stimulate us to cooperate and communicate with one another so
that we will have a better delivery system to our families anti to
our children, at no more, maybe even less cost to the taxpayer.
Thanks.

Senator Jiinevoxixs. Thank you very much Very excellent state-
ment. Dr. Mathis.

Mr. MATme, Good morning. I any Bill Mathis. I represent the
Vermont Superintendents Association, and I too want to thank you
for hringittg this to Vermont and giving u a chance to visit with
you about this very, very important bill.

First, I would mention that I have read ti number of position pa-
pers put out by vested interest organisations and professiolial orga-
nizations on the reauthorization of this bill, and the one thing that
comes through is that each of them want to invest their point of
view. That is understandable, but there is a danger there because
if there is too much of that, we may lose eight of what we are try-
ing to do is improve education and that we may, in essence, cause
inure bureaucracy than what we would really like to have.

First, I would nutrition that ESEA programs have just been very
good, they've been very successful and they've been a tremendous
Hsset for us and local schools. I would mention in particular Chap-
ter 1, Chapter 2 has been extremely useful, so has Eisenhower
moneys been a real blessing and a real help for us improving edu-
cation, and the Drug-Free Schools money as well. I would say that
Chapter 1 is a bit too bureaucratic for Federal regulations that
need to be lightened up, but other than that, it is just been a great
boon and a positive asset. Trying to hit this entire bill in 5 or 6
miilliGes is awfully difficult. I'll hit five major themes or five major
recommendations and then four little things that I think are impDT -

tant.
Senator E F101/ Ds. Don't hesitate to supplement it, any of you,

with additional material if you want. We will make it part of the
record so no oneI don't want you to feel too constrained.

Mr. Miam. All right. There is a lot of' talk about the national
goals, anti 1 think that is very important. And in terms of the na-
tional goals I have seen some very nice documents put out by the
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Federal government on the national goals. They are very pretty,
they have three colors, they are usually on parchment and things
of that sort and they look real good on the wall, hut the thing is
if you wont to get them off the wall and away from these lofty rati-
fied conferences, people who steeple their fingers end say pompous
things sometimes, we've pot to be able to put. those things into ac-
tion that affect schools, that affect childreci, Oftentimes they just
stay right there on the wall and they don't make any difference.
And so in my recommendations I want to try to hit. a couple of
things that would help us make them real,

The first thing that is been mentioned by other people is a major
emphasis on authentic RoseElsmenL We talk a great deal about ac
count-ability, standards is on everybody's mind, currieu!,uri im-
provement., the national goal; but unless we have good, measur-
able ways of dealing with these things, they will be nothing more
than more words. I have beenI ran State testing programs and
I have helped on designing of national assessment, but the thing
is, is that unless we can get seine authentic assessment beyond
standardized tests, we are not going to make it. We've got to start
asking questions about, how do we measure that the kid is all in-
volved, responsible citizen? How do we me F3 sure that? We need to
measure that. That is very, very important. And there is a great
emphasis in the talk in Washington about shifting from auditing
and compliance bases to Performance bases, but unless we have
ways of amasuring that performance base in authentic, meaningful
ways, then we will not achieve those g.7als, That is the first re c
ornmendation.

The second is that is to use mechanisms like Chapter 2, Eisen-
hower and the alcohol and drug money and to stay away from the
traditional categorical programs. Chapter 1 is still part of the bitch-
tiocial mechanism. I think that needs to be loosened up. I think
there are a number of problems--perspectiveNr rind I think Bob
McNamara mentioned it earlier, that the people inside of beltways
seem not to trust what's happening in the rest of the Nation. But
it has to go out there and we have to tie this back to the perform
atice with authentic assessment as our means of accountability
rather than the clanking, ponderous and thunderous mechanisms
we b Fl Ve now.

Third recommendation is to emphasize teacher and adminis-
trator retraining. Very, very i [ri IX] dant, and I think Molly's talked
La this earlier. We have a generation of teachers and administra-
ta TS, including myself, who really need to be brought up to speed
in terms of new methods of teaching, for hire order, for student-di-
rected learning, for critical thinking, and they need to be helped
and assisted in a continuous way to improve what we are doing.
And that isn't. the one-shot method; that is a continuous program
of VT Dfe S 51 CM III ilili1T OVe Men t. So everywhere we can is to push that.

One of the ways of doing that comes to my fourth recommenda-
tion and that is to integrate, merge and consolidate programs. And
the cci 11 nc.il of two State school officers have put together the notion
of clustering similar programs. I think that is a very good idea. I
think they got a little bit timid because what they did was say keep
the categorical nature and then allow the states to merge them or
allow the local to merge them. I think we ought to look at merging
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them in Washington first because, like us, they have their own bu-
reaucracies and the Chapter I people and the Special Ed people,
these programs need to be merged, but they represent independent
systems which do not necessarily talk the same language nor do
they use the same set of rules. We are often asked to do very con-
tradictory things by those particular programs, and I really tliink
that that really has to start in Washington. If we ranif we have
to fall back to clustering with permissive legislation for the states
and locals, that will help. I also think that all the professional de-
velopment activities need to be clusters as well.

The fifth recommendation I would give to you is to fund the
parenting programs and the early education programs. The re-
search clearly shows that that is where payoff is, and that when
we start looking at the greatest predictors of achievement, we are
brought back to the role of the family and in cooperation with the
schools. There has been some push by some people to really say we
should go to the high school grades. Don was referring to that ear..
her. I don't know that we should. We get -

Senator ih:FF0ans. I urn sorry, the high school what?
Mr. MATEILs. Push Chapter 1 programs more into the high

schools. I would love to do that, out the greatest payoff is in early
education and parenting. If we have to make those chokes, I would
rather go for the early education and really get that strong foudit..
tiara early on when we can 1* most effective. There is some people
who are advocating that we mandate that schools take on an as-
sessment of parent education needs, and provide programs amid

evaluate how well we are doing in that. I would love to see the lan-
guage more permissive to allow us to do that but not to mandate
those kinds of programs. We can hardly do what we are doing now
with the re sources we've got, let alone taking on a broader ma n
date. And I think it is wrong to use Chapter J or any other Federal
program to mandate actions across the board in terns of the
school. People forget sometimes that with 6 percent Federal fund-
ing, the Federal Government's really a minor stockholder in the
play, and unless they are willing to put that funding mechanism
up to carry their mandates, they really shouldn't be doing it.

Sinne n i a or points. There is some people that want to use this
reauthorization as a chance to push school choice. At this point in
education we need focus, we don't need fragmentation. Competition
in the world is often touted here rind, of course, we have to be MTh
p etitive, but we s Vein to forget that we need to be cooperative and
that we need to work together. And, finally, the research clearly
shows that choiceschool choice mechanisms just don't work and
it is a silly little political psendosolution that we shouldn't waste
time on.

1 think we should keep-. the second minor thing is we should
keep the supplement, not supplant regulations. Don's just men-
tioned it. If you get rid of that, that is a little pocket of protecting
leading edge money. If that was taken away, if that money was not
protected, 1 am afraid it would be sucked straight into the oper-
ations, and 1 think that is a real danger. So keep the regulations
as they are on that.

There is some stuff about the implementation dip that people are
asking. Again, it gets us back to funding. I face o situation now in
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which we have negotiated a longer school year. The local district
people are saying, we don't want to pay for that, but we have to
have that sustained funding base via State or Federal behind us
and not such reliance on the property tax if we are to sustain the
energy for educational change. I cannot do that locally. 1 fight real
hard to do it with some success, I might add, but at the same time
I cannot bechange takes a long tune, and unless 1 have that
steady funding base there, it is not going to happen.

Last minor paint, I had mentioned a personal thing, is that there
is also a reauthorization for Native American programs. That papu
lation has truly been disenfranchised, and I would urge that they
be represented properly when this bill is reauthorized.

In quick summary, keep and expand the program; it is working
well. keep new assessment methods as a key. Use incentive sys-
tems rather alai' regulatory systems. Also training and retraiinng
is the key to all other change, airs that needs to be pushed as well.
Cluster the programs and emphasize parenting in early education.
Thank you very in 11C11

Senator JKFFURDS. Thank you. Tom.
Mr. Pt:wt. Good morning, Senator. I would like to, first of all,

tell you I hate to he last, but I thank you for inviting me La speak
this morning. 1 represent the principals from the State of Vermont,
and I guess you could say that I represent the where the hay actu-
ally gets dawn to the ponies. We are here where the rubber hits
the road, and some of those things that I see that we have to he
careful of as well as what we might do to make trs a little bit better
in the use of Chapter 1, Chapter 2 and the rest of the program.
I men1.iorted thime two things because those are what affect me
most; however, I mention them very positively because they are a
necessity in our schools right now.

very
you think about the way we

have reorganized or restructured schools, you find that one of the
keystones has been the use of Chapter 1 and of Chapter 2 funds
because the recession has slowed us down a bit. Luckily we've had
a way to keep things at least moving. I am a little bit concerned
that as it. slowed us down, we now have everybody that I can think
of trying to find ways that they can spend Chapter 1 and Chapter

fi ids to better help them in their needs. I would ask you to do
it you are known for best. You've always supported education

and supported our children, and those should be the two things
that are looked at when you make your decisions in Washington as
to how this money may be used. Very important that children are
the key word, I believe. The families and children are a necessity,
but children are the key word.

The next thing is our services have been diluted to a point be-
cause funding has either not kept up with the need or funding has
bean moved. And that is one of the other concerns that principals
have. As we use populations as a basis for funding, you find that
as it moves around, communities are starting to be very fearful of
starting programs or keeping them. Consequently, when you ask
far an increase-.and it is my firm belief and most principals', that
a teacher teaching children bow to read has much more long-term
benefits than a tutor working one cm one with somebody else des-
ignating what needs to he covered as the benefit. But we are losing
that moue and more we are becoming schools with tutors, and the
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basic reason for that is the expense, And Chapter 1 is one of those
areas that if it were increased, would be very important.

Second thing is the only way you Actually restructure schools and
change those things is to be able to have some long-range planning,
If we plan by the year, we become very poor as far as we can put.
out a lot of .fires, but we actually never improve or progress. We
need some way to look at the moneys that are appropriated in
Chapter 1 and apter 2, and school districts and school boardsCh.
need to know that they can count on that money for a certain time
period, not that they may have it next year and may not have it
the next year.

We should look at being collaborative. We've done that in every..
thing else that we do, but one of the things that I looked at was
the drug and alcohol moneys that we get which have been a sincere
benefit to all of our schools, but things to think of A 'lesson:11 expe-
rience, in my school -and I only have 200 elementary students. in
my school we use drug and alcohol money, which is used by our
health department, our guidance office. Then coming from outside
the school we have a DARE program, which is funded through the
law enforcement, and then we also have Act 51, which is huninci
services. Try and keep track of all those things that you need to
meet for requirements with the same thing. It reaches a point
where in a small school where you have one administrator you just
kind of say, I don.% have time to apply for funding for these kind
of things and you do, you know, the basic necessities. If there is
a way that all of these things could be listed as information and
the collaborative use of those groups could he worked out., think of
the benefit it would be to our schools and our districts. Just to
know what's there and what's available to you is a plus when you
are all alone.

The flexible use of money is very import-Fla. As we chore re, we
must trein our Leachers differently, we must train ourselves. I
would have to be.- like Bill, I have been in this business a long
time and we do a lot of things ;and have some beliefs that might
need cliEuige. We need to not show them something that is neat;
we need to train them the things that work end we need to use
it for a while. And that costs money and it costs time. Arid these
are the things that we really have to be aware of The funds do
need to be flexible, but Ias I stated right at the beginning, I
think the flexiblethe flexibility has to be denoted that how it af-
fects children. Other than that, we will feel that the uses for a lot
of different things will dilute the program one inure time. And I
&E't think that the taxpayers of Vermont and probably the Nation
can afford to fund everything that we might ever Want to do. If
weyou know, if we say it is elementary and S eell ritiary school,
then let's look at that. 1 really hate that Pell gronts overspend,
that they may take Tri uney out of elementary and secondary school
funds. Those kinds of things just should nut be allowed.

Just to go through quickly because, as I say, I am last, you've
heard all these things a million times. Our communities are fearful
of using loetieral money because they know, first of all, it may or
may not be there, but their belief right now is that it want rt 114!

there. So when you request that we improve or start a breakfast
program, that we offer school lunch during the summer, any of
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those things, right now it is very difficult to get a community to
agree to do that, and it is basically the fear of the unknown, I
guess I would say. We need a focused and clear assessment. There
is many assessments out there. We develop new programs and then
we assess them with a standardized test that was developed 10
years ago. You need to have -.if you haven new program, you also
have to have an assessment for that program that is current. You
cannot use something that is in the past. A lot of times when you
say there is a dip, the dip is that we are not teaching something
that is not tested on a standardized test, you can only test what
you teach your children. You can't test them on things you don't
teach them without having a dip. So that would be one of"the other
things.

The in conclusion, as it does reach the children, I guess one of
the important things that I say is that all States need to be in-
volved as far as the collaborativeness of what's available to schools.
We do not know that all States do it differently. We need the Fed-
eral help to do that. That is probably the most important thing if
we are going to make changes nationwide, because we are all dif-
ferent, but there is a lot of things thatyou can steal the hest hut
not what works here. What works iii Vermont might not work in
New York City, but sonic of the things we do would work there and
some of the things they do would work there. Thank you, Senator.

Senator JEFF S.ORD Very excellent statement, Tom. Appreciate
the Lime you've put in it, all of you. It is very helpful information,
though 1 thicik you've raised a lot more problems for me than
maybe. I wanted to hear. I get the drift certainly on much of what
you are saying. I guess one of the critical areas that I am con-
cerned about is how we do try and find answers to these real
needs, and yet there are no resources really available to do so. lii
particular, there is no question in my mind, and I agree with you,
that we need to do more with parents, we need to do more with
coordinating after school time and all of those things, but at the
same time where do you find the resources to do that? You can't
ask the teachers. You get into trying to work with the parents on
individual schedules and work with each of the kids and the par.
eats together. Are you going to use the teachers or are you going
to suggest that we have to find other resor.rces available to do
that? I would like. some of your thoughts on that.. That to me is the
most critical in many respectsnot the most critical, but what you
do with the kids when both parents are working and how you try
to get the parental involvement at the same time, which everybody
agrees is very important, but no one seems to know where are the
resources going to come from and how you are going to do that.

Mr. MATHIS. If I could. There is a couple things that we are
cluing. We don't have the resources and a lot of it we are taking
out of our hide. We really push community volunteers. We've got
Some wonderful community volunteers that are helping us. I think
some relaxation on the Chapter 1, and Mitzi Beach and the State
has helped us a great deal. We use some of the prOgrems in Chap-
ter 1 to provide the after school program to make them truly sup-
plemental to the regular instruction. We use Chapter 1 to fund
their summer programs so that we won't have that summer loss
that. Don was talking about and things of that sort. Now we've had
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same progressive and wise use of these resources to fit that in. We
need to be able to do that more easily, but in terms of the overall
money and in terms of the problem, we are way off.

Mr. JAivakzciN. If I may. We love to try to get something for moth
ing, and we are good at it in the school business. We milk the cow
about 40 times a day as the song says, and the person that we ask
to do the milking most of the time is the repyle.r classroom teacher.
We spend MI awful lot of rhetoric on restructuring our schools, but
I don t think you can restructure your schools and have a teacher
in the classroom working with the youngsters, which is the primary
responsibility of that teacher, and also having that teacher involved
in all of the new things in restructuring education as needs to
be done. So we are trying to get sumethinv free, and I think the
answer to the question is time. I think we ye got people that can
make the change, Can make it happen, but people have to have the
time. !f they are going to have the time, it takes money. And so
you have to pay for those things to get done. And it doesn't seem
to me that we eau do the job of sayingof meeting all the needs
that we've stated thatState and local goals for education and ex-
pect it be done along with business and usual in the same amount
of time.

Senator Marlene.
Ms. Btrina. Well, he just said what I would like to say. The other

thing I believe very strongly in is when schools restructure, it is
not only the time that is a critical element, but it is the fact that
the restructuring must take place at the classroom teacher level,
If they are not directly and importantly consistently involved in
that restructuring, it isyou are paying lip service to something.
They must he involved because that is where- -that is where the re-
structuring is going to take hold. They must be directly involved,
and that requires time. And, as Don said, time does translate into
money.

WL)01)WAHD. Can 1 add?
Senator AFFORDS. Yes, sure.
Ms. Woonwaitil. An II 1 am not going to agree with my friends

here 100 percent.
Mr. JAMIESON. Can we turn the mike off, Patty?
Ms. Woonwouni. In the folder that I have given you there are

some sheets in there on how parents can he involved with their
children's educatioui acid how educators can encourage parent hc-
volveinent. The biggest thing that it does take is time, and in the
world of parents I have a real problem that everything that we do
has to equate with the dollar sign. Parents are all volunteers. My
role as being a State president is a volunteer position. The schools
that I work with acid the parents that I work with we do not take
any money out of the school budget to be able to have effective and
meaningful whether parent involvement programs or parenting
programs. We try to work together on allon a volunteer basis
with the resources that we provide through the PTA to be able to
bring in key People. Remember, in my testimony-- to bring in key
people to talk about those particular issues, And the 171'A spends
a lot of time going around the State trying to train parents on the
various issues that do affect there and their most important re-
sponsibility as being a parent. And in my testimony there is a corn-
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ponent to he able to move further with that, but I would feel mat
had if we were going La talk about parent involvement and we have
to equate it with dollars. I would kind of like to have us look {it
what we already have, what is already available and then expand
oir it and start working on that right away because, remember, the
parents' agenda andteachers are parents, school board members
are parents, superintendents are parents, and principals are par-
ents, and if we could just all come together and sit at the table and
talk what's best for our children, then we are going to be able to
move forward with the agenda- And then afterwards, after we get
going, at that time talk about money, but don't let money be the
harrier to stop meaningful discussion right TIM-

Senator JEalcians. I don't think anybody would disagree with
that. I just also think you have to think of the poor teacher, and
my sister is one, my mother was one, and you have all day long
and then you are saying cuch family should be involved and the
teacher should be involved with each family in the evening to try
and work out the problems at the home which are interfering with
education. And I don't know just how that is going to all happen
in a meaningful way as you emphasize, rather than being just
"spray and play" as you say. 1 don't want to get too far, we've got
other panels, but you've certainly given us a lot of insight into the
problems and it is a resource problem. And if we don't recognize
that, we are not going to solve it. And money is a resource that is
needed if you are going to try and get meaningful involvementand
not lip service. You've raised a number of issues. I deeply appre-
ciate your testimony. Thank you very much. I am grin ;; to move
the lunch hour. If there is anybody that is going to be critically of
rotted by that on Panel l- rather, I guess, let roe know, but I
think we will move the lunch hour to 12:30 and try to make that
deadline. I think we will Lake another brief break and then-1 have
something I have to do right now, and then we will come back and
try to Make our schedule.

(Recess.)
Senator .Ikionlls. I would like to call Panel 3, Maxine

Braricienberg, President of Vermont Business Roundtable; Winton
ii,xecutive Director of the Vermont Chamber of Com-

merce Business/1.'4i 1 cation Partnership; and Noreen O'Connor, Ex-
ecutive Director of the Verniola Council cm Vocational-Technical
Education, if they would please come forward. When you are ready,
Maxine, you can go right ahead.

sTATEMENT OF MAXINE BRANDENBERG, PRESIDENT' VER-
MONT BUSINESS 1101INIYIABLE; WINTON GOODRICH, }MECO-
'ME DIRECTOR OF 111E VERMONT ClIAMBER OF COM-
ntEitoc BUSINESSILDCCATION PARTNERSHIP; AND NOREEN
O'CONNOR, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF TUE VERMONT COUN-
CIL. ON VOCATIONALTECLINICAL EDUCATION
Ms, BRANDENBERc. Thank you, Senator Jeffords, for inviting us

today it rid having this opportunity to talk with you.
aim Maxine Ilrandenberg, and 1 am President of the Vermont

Business Roundtable, and I am here to speak on behalf of the
Roundtabie and its education agenda.
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The Roundtable is a nonpartisan group of chief executives from
125 Vermont organizations, fellow Vermonters committed to
achieving a healthy economy and preserving Vermont's unique
quality of life.

The Roundtable believes that education is a critical component of
any prosperous economy, and that we must build a superior edit-
cation system now in Vermont to ensure economic vitality and our
unique quality of life in the next century.

I am going to focus today really on what coincides very much
with what was described as the themes of reauthorization rather
than on the technical specifics of the act because a great deal of
the work the Roundtable has done really parallels many of those
themes. In our original position paper on education in Vermont.
called, Veranolit'9 Unspoken Burger , we examined the skills and
the education that our children will need to succeed in the next
century, and we concluded several things including the fart that at
R time when the value of a need for education is increasing, Ver-
mont faces the danger now and into the 21st Century of having an
educational system that is average at best. Technological advances
in transportation and communications have made it possible for
Vermont businesses to sell their products throughout the world and
at the same time goods that travel around the globe are purchased
iii Vermont. People near and far visit Vermont to vacation or spend
time being educated in our State schools and colleges. People from
Vermont also travel extensively themselves to other places in the
world.

Our businesses need workers, skilled workers who can survive
and prosper in this increasingly competitive and global market.
The need for skilled workers is felt directly or indirectly by vir-
tually all employers no matter how large or small at every level of
the employment spectrum.

The changing workplace of the future is going to require very dif-
ferent skills from the past. Previously the emphasis was on the
ability to remember facts, perform discrete, routine tasks, make
fundamental calculatimis and follow directions. Tocloy, and in the
future, we are going to be focusing on interpersonal and integration
skills. The ability to work as a teratn and to build a team, the obit
Sty to solve problems and have analytical skills, the ability to ana-
lyze information, not lust recall it. And there is a growing need to
find creative solutions to new problems rather than applying pre-
vious solutions to past problems.

Today in our schools there certainly is some good news. We have
student assessment portfolios in math and writing in the fourth
and eighth grades, the New American Schools grant, Vermont only
one of eleven winners from nearly 700 applicants, our $10 Million
National Science Foundation grant. Nevertheless, there are also
very persistent problems.

Seventeen arid a half percent of the 19 year olds that were living
in Vermont in 1990 had dropped out of high school. Moreover, in
that sanie year only 02.6 percent of seniors continued their edu-
cation within 6 months of high school, arid one of every eight Ver-
monters who started college did not return for the sophomore year.

Our Vermont students demonstrate only average performance on
SATs. In 1991.1992 they scored six points above the national aver-
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age in verbal and eight points below in math. Mediocre perform.
once will aimply not be enough in the next century.

Our education costs have grown very, very considerably, with
more and more being shouldered by local commodities. Local school
Spending has increased 148 percent since 1983. State expenditures
have increased 102 percent, and during the SHIMe period the
Consumer Price Index increased only 40 percent and total public
school enrollment rose by less than 5 percent.

Vermonters want adequate education for our schools, and the
business community is willing to support the financing of our
schools, but these figures indicate that in the last 10 years our
spezicling increases have greatly outpaced our enrollment and yet
we do not have the kind of commensurate increases in performance
to show for it.

This performinice record coupled with these escalating costs
prompted the Roundtable to make education a very high priority
and to focus our resources on improving our schools.

We've been looking at education since 1989, and we are very
COM milted to providing the best education possible to Vermont chil-
dren. As a matter of fact, last. week we awarded the first. of a new
Medallion award tha' we are rarinually giving to a Vermont public
school. It was a $5,{100 unrestricted gift, and the winner was the
Cabot School system where they've demonstrated signi6cant r C-
s trtl ctur i ng, innovation and results in terms of what the children's
eel] ieveme t its in learning are.

We've proposed several things including restnicturing teacher
cunipensation. Historically teachers salaries have been determined
only by length of service and years in education, not as in other
professions, by effectiveness and results. Our Reward for Perform-
ance inodel is a pl 2111 that links coinperlsrition to professional com-
petence and student outcomes combined with more decision making
and authority for the teacher in the classroom level.

We also are a strong supporter of state-wide Li 5 SOBSTI which
includes all schools and all children. Such a program is consistent,
which is essential to our belief that restructuring must include ac-
countability and be outcome based.

The Roundtable has received the commi LIR e t of over 250 Ver
wont eiiipboycrs to consider the transcripts and academic portfolios
of high school graduates as part of the entry level hiring process.
"Performance Counts" sends the message to students that what
you know, what you can do and how well you do in school really
matters.

The Roun d table's ritual recent initiative, The Market Makes the
Decision: A Model for School Choice, proposes school choice as a
way to provide an external stimulus for change and elevate the
quality of education in Vermont. The Roundtable model calls for a
plan that is fair and balanced, that offers access to high-quality in-
formation that respects local schools and communities, and that is
consistent with Vermont's current restructuring effort and that
works within the current economic climate.

School choice means that students and families would choose
where they'll go to school regardless of where they live or their fi-
nancial resources. Instead of being assigned to a school, they get
to select their school.
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Vermont has a long history of school choice. One out of every
four Vermont cummurtities, so-called tuition towns, already has
scone form of publicly funded school choice. And some larger dis-
tricts, Burlington for example, offer intradistrict choice. Still other
Vermonters have salmi choice by virtue of where they choose to
live, in other words, those who have the economic means to make
that choice.

We feel the schoul choice would empower parents by expanding
the options for parents, students and educators, thus meeting the
needs of more learners; they would increase the accountability 1*.
cause it would focus on the tangible results within scheols; it would
offer schools flexibility because they could expand their offerings or
focus on particular programs; it would encourage school improve-
ment because effective schools would be rewarded; it would en-
hence parental commitment to their children's schuoI because they
selected it; arid most importantly, increase the likelihood that the
right school is linked to the right child.

Since school choice is already working for some of us, we'd like
to make it available to all Vermonters. The reasons for our enthii.
siassa behind this initiative are really very basic; we must have a
Better educated work force or we will suffer a rapid decline in our
standard of living. We must have intellectually challenged grad-
uates or we will have an uninspired culture.

What rl Verrnmifers say about these issues? The model for
school choice is consistent with what Vermonters say they want.
Last fall the Roundtaide retained an independent research firm to
study Vermonters' attitudes toward school choice and education.
The firm interviewed 357 parents statewide; that is, parents of
children who were in public schools.

Sixty perceiit of the Vermonters said they bel'eve they should be
able to send their children to any public or nonreligious private
School they choose, even if the school is outside their community.
M even greater percentage of low-income parents said they should
he able to choose their children's schools dispelling the myth that
school choice is a Lord of the privileged.

Forty percent went a step further Jilld said they would, indeed,
consider sending their children to schools in other communities if
this were an option.

And almost half the parents interviewed said that Vermont
schools were doing only a fair or poor job of preparing children for
the world of the future.

We feel this research suggests that parents understand that
choice will empower them and will help their children cope with
the rapidly changing world and will lead to better schools and ulti-
mately better education.

Because of the changing needs of Vermont employers, the public
education system must teach appropriate skills to Vermont chil-
dren. The existing K-12 educational system is not graduating Ver-
monters who will Meet the emerging and more demanding skill re-
quirements of the 21st Century. Far Vermonters to succeed in the
workplace tomorrow, we need to succeed in the classroom today.

An education system focused on learning outcomes, nut only edu-
cation inputs, is essential to develop significant and lasting im-
provements in the education of Vermonters. Federal initiatives
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should be flexible to assure maximum return on investment com-
bined with accountability based on outcomes. High standards
linked to effective assessment, teacher compensation linked to per-
formai c e :Ind school choice for students and their families are some
of the means by which we can have such a system. The goals of
all of our education initiatives are to elevate drainatitally the qual-
ity of education in Vermont far our children today and improve the
job prospects tomorrow.

Senator JEFIOnDS. Thank you very much.
Senator JRiefuniss. Winton, please proceed.
Mr. Gocinucti, Good morning. I am Winton Goodrich, the execu-

tive director of the Vermont Chamber of Commerce B u sin e ss/E du-
c ation Partnership. I come before the ESEA Reauthorization Com-
mittee today to present testimony that reflects the views of busi-
ness people and educators who participate in community partner-
ships with our OrgalliZatiDil. Thank you for inviting one to partici.
pate on behalf of the Vermont Chamber of Commerce in this proc-
ess.

The mission of the Vermont Chamber of Business/Education
Partnership is to improve the quality of lifelong education for Ver-
rnOeters and to inciTlise the level of economic opportunity within
the Statii. The YOB/EPand use that acronym because it is a
whole lot shorter than the name- will strive to accomplish its mis-
sion by focusing on bu sin e ss/e duce lion partnerships that will lead
to systemic reform of the relationship between the school, business
and the cominlinity.

vie VCII/EP establish to support Goal 4 of the Green Mountain
Challenge; that is, Vermont parents, educators, students and other
citizens will create powerful pa rtnerships to support teaching and
learning in every community.

A basic overview of our goals; create opportunities for commit.
nica ti on between ediir. otors and business people; provide a data
base clearinghouse for research and model pa no el-Rh ip ; establish
professional development programs for educators that encourage
coin nun ity involvement; and assist schools with restructuring in i
tiativ eti; litalD to coordinate statewide activities with Organizations
which have similar missions.

My testimony today will focus on the following areas, the cheng-
ing mission of schools; America 2000 goals, students ready to learn,
90 percent graduatioci rate, all children coinpetent in core subjects,
first in world in math and science, every adult literate, safe and
drug free schools; school outcomes, 1.a., Certificate of Initial Mas-
tery and apprenticeships; partner ship models; the iinpact of edu-
cation on the economy, that is, standard of living; linkage between
labor arid education also technolnU; and finally on learning styles
research.

The delivery of educational services in Vermont and nationally is
currently u n de rgoi ng dramatic change. Schools are transitioning,
as is society, from the industrial era to the information age. Fac-
tory =Idol schools, historically, were organized to Tea the eco-
TIOTTlic needs of a society that was rooted in industrial hierarchy.
The informatiou era schools are redirecting the way education is
delivered to meet the current and future needs of students who will
be the 21st Century decision makers. The economic viability of the
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next generation wilt be directly linked to how society and schoolsaddress the need to change and utilize technology to access knowl-edge and information.
A great deal of dialogue has occurred concerning the relationshipand rationale fnr business and education to work together. It is thestile mission of school to createis it the sole mission of school tocreate employability skills for students or Lo create productive citi-zens in society?
The publication. Arnerica's Choice: High Skills or Low Wages. theU.S. Department Labor SCANS Report and the Verrnoet CurninonCore of Learning all fume on the achievement of essential skills,To synthesize the research that was the basis for these documents,today's students must be able to communicate; problem solve; dem-onstrate citizenship skills on the local, State, national and globallevel; understand diversity and the interdependence of people; workcooperatively; maintsin physical and emotional health; contributeto the economic well-being of society; and effectively utilize Lech-nolog,y to access information and increase knowledge.Society and business are becoming more outcomes driven. Forschools to be successful they will inevitably have to follow this lead.Through the medium of business community. VCIVEP creates au-thentic learning opportunities for elementary, middle said highschool students. slob shadow, internships, melitoring and studentapprenticeships arc but a few examples of programs where sin-['Wag start to make relevant career connections with the broadercorninunity.

The point I intend to make today is that schools are rapidlychanging to meet new societal demands. Schools are organizingcurriculum and programs that are relevant to the real world thatstudents will experience when they enter the workplace. Educationis the pivotal link that can help the American labor force continueto be ran etitive. There are many needs that must be met.First and foremost, educators, parents and community membersmust recognize a problem exists. Joint vision and agreenient onwhat the problem is and a plan of action must be established. Edit-ciders must focus long-term professional development goals on creating programs and curricula that deal with the high skills identi..fled in "SCANS" and "Common Care," Federal fiinding and tech-nical assistance can create the opportunities and encouragementfor educators and school hoards to restructure schools for thesehigh-performance outcomes.
As schools elevate student expectations, the social and acadeniieneeds of students at risk of falling will become more prominent.One of the ways in which ekSEA funding can help defuse the prob-lem is to expand funding for curriculum development and assess.merit that concentrates on programs that meet the diverse learningstyles and personal needs of all students. The effective/less of inno-vittive curriculum development will be contingent upon the part-nerships generated between parents, businessex and tlie school. De-finitive student outcomes should drive this process that will even-tually connect with postsecondary training and lifelong learning.Curriculum effectiveness should be measured by outcomes, not ele-ments of desk time hi school.
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Schools need to evaluate differently what constitutes achieve-

ment. of academic success. The traditional measure, the percentage

of students who graduate from high school and go on to college is

no longer the correct answer, Current demographic studies identify

only 30 percent of available jobs require a 4 year college degree.

Some futurists predict that this number will diminish to 20 percent

in the 21st Century. The United States is the only industrialized

country in the world that does not have a focused school-to-work

transition program to train the 70 to 80 percent of those students

who will enter the work force directly out of high school. isolated

pro rams like Jobs for Vermont Graduates develop job related

work skills for at-risk students in the 13 Vermont high schools.

This program' affects less than 1 percent of all high school students.

RUA funding could play an instrumental role in helping educators

investigate exemplary school-to-work models like those found in

Germany and Denmark. The creation of longterm apprenticeships

is but one example of effective programs that integrate academic

work and authentic work-related experiences. The collaborative re

latioeship that Secretaries Riley and Reich are developing between

labor and education model the importance of preparing students far

an ever-changing world. President Clinton reinforced this notion

when he said, We all have to work together, business and govern-

ment, labor and educators, to make things happen.' These are the

type of programs I believe he was alluding to.

Many businesses and communities realize that school bashing is

not an effective solution to the problem of students graduating or

dropping out, who do not have the skills that will enable them to

be successful workers and productive members of society. (18,000

adults over 18 are categorized as functional iiiiterate; 77,000 adults

over 18 have not received a high school diploma in Vermont.

Schools and communities were not able to match thesewere not

able to match these students' needs with the traditional require-

ments of the educational institution. Many communities are work

ing to change these statistics by utilizing learning style research

and by connecting community resource services like those pre-

viously funded by F.SEA funding. The philosophy that it. takes a

community to raise a child gives credence to the argument that the

school is not the only stakeholder in a child's success. 1 recommend

your committee centinue to fund programs that provide equalized

opportunities for all students and promote the attainment of lit.

eracy by all adults in the State of Vermont by the year 2000.

In summary, students face a very different world and menu of

educational opportunities today than when MEI% was developed in

19 {i5. Preparing the world ofworkpreparing for the world of work

is one part of a set of coordinated learning experiences for each stu-

dent. School curriculum should be designed to integrate with all

disciplines and provide age and developmentally
appropriate ex e..

riences for all students. The curriculum should be balanced be-

tween the effective psychomotor and cognitive domains and reflect

the importance of valuing, creating ideas, accomplishingand ac-

complishment and good work.
The most effective strategies for ESNA funding will be to support

school restructuring by providing flexibility in funding, funding

linked to achieved outcomes, and support and technical assistance
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for schools that incorporate an integrated co M7111111 ity education
concept.

Senator Ai EFFOIMS. Thank you. Excellent statement.
Noreen.
Ms. O'Cornsant. Thank you, Senator, for inviting me to testify

this morning.
I represent the Vermont Council on Vocational Technical ECill.

That ili a council that is present in every State in the union.
It is appointed by either the governor or in some cases the Com-
missioner of Education if he or she is elected. It is made up of
seven people from the private sector, six from the public sector. It
covers agriculture, labor organizations, small businesses, large
businesses, guidance co tin sel ors , and representatives of special pop-
ulations, and the Ini 6 Sion of the council is to evaluate the Ve ra-
tional -techn i cal system in the State both at the secondary and post-
secondary level and to advise the governor, and the State board
and our legislators on moves that might improve both the edu-
cation for the students acid ways to improve our ecenornic develop-
ment functions of the Stete. We also have a special conceal for spe-
cial populations and that would be children with disabilities,
adults with disabilities, single parents, veterans and people in the
correctialial system.

I would like to just thank Winton for that great wrap-up of
where we are in our educational system and a more frightening fig-
ure. We are running a system, it does appear which we just evaln
ate on college placements, anti a recent evFiluation by the Office of
Budget & Management pointed out that of all of the students who
begin 4 year college programs, only 12 percent of them complete.
This is of college students, in fi years. So we have some real myths
exploding around out there about what our educational system is
about and we do need to change our emphasis.

I ain ping to be fairly boring, 1 think, this morning and speak
specifically to ways. of incorporating the integration of academic
and vocational education into the Elementary and Secondary Edu-
cation Act. The latest reauthorization of the Carl Perkins Voca-
tiotFal and Applied 'Technology Actthat is the ad. that emphasizes
voc tech systememphasizes the need to better prepare today's
students to compete hi a technelorivally advanced global work force
by developing more fully both their occupational and academic
skills. Congress determined that one way this goal could be accom-
plished is hy focusing funds on improving education programs
through the integration of vocational and academic curriculum.

Integration involves changing both the vocational and academic
courses and then coordinating them in a cohesive program. Voca-
tinnal and academic instructors would work together to, one, teach
fundamental academic concepts initially in. academic courses in an
applied way that shows the value of learning to students and Lwo,
apply and reinforce the academic. competencies in V0eatiOn Hi pro-
gram S

In order for the integration of a ca de ri i c and vocational Lion
to be fully effective, it must receive the same priority Mtn Lus on the
academic side of the equrtiorr as it does on the vocational side of
the equation. Congress can reinforce its commitment to the integra-
tion of academic and vocational pedagogical strategy, particularly
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for special populations, by coordinating its intent in the Perkins
Act with the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

In particular, the following elements required for effective inte
gration should be addressed in the Niemen and Secondary Edu-
cation Act or P.514.1.A. One, the importance One integration of ace-
dernic and vocational education should be aeknowledgcsi in the
ESE& both with explicit statements and eligibility for funding.
This action would legitimize the integration of academic and voca-
tional education outside the Perkins Act where the onus seems to
fall right now. And for those of you who are not familiar with We-
ed, students do not come into the vocational-technical system until
the eleve.nth grade, And for many people it is still perceived as a
place for kids who don't, "learn by book learning but learn by
hands on And as you heard %Vint/Ell Rny, Rad you probably know,
that many of our technical programs today ere far More sophisti
cated than they were even 10 years ago.

Teachers and administrators must he at the core n! this reform
movement. Incentives should be provided to encourn0: 2-eidetnic
and vocational teachers and E3 dministrotors to participate .1n mite-
gration efforts. Professional development is required to develun the
expertise to effectively integratee aademie and vocational com-
petencies. Just purchasing applied curriculum does nal solve the
concerns Burro un di ng this integration effort, Anti I would re -eat.
phasize what Molly Rorke said earlier about it being a process and
not. just a quick reign. That was a great expression that you used.

One of the goals of integrating academic and vocational Edo-
(Milan, as stated in the Perkins Act, is to ensure that students
achieve both acedetnic and occupational competencies, Most aca-
demic teachers are not accustomed to identifying competencies. Re-
sources and technical assistance are needed to help identify those
for those teachers.

An esseritial compnnetd of an effective integration program is a
consolidated career guidance system beginning at the elementary
level and continuing throtigh high school. Youth must be made:
aware of the range of careers and the specific occupations available
to them. They also need to understand the importa FlUt of echoa,ing
to their future, whether they plan to go into the work force after
high school or go to college.

Special emphasis needs to be placed on the career planning for
girls and young women. The recent study, Shortchanging Girls:
Shortchanging America, sponsored by the American Association of
University Women points out the still present inequities in our
school systems. An aggressive campaign to eliminate gender bias
and sexual harassment in our schools needs to be integrated
throughout the educational system. And I would add from personal
experience that this is particularly relevant when it conies to poor
girls. And the relationship between girls who have not been made
aware of career opportunities and the reality of their working lives
are more vulnerable then ever to fall on to the need for welfare as-
sistance. And it has an effect on their children. Someone mentioned
before earlier that if you educate a parent, you educate a family,
and that is something I certainly learned years ap,o from the Sis-
ters of Mercy; that if you educate a mother, you educate a family.
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And I really emphasize that need that girls really need some spe-
cial attention.

Teachers and administrators are indicating tremendous success
with efforts to articulate programs from secondary to postsecondary
levels through occupational education courses. These programs
under the title of Tech-Prep are a natural pathway to move the oc-
cupational editcators into contact with their academic counterparts
in the postsecondary ayate.m. Consideration should he given in the
ESEA reauthorization to provide resources to make that pathway
effectively include the academic teachers prior to students entering
the vocational system So it would be an articulation from the high
school, to the vac center, then onto postsecondary. And we need
some kind of a systemic way to do that. I have some very specific
r dation s.

First, give priority for the use of Chapter 1 funds and the Local
Targeted Assistaiit program fiends to programs that teach acadeln-
itIN in an applied and experiential manner and integrate academic
and vocational courses. The American Vocational Association has
proposed language of this effort to h incorporated throughout the
act under the basin program requirements for school-wide projects,
for Basic Skills Irnprovertrent and Dropout Prevention programs
and for programs for handicapped children.

Specify the Chapter 1 funds and Local Targeted Assistance pro-
gram funds may be used for technical assistance and training for
applied teaching methods and the integration of academic and vo-
cational competencies; release time or stipends to enable academic
and accupatioiial teachers to work together to develop curriculum
and instructional materials and/or coordinated courses to integrate
academic and voc-ed; travel and fees for academic, and vac teachers
and administrators to attend conferences and workshops on the iti-
tegration of academic and vocational education and to observe limo-
vative pilot projects.

under Chapter 2, Part H, the National Programs and Ac-
tivities, establish a national pragranl of contracts and grants to as
sist states iii ideati fying academic competencies which are career
oriented and relate directly to the workplace.

And, four, specify the Chapter 1 Basic Program Funds, School-
wide Projects Funds, Basic Skill Improvement program funds and
Local Targeted Assistance program funds may be used fur career
guidance and counseling activities or projects which make students
aware of the connection of academics to the world of work, includ-
ing career introduction and exploration courses.

And I just would finally like to say that I have been an demon
tary ed teacher, a Special Ed teacher and a voc -ed teacher mid hav-
ing the years of experience and observing the way students are
turned on when they are in a vocationai-technical setting, and
learning through applied methods and seeing the success that they
have, it makes me want. to see more children get that opportunity
at a inuch earlier age. And I think that would address Goal 2 of
the National Goals in dropout prevention. I think it would just
make kids tune data school at a much earlier age and realize the
need for lifelong learning.

And one last thought as we look at school work transitions.
There is a lot of talk right now about youth apprenticeship [ico-
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grains and there is some talk about starting a new system, and I
think that given our limited resources and the need to stretch our
dollar and have the best bang for the buck, what 1 would like to
see is that thewe emphasize the good aspects of the vocational-
technical program, coordinate it better with the academic side and
link the youth apprenticeship pr. ;-ram into that system, mid keep
the responsibility for children in the Department of Education both
at the national and State level. And I have to say that I just did
return from a trip to Cologne, Germany, where I was on an edu-
cational exchange and did observe their voc-tech system and their
apprenticeship program up doze. And although they don't do every-
thing perfectly, they do some things very, very well. And I think
that we really need to look at thattheir system for keeping the
vocational education link to youth apprenticeship. It is not in a sep-
arate system, And on that, thank you for the this opportunity.

Senator JEFFortn.s. Thank you. Maxine, I would like to inquire El

little hit more what you mean by choice. Are you talking about
maybe schools have different expertises so you could select or you
just--

Ms. IIHANumrsamm. Well, that is one possibility, obviously, you
know. And we have now areas where t ere are sever-id.. schools
certainly that are within 10 or 15 mile radiuses and there may be
a decision that Soine schools may emphasize certain kinds of pro-
gi-HIT] 3 or specializations - You also may see the development of new
alternative private schools. In sonic states they've developed char.
ter schools, which is sort of a sort of a combination of the public
private kind of school. It takes people who are in a public salon]
and gives them an opportunity to charter a new kind of school. So
I think there are many approaches. The Roundtable put together
a report that we put out that lays out an approach to how we
might implement it in Vermont.

Senator JEcrieciaus. Are you talking Elementary
Ms. BRANT/WM RC . K-12.
Senator JEF FORDS. or just secondary?
Ms. BitkerlIEN MHO. K12.
Senator EIRYFORDS. K -12. This is one For all of you. What is the

Business community doing to coordinate with the school systems to
design curricula? That was mentioned. What. is going on?

Mr, GOO MICH. jump on that one. One of our goals is to work
with the University of Vermont and the School Development Insti-
tute as a place where teams of teachers come together, One of the
theme 5 that is occurring in many of these SDI progranis this sum-
mer focuses on community. And in our insight we feel that busi-
ness and education partnerships fit very nicely in the community
theme. We sere offering graduate credit and also specialized work-
shops to actually help educators go irito business, to experience
what the expectatiosis are and then to carry that back into the
classroom with redrafted, reerafted curriculum that students next
fall and next year would have an opportunity to e_xperitnite up
front-

Senator atleunD13. Noreen, you mentioned the Cologne, Ger-
manysince I have been over and taking, a look at it too. Over
there though there is Es real strong linkage and long-Lime stability
in families and workers. Do you think it would work over here? I
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know we are trying in the southern part. of the State with some
linkages, but are there that many jobs created that you can mean-
ingfully tnr to relate to local businesses?

MS- O'CoNNoa, Well, you struck a real core. The Cologne, Ccr-
man, apprenticeship system is built on a guild system and it has
a very rich tradition. What. I readi4ed in visaing, it has 12 million
people and you've got a critical mass of people. They were very
clear in saying they had only apprenticeships and vocational sys-
tems tied where the jobs were. They have a huge automotive pro-
gram there. Ford has the apprenticeship program there, The busi-
ness commitment to apprenticeship and their payback to the com-
munity is extremely strong. I mean, they talk about it in very lofty,
idealistic terms. 1 don't know how well it will work in a small,
rural State. I think there are some very exciting possibilities, par-
ticularly in the more esoteric emerging technology fields where we
can't possibly put together program; for all of those fields such as
biotech or the emerging technologies whether it wines to waste
mariegement, environmental things. So 1 think there are some real
opportunities to put together some very interesting apprenticeship
programs, but my concern is that it be tied very closely to a system
that is already in place and is working. And as you well know, Sen-
ator, because you are one of our greatest allies, voc-ed has always
had a very tight connection to the business connounity in that
every program has had a technical committee advising it on every-
thing on curriculum, ali buying equipment, and it is worked well.
So my concern is that we keep a tie to that kind of a system rather
thin start snmething very new and experiment with our children.
I have seen too many programs, as you pointed out yourself, get
started and then sort of when they were no longer new and sexY,
get dumped. I am really concerned about this being sustained and
we not take chances.with our children's education.

Senator JEFVORDR. I would just comment though that we've had
for at least 10 years now trying to get the voc-ed program to be-
come more related to the work force needs, and at least until re
cently it hasn't, done that. So I don't want. to leave you with the
feeling that I think that there isn't change needed in the vocational
educational training and the ability to try and attract students to
put them on it track which will get them into a meaningful job
rather than the presentrather than the just floating areand sys-
tem.

Ms. O'ComNoit. Well, I think right now if you check our statistirs
in Vermont, 95 percent of children have positive placements at the
end of their V DC MI experience. Forty percent of them go on to some
kind of postsecondary experience, and most of them complete out
of that group. So I think there are smite myths still floating around
ut there about voc-eci. Aid I think when it comes to secondary

systems that are trying very hard to be innovative, you'll see more
innovation in the vocational-techuical systems than in some other
places because they are school of choice. Students don't have to be
there.

Senator jEleyolt DR. Msxine, how important is education reform to
this country right now and to Vermont?

Ms. BeANt»:N 111: it a. Well, I think it is absolutely critical. I mean,
as far as we are concerned, the other major area the Roundtable
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is looking at is economic development and competitive strategy for
Vermont, and you can't separate education from that. I mean. that
is absolutely the underpinning. It is absolutely critical. The work
we are doing now looking at the economy, at core, who our eompeti.
tors are, and where the growth sectors are going to be and how we
design a policy in Vermont to be effective in terms of creating a
jobs for our future quality of life all hinges on education because
the intellectual value, so to speak, kinds of jobs that are coming,
people are going to need higher levels skill. There is no question
about. it, and we must have that link. I mean, that is why we are
so concerned that although we've had I think, excellent leaciership
in this State in education, T think we have a terrific State board
and we have some schools that have done wonderful thinge, but
there are pockets that it is not consistent and it is not moving fast
enough. And that is why we are advocating some of these rather
controversial measures because we see sort of the internal change,
but we think we need some external marketing forces and some
more pressure to accelerate it because we can't afford to wait for
the sake of our children,

SnIlatUT !TY: PFORDS Winton_
Mr. Gonpercx. I wouldn't have a lot more to say about that

other than I think it is very important that we get out of content
teaching and into CDI1C eptun I mode. And I say that linking to the.
COM 171DT1 Core of Learning and the SCANS report, that it needs to
shift into outcomes as opposed to students sitting and listening for
a prescribed amount of time. Students need to be active learners.
I think that schools that promote thatand that is a lot of what
Noreen is saying through vocational centers, active learningreal-
ly deals with the multiple intelligences and learning style research
supportnig, a lot of the dramatic change happening in schools. So
that would he my response to that issue. Absolutely essential. And
especiiilly in light of 50 percent of the jobs that arc predicted to be
coming available in the future have not been invented yet. We've
really got to have our act together educetionally far students to be
able to respond to change, to deal with people, to work as team
members. The process of information and technology is essential.

Senator JEITCHILLS. Iiow essential is it to be also oriented toward
the change in life job situation as far as business is concerned? In
other words, the ability for people to receive training for new types
of jobs and how is Vermont measuring up to meeting that need?

Ms. O'CoNNoR. Well, I can speak that right now we have about
4,000 adults in the vocational centers on a 6puce-avuiluble basis.
That means that if a class is not completely filled, the Vermonter
even with II high school diploma can go hack to school and get. addi-
tional training, and those slots are just in great demand. And sadly
in this last legislative gn around that our State moneys to accom-
modate that was cut out of the budget- So although we talk a great,
deal about this need for ongoing adult education, training and re-
training, our public policy would say something else. And I am
very, very concerned itbout that. I think that we need to have
places for adults to come hack to school. We need to have things
like child rare available and transportation available. And I think
small businesses in this State can't do it alone. They need to work
in tandem with the existing systems, and we need to be very re-
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Sponsiva to their needs as well. I think we also need to remember
that the business community is spending an extraoriiiitary amount
on Ills am well. As one of our interests, we did a survey 3 years
ago of how much, not so much retraining, but basic skills training
was going on. So we have a very big interest in this. I think the
other thing is that am we put children through the education sys-
tem, we need to keep reminding them constantly that education is
er lifelong activity; that they not leave school with a notion, now I
am clone, I can go to work and good-bye school but, rather, this is
just the beginning. And I think we have a Tot of adults who arc dis-
covering this now but I think it is very important to create that
mindset hi our children for the future.

Mr. COO/MICH. One short comment on that. I attended recently
the Jobs for the Future Apprenticeships Conference in Maine,
which a lot of states identified the models they were following and,
again, 1 refer to the Cerman model and the Da ri Sh model; that
once students fin isli high school, there is additional direct training
through either community college or technical schoula that are part
of an expanded high school experience, and it leads to a Certificate
of Advanced Mastery, leads to a lot of areas where there are out
comes linked to leaniing. And I think that is a changing paradigm
that we really need to look at that to help students_ That is not
AS Maxine said, the end all. Educational experience, that continues
as a lifelong emphasis.

Senator JBFFORDS. Well, thank you all of you for very excellent
presentation in this very important area which is critical, as we all
know, to the future of the country, especially in Vern t, which
needs your support. Thank you. We are going to take another 5-
minute break and then we will be right hack.

(Recess.)
Senator .1KFFoitim. if the 5th panel would come forward now, I

would appreciate it. They are Jan Willey, Addison Northeast Su-
pervisory Union; Vicki Iiornus from the Burlington School District,
director of special education; Susan James the Windham Southeast
Supervisory Union; and David Switz, principal of Rcadsboro Ele-
mentary School; and Billy Wheeler, Readsboro resident and Chap-
ter 1 parent; and Marianne Miller, director of the Central Vermont
Head Start. I will say in the interim as we await the panel to be
seated, that we will try to break right around 12:30, though this
is a good panel and 1 am not going to cut them short. And one hour
after that we will come back for the afternoon session, and at that
time we will have available a microphone for anyone who is here
as a private citizen or in a special capacity to be able to tell me
their concerns and hopefully have some solutions to problems. I
would be happy to listen. And I'll be here us long as there are peo-
ple dersiring to du so, at least for a reasonable length of time, and
we will see. But I look forward to that part. It is always a very in-
Lerestitig part of our hearing sessions. But with that, I'll turn to
this panel and, Jan, I'll ask you to start and we will go in order
of the names on the schedule here.
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STATEMENTS OF JAN WILLEY, AIH)ISON NORTHEAST SUPER-
VISORY UNION, MONKThN, VT; VICKI HOHNUS, BURLINGTON
SCHOOL DisruicT, mita:Ton OF SPECIAL EDUCATION;
SUSAN JAMES, WINDHAM SOUTHEAST SUPERVISORY UNION;
DAVID SWITZ, PRINCIPAL, READSISORO ELEMENTARY
S(71i001.; BILLY WIIELI,E1I, READI4110RO RESIDENT AND
CHAPTER 1 PARENT; AND MARIANNE HILL14,:lt, DIRECTOR,
CENTRAL VERMONT HEAD ffLAIIT
Ms. WILLEY. Last but not least. think this group really says it.

Thank you, Sen FitUr, for inviting me to testify today, and I am here
representing the Addison Northeast. Supervisory -Union. And for
those of you in the room who may not know where that is, it. is
down on Route 7 the Towns of Bristol, Lincoln. Monkton,
Starksboro, mid New Haven. So we are cousins to Chittenden
County actually.

My themes have really been stated by others, but I urn going to
just briefly let yob know what they are and then I would like you
to leave with an idea of sort of what's happening in my own school
district around these themes. And I really thank you for your sup-
port. I have been kicking around in education in Vermont for a
quarter of a century and plan to be here for the next 25 years and
hope that you are too.

Concepts that are very important to me when you are looking at
the reauthorization of ESEA are, without doubt, flexibility but still
with a rcouritahility. And Fictzun tabii ity not just in the sense of
standardized achievencent tests. I am really hoping that the focus
will sort of go off that kind of an assessment measure. I am sort
Of a believer in authentic assessment, and I think that Chapter 1
fits into that beautifully. We've clone a lot of work with that m our
district, and actually two teachers and myself presented it at a con-.
ference in Texas around authentic assessment and the Chapter 1
student. Also professional development is something that many
panelists have stressed today, and I think it is critical. I think that
a Chapter 1 program is only as gaud as the school in which it is,
and I think that. we need to retool not only teachers but adminis-
trators in whist's current.

We need to prepare our kids better for the next century. Parent
involvement is a piece that is been a definite strength of the Chap-
ter 1 requirements, and we've used it in our district to really make
a lot of changes. We had a parent meeting last week, two of our
towns, Bristol arid Lincoln, and 110 people showed up. And we
really do look at parent involvement as a process, not un event. We
don't hold an annual meeting where we invite parents to hear
about Chapter 1; we let them know that in other ways throughout
the year. We've really involved parents in ways they are able to
share in their student's learning, they are able to see their student
work, they come together in a social event, and for the past 7 years
it is been a very successful happening. I also want to say that our
district was one of the on sites forwell, to be granted a
Challenge grant award of $10,000 back in 1990, and we are the
only site hi the State that approached this RS a district. So we have
gotten Ft lot of mileage out of $30,000 that we've received from the
State of Vermont aver the past 3 years.
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One of our goals has really been to diminish the effect of one's
soceoeCOrloinie level on 6choot achievement, And, as you know, most
of the Chapter 1 students whom we serve really fall in that cat
egory, I ELM happy to Say that we are able, particularly in the area
of science, to diminish that. If you came in and took a loot at our
kids, you couldn't toll whether you looked at a OTHS score or our
own authentic measnres. So I am really happy to report that and
stress to you the importance of filitheiltie assessment.

I also am here representing 17 members of the State Advisory
Council of Chapter 1, and they Wanted me to share with you FIND
their belief in this flexibility with accountability as being critical to
this reauthorization process. Also the nature of Lhe program im-
provement part of our Chapter 1 requirements, I guess as the regu-
lations now State, a school has 1 year to demonstrate that some
progress hus been made or considerable progress has been made to
ward that goal. And as we know from reading authors like Michael

Lhe change process doesn't happen after 1 year; it is a three
to five-year process. And I would urge you to support that concept
when looking at school improvement For Chapter 1 propinins.

I urn realizing that there really is a need to he brief-, and I have
covered my areas but would certainly be open to any questions that
you might have of me.

Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you. Jan.
Vicki.

HonNus. Thank you, Senator Jeffords, for this opportunity
to give you my perspective on sortie of the programs in the Etemen-
tory and Secolidary Education Act. My colleagues in the Burlington
school district and 1 really appreciate your willingness to hear Irani
US a51 you prepare for the reauthorization.

I first want to say that I suspect everyone in this room acknowl-
edges that Vermont is a special place to live and work. We are for-
tunate that most of Vermont continues to have a sense of commu-
nity and a willingness to reach out to all mernherS of the comma.
nity. In our city of Burlington it is becoming harder and harder to
retain that sense of community and wring as we become more and
mare of a real lint smaller version of big city. A city with problems
and challenges faced by the larger cities across our country, the
challenges of poverty, homelessness, crime, racial tension, language
barriers, bigotry and misunderstaciding. We are hopeful, however,
that as we work together, we Call address these challenges and
widen and strengthen our community. And our school district is
certainly reaching out to the community and has actually initiated,
I think, some collaborative efforts to do that.

We believe that our school system must address those challenges
directly and with the entire community. Today though I need to
focus on what wn do and must continue to do within our school pro-
grams. It is there that the Chapter 1 program of ESNA has an
enormous impact in Burlington. I want to COMIlleta about some of
our experiences in our Chapter 1 programs, our prof rams for lim-
ited English students or who are currently called English language
learner; but the term seems to change monthly; and small grants
that we have for homeless children and youth. And I want to offer
some soggestiOns for change or refinement, but first I want to tell
you about some of our Chapter 1 programs. Most people have been
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Milking about more conceptual things, and I want to bring this back
to what's happening day to day in our schools.

Certainly our Chapter 1 program no longer resembles the typical
program of a few years ago where it was a pull-out model. Our
Chapter 1 program works much more closely with and in collabora-
tion and support of the so-called regular classroom program or cur-
riculum. Over the last few years our Chapter 1 teachers in Bur-
lington have become team teachers and have provided support and
expertise on how classroom teachers can more successfully address
the various needs and great variety of students within their class-
4! A. They've provided extra support for eligible (niapter 1 students
within the classroom rather than out so that the students do not
have to leave, do not have to miss something in their class while
they are out, and do not end up with instruction and activities that
are significantly different from what's going on in the classroom.
They have become, the Chapter 1 teachers, accepted as real and
valuable faculty nienibers in their schools and not teachers that are
sometimes or were sometimes perceived as having the luxury of
working with a few students in a room down the ball. I have seen
great professional developinent among those Chapter 1 teachers in
the past few years.

Thanks to some of the options within the Federal guidelines we
have two alternative or replacement programs in our schools which
serve at-risk students at both the middle and high school level. We
have an early education program which bci;an this year and serves
about 30 children and families in the old North End of Burlington,
we have a summer program which combines work in a computer
lab with intensive work in reading and writing. We have Eul after
School program which takes underachieving and unconnected mid-
dle school students into the community. We have an after school
program for parents and their children to work on computers. We
have booklets of suni I ner activities that are sent home with ele-
mentary Nchool students. We have a Chapter 1 handbook for Par-
ents that gives ideas of how they can support schools efforts at
home, and we even have a very small but successful program run
by a VOhintper with it budget of $100 which uses cooking mid the
French language to expand the cultural experiences of children.
This is in one of our schools with the highest poverty rate, and this
program is in its second year and I expect we will continue.

I tell you about these programs and activities to let you know
that we really are always trying to improve and expand the sup-
port and experiences that we provide for our students and to ask
you to keep these kinds of options available to studenta within the
V'edcral Chapter I program.

One of the chart es in the Chapter 1 requirements since the last
reauthorization is program improvement. As some of our Chapter
1 teachers who are here today would testify, we did not welcome
this with open arms. And while we still believe that the bureauc-
racy of it is more than it needs to be and the measurement that
is used to judge the need for program improvement is ludicrous, we
will be the first to admit that it has forced us into some intensive
and comprehensive planning for changes in our schools. Chany,eN
which we believe will address issues and problems in a more sys-
temic: way rather than in H child-specific fashion. One of our
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schools, Barnes Elementary, expects to adopt a school wide pro-
gram model next year. Another, Wheeler Elementary, is embarking
on the implementation of the accelerated schools model. The results
have been positive, but to judge whether a school's program is ef-
fective by looking at the composite gain on SAT or other standard..
ized tests makes no sense. At least in our district we believe thot
the scores are significantly influenced by other factors, nut the
lea st of which is that only those students who happen to have a
pre and post Lest have their gain or loss considered. P'or a city like
Burlington with a great deal of transience in some of our schools,
not a lot of students have two test opportimitie9.

I have describe what I consider to be important, and we hope ef-
fective features of our Chapter 1 program. However, I have to won-
der if at the same time that we are attempting to salve sonic of the
problems we aren't creating new ones. As I understand Chapter 1,
the basic philosophy requires that we identify the eligible students
and provide additional support for them. We must document that
identification and provision of services and measurement of effec-
tiveness in a proscribed fashion. My concern is while our heartfelt
intentions are to redirect students who are educationally disadvan.
tagged arid give them advantages, we may sabotage our efforts by
creating the Chapter 1 student, mid not only the Chapter 1 student
but. the Chapter 1 parent. Our regulations require us to single out
the eligible students and parents and do something different, some-
thing supplemental. I know I disagree with some of the earlier
speakers on this. I worry that we create sort of a reverse halo of
feet, that we reinforce in all of our minds that this is a group of
folks who are really quite different, not as able and for waom the
expectations must be adjusted downward.

Some of the informstfon which your office ti ell I. us prior to this
hearing listed this as a concern as well. I certainly don't have the
answers for how to ensure systemic changes in our school systems,
but I do have a few suggestions and, again, some are consistent
with earlier speakers and -smite arc not.

The first is to get superintendents involved in Chapter 1. They
need to understand it and to view it as a tool to improve the eau..
cational opportunities for all students in their schools. Next, put
greater emphasis an school wide projects. Encourage summer plan-
ning time, perhaps with compensation, for teachers and school staff
in preparing and planning for those projects. Next, require that
funds bc spent on staff development for all staff, not just Chapter
1 staff, to improve the understanding of student needs and the rep-
ertoire of teachers and others to address those needs. Have .si.4ff
development and curriculum directors who are connected with
Chapter I programs. Have Chapter 1 parent involvement focused
on all parents with extra efforts to reach out to the parents of the
educationally disadvantaged but not singling them out as a group.
Expect State department staff to have a much stronger role in staff
development, and program development and support rather than
roonitoriiig and compliance. Demonstrate that reading and math
remediatien is not the only way. Another suggestion, to allow and
encourage Chapter 1 funds to be used for teens and young adults
who may have opted out of school but who are headed toward par-
enthood cif another generation of disadvantaged children. Another,
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use the resources in the technical assistance centers across the
country to develop alternative ways to assess the success of Chap-
ter 1 programs. Another, change the auditing and compliance re-
quirements to match the innovative program efforts that are al-
ready being encouraged but don't seem to have reached the Federal
compliance monitors or the auditing guide for the- -those who con-
duct the single audit. You can tell 1 even get nervous talking about
auditors. And, last, to explore the efforts of incorporating funding
for limited English students into Chapter 1.

While some of the program needs for these students are quite
specific, they also represent an educationally disadvantaged group.
Fur example, currently in our district we have about 180 Rtudents
whose native language is other than English. 140 of these students
receive English as a second language support. For the current
shool year our district spent over $125,000 of local money for di-
rect in 3 till Ct. i On in ESL for these stridents above their normal pm-
gram. That does not incl LIde administrative support from my office
or from anyplace else in the district. This year we received a Fed..
end grant of $6,000. The grant is Pi IXMUN in that we are using it
for staff developuuenL arid the acquisition of additional materials;
however, because this W118 a particularly interesting new grant, it
cost, I would figure, about $1,000 of various staff members time in
the State and local district. Perhaps Federal support for limited
E pp) ish students could appropriately be connected to Chapter
funding.

I recognize that the current guidelines allow for MOTOe of these
thins Lo occur now, but 1 believe there needs to be an increased
emphasis on them. Every time I hear Mary Jean Letendre speak
about the possibilities hi Chapter 1, I am encouraged, energized
and ready to DYE! on it. Hut too often her words are fn lowed very
soon by reams of new regulations and documentation requirements
that simply don't fit with what Mary Jean encouraged us to do. It
is as though there is a cadre of elves at work somewhere between
Mary Jean and us whose sole purpose is to generate regulations for
the sake of regulations.

Again, we thank you for this opportunity, and we encourage you
to maintai 31 flexibility and options in service delivery and Chapter
1, to continue emphasis on school-wide changes which have positive
effects on the achievement tEf all students, to continue to encourage
the integration of Chapter 1 efforts with the regular curriculum, to
retain innovative program options and to revisit the program im-
provement system.

Senator JD:Firm-IDS. Thank you.
Susan.
Ms. JAMES. Thanks very much for having the opportunity to talk

today. One of the best benefits for me has been able to hear what
everybody else has to say. It is remarkable, you are going to think
we all got together and planned this, but I agree with, not every-
thing, but a lot of what has been said here today. I would like to
begin just with some general conlrnentLq, somewhat philosophical,
and then I have some very specific comments.

1 have been involved in education for 25 years, regular, and Spe-
cial Ed and Chapter 1 and I have got two very different feelings
right now. One is that I have never been more concerned about the
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health of our society. We are a culture in sincere risk of really fail-
ing over the next half century, and at the same time. I have never
been more encouraged about. the good ideas that are out there in
education and the linking of education to business and our commu-
nities for the first time in 25 years, It is really quite promising. We
are talking about the sante thin g-s for once.

1 live and work in one of Vermont's largest school districts,
though not large by niost States. The Brattleboro area is a wonder-
ful place to live and it is a wonderful place to raise children, It is
full of all sorts of cultural and recreational opportunities. By most
standards we have a strong school system and staffed by dedicated
and knowledgeable professionals. People come to Brattleboro also
because we have a diversified economy and we have --it may be the
lowest unemployment rate in the State right now. According
State funding formulas we will within about a year and a half get
no State funding at all with Burlington.

We are, however, one of a handful of Vermont districts receiving
a significant increase in Chapter 1 fluids. That is a little contradic-
tory, isn't it? Chapter 1 funding is based on something that is far
more important than property values, it is bused on poverty rates,
Listen to what our children are telling us. IlrattIeboro's poverty
rate in children ages five to eight increased 20 percent between
198(1 and 1990. Tie recessioci hit us alter 1990. So we know it has
to be significantly more than a 20 percent increase since then. In
a town where the State formula was the State formula says is
rich, 41 percent of our children receive free and reduced lunches
this year. Those are the people who can fill out the papers. We
know there are many people out there who should be getting it who
can't. get their way through the papers. These figures have steadily
worsened over the last 10 years, Listen to what our children arc
telling us. We arc not isolated. This is all over the country. They
are our future, and they deserve far better than this.

I propose that for the next ti years Congress remove all Chapter
regulations except. one. Chapter 1 programs must significantly

improve learning of our neediest students. If during this five-year
period we cannot demonstrate that Chapter I can significantly im-
prove learning of the students most at risk of failure, then Con-
gress should impose new regulations.

Chapter 1 has provided 25 years of narrowly defined supple.
mentary instruction, but results have not been as dramatic as we
hoped. And new we are losing ground with these students and
their faroiilles, Their growing needs are complex. Solutions require
integrated services from schools, and comintality and government
resources. Chapter 1 needs to be one of several partners in this ef-
fort. We have no choice. We can't tinker and fine tune anymore.
The future of the culture really depends on some deep, systemic,
integrated change.

Free us from regulations which drain precious instructional time.
Chapter 1 is becoming, like sonic other programs, regulation
bound. When this happens more attention goes to compliance than
to instruction end children are the losers. The regulations perpet.
nate systems which no longer work, which create expensive coinpli-
ance procedures and neglect children.
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Free us from regulations, but hold us accountable for meeting
standards and improving learning of the neediest students. Elimi-
nate standardized testing for Chapter 1 pre and post testing. It
does not measure what our students know. Standardized testing re-
stricts instruction for at-risk students. We nced to teach them to
apply skill~ and concepts to practical daily situations. Msessment
should occur within this context. There is currently much happen-
ing in the field of performance assessment, which promises to be
more effective for the at-risk students than standardized testing.

We have ideas about the direction we would like schools to take,
but there are no recipes, no maps, no clear destinations. The grow-
ing needs of our children demand the committed and collaborative
effort from all of us. Give State and local Chapter 1 programs the
chance to work closely with regular and Special Education and
C minunity resources. Recognize that the 11e4d9 of rural children
are serious and growing. We cannot afford to loge Chapter 1 sup-
port because our population is small.

Listen to what oar children are telling 1.11 in Vermont. mid bias
aachusetts, and California, and Illinois, and every other State.
They are our future, and we are seriously neglecting them.

Now I would like to have just a few nuts and bolts eallliTleet.S.
Parent icivolvemeat, I agree with, is criticidly important. The aver-
age teacher on a good day has 13 percent of his or her day that
is nonstudent time. We have to be practical about what can be
done with the rest of that time. And all of the school improvement,
parent contact and collaboration that goes on has to go on within
that 13 percent. We have to be spending our time on parent in-
volvement efforts that truly rnalce a difference for children. Some
of the present regulations ofinvolving parent involvement don't
directly affect children, and parents, we have found, are not par-
ticularly interested in. We want to be able to spend our time with
parents who--and because parents want to know, how can we help
our nwn children, how can we work with you? They are really not
interested particularly in policy, and they are having such a hard
time we can't even get them out to workshops. We used to be able
to do that, and we can't do that anymore. We'd rather put our ef-
forts in the limited time we have on things that really make a dif-
ference for their children. it rural State like Vermont, most of us
can't afford to hire a parent involvement person. We don't have
dedicated personnel, so it is existing personnel. Some of the regula-
tions have tet spending times on aspects of parent involvement that
really don't affect the kids.

School choice. I justI am no expert on school choice, but my
feeling is if what we are trying to do is affect school improvement,
then why not work directly on school improvement and staff devel-
opment. School choice in and of itself does not improve schools; it
is the resulting staff development and school improvement efforts
that improves the school. So why not work directly on that.

I have a little bit of experience with lichoul---the program iin-
proveinent and, again, I want to underscore, right now the guide-
tines don't give us enough time to Illake serious improvement. We
can't--we can't he isolated from overall school improvement. So
prograin improvement efforts need to be integrated with school im-
provement and we just- -I just as a precautionary note, don't con-
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fuse school improvement plans with school improvement. We are
all very good at writing plans, and our biggest weakness in edu-
cation is not implementing them.

Susi. Al brief underscoring of Even Start. We have one of the origi-
nal Even Start grants and we just got word that we are one of the
two recipients in Vermont. We've had a lot of experience in the
Brattleboro urea with early education. We have some serious data
now allowing that it, indeed, does set children up for improved
learning when they start school. We are showing good results.
Even Start is showing gond results especially when coupled with
Reading Recovery. Yesterday I confirmed to the Chapter 1 teacher
for a child who came to our early ed programs and has now com-
pleted the Reading Recovery program. This child was about as high
risk a 5 year old- us we've ever seen. The child is reading 4LL a
fourth grade level, It is a little dramatic, but it shows what con-
centrated early intervention can do. There were 21 other applicants
for the Even Start who got letters a couple of weeks ago saying
they did not get the grants. Even Start needs to be much more lev-
elly funded. It is very positive. It deals with literacy, which directly
relates to school success, and these 21 applicants who the State did
not fund deserve it as much as the two of us who did get funding.
So it needs more funding.

The F.SI., limited English students, is a growing need. Everyone
in the State is going to be seeing increased population. We are the
other corner of the State that has, at least for us, u sizable popu
lution, but we have about 12 languages and it is scattered through-
out five towns in our district. Some of the funding is not really
available to us because we don't have bilingual programs. We don t
need them right now, but we need funding that will help us in-
crease training to classroom Leachers and specialists, to hire teach.
era, and materials mid electronic equipment. And this population
is going to steadily increase throughout the whole State.

T just have one more thing I would like to end on and that is that
I am sure that Congress is aware of the demographic information
that is conning out. The next 25 years is going to be much different
economically, and from the standpoint or the kinds of children we
are going to he educating and the needs are going to be great. It
is not going to be like anything we've ever had before. The demo-
graphic information is really critical that we all start reading it
and looking ut it so we can do some longterin planning.

Senator JEFFmna. Thank you Susan.
David.
Mr. Swim Thanks for having me also, and the majority or the

information and comments in my testimony, Senator, has been
based on my 22 years of experience as a classroom teacher in a
small rural school in southern Vermont During the last 7 of these
years I have split my duties as teaching prides pal. My mornings
are focused with 23 fourth and fifth graders while the afternoon is
finding out about the school, performing my principal duties.

Your communication expressed a desire for testimony to focus on
how to improve the Federal role in education], and I have to admit
that my knowledge of the big iicture and the inner workings of the
Federal government is limited. I don't know if that is good or hod.
However, I urn excited and pleased about what's happening in our
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school, and I feel that there may be some merit in sharing this
with you today.

Two years ago Rcadsboro School was invited to join with the
State of Vermorit in the Chapter 1 School improvement Plan, and
during that process or Chapter 1 improvement the Readsboro team
was made aware of a model of literacy used in New Zealand schools
arid supported by their ministry of education. Our team became ex-
cited about their child centered approach to literacy, and with the
help of Chapter 1 School Improvement grant we've begun to be
trained in the made]. And our training and implemenuitian time
line is outlined in a three-year plan. There is several components
to the model and a belief system that focuses totally on the child.
Arid two major aspects that I have seen work and believe can be
effective hi our educational system are, one, good first teaching
arid, two, ongoing teach er centered development.

I am sure you are aware of the recent research attesting to the
successes qualified teachers have achieved when they intensely in-
struct young students. Programs like Reading Recovery and Sac-
mss by Six have received very positive reviews. One of our primary
teachers in our small rural school was trained several years ago in
feces. This progranl uses Reading Recovery strategies arid tech-
nitille9. Since her training she has worked one on one with four
students. A second grader who had shown signs in first grade of
becoming a Chapter child is now performing very well without
Chap ter services. Two present first grade students participated in
Peers this year and they have since been discontinued and are also
doing well. Another child in Ei transitional first grade is likewise re-
sponding to this early intervention. These successes are directly re-
lated to an early, intensive level of involvement by a very dedi-
cated, knowledgeable and well trained, experienced teacher who
has worked with these students before school and at her lunchtime.

On Ft national level, if more of our at-risk students could he pro-
vided this type of intervention, I believe that we would experience
a more literate society and maybe help to knock down some of
those numbers that Mr. Goodrich mentioned. Meeting children at
their respective levels of development and leading them on a con-
tinuum without attaching labels might very well enable childreii to
meet with early success. That success would lead to continued suc-
cess, and in the long run the money we now spend on remediation
prof ain9 to assist at -risk students could be reduced or redirected.

T1 Federal Government could have RE:a:Italice in the area of
teacher development and training. This year several of our teachers
have been involved with ongoing training in the New Zealand
model facilitated by an outside expert. These teachers, myself in-
cluded, identify what we value in readers, and writers and learning
steps we will take to develop these values. We document the steps
we will take with students and how we will know when we get
there. During the coming year we will intensify our training with
more outside facilitator days, perhaps 2(1, /111d the entire staff will
be train e d Just as we work with our students with the child-cen-
tered philasopliy, we will continue to work with the staff an a
teacher centered approach. I feel that an accepted philosophy that
looks at teacher development lis an ongoing teacher centered proc-
ess would he yew powerful.
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As I reflect on our work this year and on my readings and die-
ousaiona over the years, I wonder if our country might benefit from
formulating a national philosophy instead of beliefs which reflect
child-center approaches to learning. Why can't we all agree on
what we value and respect in learners and learning and direct our
efforts toward realizing our beliefs? Can you imagine the effective-
ness teacher training and development would lead to when they
are tied to what everyone believes in in values? For example, if we
all agree that good first teaching is important and that early inter-
vention by qualified personnel is important to developing our learn.
erg who may have tangles, doesn't it make sense to devote some
resources to the professional development of teachers in these
areas?

I have attempted to be concise hitting on areas I feel would im-
prove education. If the Federal government were to direct resources
into the areas of good first teaching, ongoing professional develop-
ment and a national philosophy instead of belief's, I believe our stu-
dents would reap the enormous benefits. Thanks.

Senator JUT:OHMS. Thank you, David.
Billy.
Mr. W}imixii. Once again, thank you for inviting me here today.

I am going to speak as a parent of a Chapter 1 student on early
detection and parental involvement. I have two daughters, II year
old sixth grader who has been a Chapter 1 student since third
grade and I have an 8 year old daughter in second grade who had
the potential of becoming a Chapter 1 student.

As far as early detection, at the end of my oldest daughter's MT
and year of school the standardized testing showed a fall in certain
areas going into third grade. It was recommended that she become
a Chapter 1 student to help her gain on what may have been lost
or what she may he losing in education. So it was agreed upon. My
wife and I have always been involved in teacher-parent con-
ferences, so we've kent track of our kids' education all the way.
She's been in there for 3 years. What theywhat is considered im-
provement is aI don't know what they consider improvement, but
she is maintaining a level of just behind some of the kids in her
class. She hunt% succeeded to go up to her level. She hasn't gotten
any further behind. I would like to see better improvement with
one-on-one situations.

My youngest daughter who had the potential of becoming a
Chapter 1 was detected much earlier. She is one of--well, she's in
second grade now. David spoke of her as part of the Reading Recov-
ery progrinn. /ler first grade teacher noticed right of quick that
she may be running into troubles, talked to my wife and I, and we
had agreed upon taking herbringing her to school 45 minutes
earlier a day ahead of alt the other students ibr that one-on one
session with the teacher. Arid she has excelled to a point of going
well above her readingthe reading ability of the other children in
second grade, which was a definite plus to that early intervention,
that one on one. Excellentexcellent outcome witn that.

As far as parental involvement, I have always been involved, my
wife and I both, an a quarterly basis pretty much where we go in
with our teacher-parent conferences. 'Phi one thing would like to
see front Chapter 1 is there has never been tiny one-on-one speak-
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ing with the Chapter 1 teacher. Along with the report curds we get
a Tittle note saying they are improving or they need help in dif-
ferent areas. There has never been---there is never been coritact to
telling the parents how we can help. There is ways ofI found
there is ways of Fictually drawing them back by trying to push too
hard on certain elements. I learned a lot this last fall.

I was able to get to the National Conferences of Parents for
Chapter 1 Title I Students and found that there are drawbacks. If
you are not care of what you are doing to help your kids, you are
actually a hindrance. I would like to see more personal one-on-one
conferences between Chapter 1 teachers and Chapter 1 parents so
we can know how to help. A little report after every report card
tells us that they are coming along or not coming along, but it
doesn't tell us how to help.

It was not until year- -I always Look for granted that everything
that should be done was being done in schools. Through the con-
ferences- -the national confere II ces T have learned that it is time to
speak up, voice my opinion and find out what's going on, I

shouldn't be sitting back waiting for them to come to me; I have
to go to them. But through Chapter I I would Iike to see a little
mare contact between the Chapter 1 teachers and the parents.

Senator JEFPORDS. Thank you. That is very helpful. Ill be back
to ask you a question when we finish.

Please praceed, Ms. Miller.
Mitrxit. Goad afternoon. Again, thanks for giving us an op-

fportuility
Lo talk. I want to thank you fbr your continuing support

or the !fend Start program and for education.
I am the director ef Central Vermont head Start -I don't know

if you can hear meand I Chair the Vermont Head Start Associa-
tion, I also Chair the Calais Vermont School Board. And I am the
parent of an elementary school student and a toddler.

And, obviously, I am viing to talk both about head Start and the
reauthorization of the LSEA, especially Chapter 1. It is very clear
from my perspective that these programs should be supported,
should be expanded and should be mandated to collaborate more
closely.

Head Start has received a great deal of attention from the Bush
and now from the Clinton a I minimizaiticiii. The President's economic
stimulus package earlier this summer as well as his fiscal year
19g4 budget proposal include substantial funding increases for
liend Start mid, consequently, has drawn a great deal of public at-
tention to the program arid with that some disturbing criticism.
You know, it seems appropriate to share with you some of the in-
formation about how well Head Start is doing and how our six Ver-
mont Bead Start programs specifically perform. Arid I think that
this hears with Chapter 1 and the sort of transition things we are
talking about.

I wanted to clear IT tine sort of misconception that I heard ear-
lier. Head Start is not any one model or any [1 r011,Ta M What. 1 I Pad
Start has is a set of very detailed performance standards that are
very wide and very comprehensive, mid all Head Start programs
must, all right, address them. They are minimums. HOW a commu-
nity addresses them is very much a icxml option. So as one becomes
familiar with head Start, one sees dozens of permeations on haw
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programs are carried out. And I think that that is real important
to understand because I think that speaks to some of the flexibility
issues that I have heard echoed over and over again this morning.

hi Vermont in 1091-92 Head Start programs served 1,071 chil-
dren. 630 of these children were served through the home-based
model that brings head Start teachers into the child's home to en-
hance the parent-4' role us the primary educator of their children.
441 of these children were served through 23 classrooms spread the
length and the width of our State. It is a very diverse program_ My
program has 230 children. We are scattered over a three-county
area so altheo0 we are the size of an eleinentary school for ex-
anipte, we are in a r)6-town area, which poses some unique chal-
lenges in terms of relating to other agenciex and getting other
agencies involved with us, our staff to child ratio is one to eight
sand a hall in Vermont. The Children's Defense fund reports, based
on the 199a Census data, the stuff that was taken before the reces-
sion hit here, that Vermont Head Start programs now serve 41 per-
cent of the eligible children. My sense is that we are actually serv-
ing less thazi heat, that we may be serving 35 to 28 percent.

1:245 Head Start parents participate in Vermont programs as
volunteer&

Senator JEFForIng. How many?
Ms. Mit.T.Ea. 1,245. Isn't that a wonderful number? In a collabo-

rative project that my program operates with the Barre City Super.
visary Union, our superintendent has commented frevently on the
participation of parents in the classroom. At this site there are usu-
ally three to sic parents working in the classroom along with our
paid staff on a daily basis, And they are different parents. I think
that this is the kind of involvement that we want in order to build
a partnership between parents and educators at all levels, not just
in Head Start, but also in the public schools. That is, I believe, the
most critical factor to the success of our children. I don't think that
education is just about, children end teachers; I think if we leave
parents and co Ii111111CLitie S nut of the formula that we will riot
achieve the lasting impacts that we all want.

98.5 percent of our Head Start children completed all medical
screenings prescribed by Health and Human Services. 93.7 percent
of them completed dental exams, many of them for the first time,
92.1 percent completed all the immunizations required for their
age. Sixteen percent of our children were professionally diagnosed
as having a disabling condition, arid services were provided either
directly through our program or in collaboration with the Essential
Early education programs. 95.5 percent of our families receive so-
cial services. in the very hard dimensions of Head Start, our Ver-
mont programs are achieving well.

The most recent update of the resound Perry Preschool Study
conducted by the Iligh/Scope Foundation shows that now at age 27
children who were enrolled in the original group earned $5400
more than their controlled group peers, that 30 percent of the chil-
dren who had preschool education now owned their home as com-
pared to 13 percent of the control group, that 71 percent completed
12 or more years of education as opposed to 64 peers in the 4:0 citroi
group; bottom line, that for every dollar that was invested in chil-
dren in that program, the return to taxpayers is now $7.13.
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While no one has conducted an identical long-term study on
ileac! Start, shorter term studies show that Head Start equips chit
dren to do better in school as they begin their elementary school
careers. Children enrolled in Heed Start have significant gain 9 in
cognitive test scores, socioemetional test scores and health status.
Head Start children are less likely to be retained in grade or to be
placed in Special Education classes. The effects demonstrate that
regular Bead Start programs achieve significant and lasting
changes. Furthennore, many of the other benefits of Head Start
such as the medical, dental and nutrition benefits, are preventative
in nature and tended to be cumulative over time. Head Start also
provides extensive parent education end parent involvement serv-
ires and helps form linkages with services in their commu-
nity. And that is important in e State that has as high a degree
of isolation as ours dues.

The fade out of intellectual Kni115 for Head Start programs and
reported by John Hood recently wars Rico found for the NO
schoolHigh/Scope Perry program. Nevertheless, the children in
the Perry Preschool program went on to achieve dramatic long-
term, real-life outcomes, you know, as I just discussed, as well as
significant improvements while they were students in school
achievement, significantly lower high school dropout rates and sig-
nificant reductions in arrests.

All of Ibis is to say that despite the. current wave of criticism
that follows an increased interest in a program, Head Start is a
quality program that has significant benefits for the children and
families who participate mid to the taxpayers who fund it. It is my
strong belief that close collaboration with other programs, public
and private, both public schools, as well as parent-child centers,
and child care centers and child care providers is critical to sup.
porting the families in nurturing their children. We are really all
in it together.

My own sense, which is intuitive, is that research findings that
!lead Start children's cognitive gainecognitive gains fade out by
the third grade is actually a reflection of lack of continuing parent
involvement in their eiacationtil process. I think that Chapter 1
services hold tremendous potential for continuing involvement of
parents in public schools. kid, again, it is my belief that that is
the critical factor to the success of children. I once suggested to a
Chapter 1 teacher to her dismay, and I am sure to the dismay of
same here today, that we might get a better return On our Chapter
1 dollars if we applied them to working with parents so that the
parents were better able to support their children than in providing
direct service; to the children, and I think that that is worth think-
ing about. There is been u great deal of discussion in the Vermont
early edliCation community around a publication titled, "It Takes a
Village to Raise a Child." And as we talk about these collaborative
efforts, I think that that is the approach that we are taking to. And
within our own neighborhoods in that, village we have horned to
talk and communicate well, but I think that we ate Only beginning
to master the skills of communicating withbetween those neigh-
borhood A, between the public schools, and the early childhood corn-
murky, and with the business community and with all the other
players that. are critical to the success of children. 1 think that too
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often schools have overlooked or underestimated the value of par-
ents. Arid a teacher's life is vcry full. I have taught, and I know
that it takes time to involve parents, and I know that it takes plan
nine and that is not easily won. Head Start has a model of having
staff who are specifically assigned to he parent involvement coordi-
nators. And we have, because of our mandates, been able to struc-
ture the jobs of our teachers and our home visitors to include that
as a priority. Now I understand that schools have difierent de-
mands placed upon them.

I know that getting parents involved and keeping them involved
is not easy. I know that it requires innovative methodology. Many
parents work during the school day. Some parents do not have
transportation, particularlychild care and transportation are
often obstacles to evening meetings. Some parents have had poor
experiences as students and are reluctant to engage as parent -s
with a system that failed them as children. It is critical in these
positions in our services to reach parents as well as children, and
that means reaching mit to parents at times when the parents are
available and addressing the barriers that keepprevent parents
from participating. When Patricia Woodward from the Vermont
1-7A was speaking., it was all I could do to keep from leaping up
and saying, right on, with the caveat that that level of parent in-
volvement is not an add-on activity. It is not something that we
can simply write in as an additional requirement on our grunts. We
need to look at our infrastructures and we need to look at the final
in for the infrastructures and decide how serious we are about
this because if that is a goal that we want to achieve, we have to
pay for it.

Dr. Tim Nolan of the Institute for Innovation & Human SI:rvice
in a paper that is titled, "What Makes Head Start Work," stresses
the importance of what he characterizes as the soft. dimensions of
the Head Start program. He writes, and I quote, "If there is a sin-
gle secret to Head Start success, it is this... the Head Start staff
enters into a compassionate partnership with each Head Start par-
ent to shape the future of their Head Start child." Dr. Nolan identi-
fies the key factors that make this possible as trust. Head Start is
trusted by low-income parents. Most of our parents turd children
Come to us by word of mouth referral. Compassion. Nonpunitive na-
ture. Head Start regulations do not allow us to suspend or to drop
any child or parent for lack of participation, right; it is our man-
date that we simply keep trying. Positive attitudes of Head Start
staff. You know, we measure gains in a family and determine the
fainily's values. Focus on the child, closeness to the customer.

Senator JEFFoanu. We are going to have to try and summarize.
We will read- make your whole statement part of the record. We
are running right through our lunchtime.

Ms. MILLER. OK. Lot me cut back a little bit. You've heard about
Success by Si- I think Success by Six in Vermont is important. I
think it is iii.,..)3tant because it is brought public schools to the
table with the early education community. 1 think it is important
to keep doing that I wits recently ut a national conference for the
first time that included both Chapter 1, and Head Start arid DOL
youth employment and that we need to structure regulations and
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Federal funding so that they encourage that crossing of what might
otherwise he very disparate programs.

1 think as a school board chair every year we are asked to au-
thorize the use of our Chapter 1 money. Every year we end up ap-
plying it in our early grades and our primary grades, which is the
right decision. I am always left with the feeling though that I am
conducting a mart of educational triage; that I am putting the
money where it is needed the most and where there are better
chances for long-term recovery, but 1 wonder whether I am remov-
ing the support from other children that needed that to succeed.
And I know that I don't have as a school lxiard member the other
supports to bring; in. I hear middle school teachers talk about the
difficulty of Leaching their classes because of the widespread of stu-
dent ability, and it causes me to fear and look at that Chapter I
money.

Again, you know, at the bat= of this I wish we could get to a
place in public policy where we could simply !my children should
have what they need and thra talk about how we achieve that
rather than always talking about to what extent we can go or how
much we can gain this year.

I think the close of ray message is that programs Ilead Start,
Chapter I, need to be funded adequately to do the jobs that are set
out for them. I dont think it is a matter of whether we have the
resources; I think it is a matter of our national priorities and using
the resources that already exist. I think that if we arc, again, seri-
ous about collaboration, that we need to look at the infrastructures
of our organizations and build in them a capacity to make that
real. That talking about it at a conference, at a two -day workshop
and not having the time to implement that problem or go back and
assess is lip service rather than real collaboration that is going to
coordinate the systems that we have in place.

Senator JEFFoans. Thank you very much. First let tar! say I will
be back here at 1:30 to start the afternoon session. I would advise
all those that desire to speak this afternoon that I will be restrict-
ing speakers to 4 minutes. That is so that we can get out on sched-
ule because I have other places that I have to gn to subsequently.
And so if you are anxious to get lunch and come back, you can
leave. be here at 110 and we will Start again at 1:30. I want
to ask a couple of questions before. Hilly, can you tell me what p a.
rP ta 1 Ili valve In Ent meant to you? What did it mean in terms of
time and the =tab e r of times

Mr. 1VitnEtzR. 'What did I do for parental involvement?
Senator J EFI.'0 RIZ . Right.
Mr. WHEEuat. I have every Monday morning off, which in-

volvesI donate my time to the fluoride treatment plan in the
school, which gets lee in and around the kids all the time. I put
in some time in the classroom. I sat ina couple of weeks ago I
sat in may oldest daughter's math class. Been known to sit in oh my
younger daughter's reading classes. I am always there at every
pareritteacher inee Li rigs, any open house, any C 11001 activity, make
sure I em there to see what my

Senator JEFF0ans. How many teacher's meetings did you have
a monk;
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Mr. MEEELF11. Conferences between parent a and teachers, we
have them after every quarter.

Senator dm-Forme. After every quarter?
Mr. WHKELER. Yes, to discuss how they are going and any prob-

lems they face or have had. Like I say, we are there whenever is
needed at leastI am there at least once a weekt day a week
where I put in time.

:leciatar JIWYORUS. How many other parents are there with pm?
Mr. Witieel.Eit. flow many have I seen?
Senator JEFFORDS- Yes.
Mr. WHEELER. None. Open houses there is a fair amount of turn-

out. l would say better than half, but still not all parents turn out
to see what their kids are doing ni activities. I tried promoting pa-
rental involvement, but generally the people 1 am talking to are
the ones that are there any ways. They are there for all the other
activities.

Senator JP.FFOILDS. let me ask across the beard, what does
meaningful parental involvement mean'? Susan?

MB. JAMES. Well, I think it means that a purent is showing an
interest in their child's work. IL doesn't necessarily mean that they
have to develop the skills to actually work with their child, but
that they show a real interest in the child's work and that they are
modeling certain behaviors. Like some literacy behaviors, the child
needs to see the parents are involved to some degree in that But
research has pretty consistently shim(' that it is the interest and
the valuing of education that promotes and increases the child's
achievernent.

Senator, ,ixiFoitos. What resources are available to encourage pa-
rental involvement, let's say, in Brattleboro? Who do you have? Is
it teachers wily? Who do you have?

Ms. JAMES'. Our Early Education program has a lot of parental
involvement. We are co-funding a person who is doing* the school
transition with the families coining up, they are often families who
end up being Chapter 1 families who have come out of the early
ed prop-anis. What we would like to do is find the funding to have
someone to do that. for regular I! ducetion. I feel strongly that par-
ent involvement tbr Chapter 1 should be integrated in a parent in..
volvernent for the whole school because there is a self-concept prob-
lem sometimes when you isolate out one group of people that way,
but the resources are tremendously hampered by lack of time. Once
they get into school, unless they are in the Follow Through pro-
gram or they have Some dedicated personnel, we have not been
able to put. the kind of time in on it we like to. We do conferences,
and home visits end we do monthly contacts with all our Chapter
1 parents, but it is not enough. And we don't have the time to de-
vote: more than that to it.

Senator JEnroans. Vicki.
Ms. HoxPars. Yes, I would like to speak just a bit to that. I agree

with a lot of what Storm said. I think that in the public schools
we are often our own worst enemy in the sense that, as I men-
tioned earlier, there are a lot of optimis to us in how we use Chap-
ter 1 funds, but we are very tied to how we used to use thorn- And
every time we talk about what could we do differently, and what
are the needs and how twit] we clod n the resources differently,
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everyone wants to keep what we've always had and then do the
other things. And it is very difficult to get people to agree to dis-
mantle what exists, quite frankly because it is people's jobs. And
so a lot of resistance comes up. So I think we have to take that
responsibility in the public schools to address that and to really use
the funds that we do have in a way that is more appropriate for
1993, including parental involvement and all those things. I mean,
you know, as we have X many teachers whose salaries have gone
up over the years, that is a Log part of our Chapter 1 project, but
we actually get. a very nice grant.

Senator JP:rynnns. David.
Mr. Swri-i. Parent involvement is definitely a very important

piece and everything they said is right on. However, one thing I
would acid is that,

Senator JEFFURDS. What I am trying to get is how much parental
involvement do you have in your school and is it a lack of resources
or the problem or du you get--.

Mr. Swirz. No, Lime is an issue. Providing the teachers with the
time to make the connections. We have a red 010Ile system, hut
just La get them that extra few minutes to get them. A small
school, every minute is spent. But just one thing about parental in-
volvement though realty is that some educators will use it kill an
excuse for why a student isn't performing, you know, their parents
don't CRT O. And I think we need to lank at it that we have to take
those kids whether their parents are with us or not and move
them. And we can't use it as an excuse to not educate the students.

Senator JBFFORD,. Jan.
Ms. Willey. What we do, 011T Chapter 1 teachers are really com-

mitted to involving parents over the long-term in meaningful ways,
and one of theour success stories is that we ask parents yearly
how would you like to be involved in your child's education. Many
say phone calls home on a weekly basis, many really like notes
home weekly. We have several teachers who communirate daily
with parents in Sending materials that parent") can work on with
their children. They send specific Lasko home, you know, with di-
rections so the parent isn't left to figure it out on his or her own.
And our rate of parent involvement is extremely high.

Senator J Pron ns. What percentage?
Ms. Willey. I would say of the 400 Chapter 1 kids that we serve

in our district, probably 75 percent I would say parents would feel
very good. We ask them at the end of each year, how did it go,
what could we have dorys better, you know, help us to help you.

Senator Jimeoans. is that a high percentage for the rest of you
or is that average?

Mr. Sw 112 . Pretty high down our way.
Ms. Willey. It drops off at the secondary level. I think our success

level is much higher a K-ti.
Senator Jwvolins. Is that right?
Mti Th 0110 we found bume visits pretty effective with

middle school parents. Many of them have very bad memories of
their secondary schcolitug, so if we can meet them somewhere else,
we are much more successful. One program that has a dynamite
track record with the parent is Reading Recovery. They really do
a beautiful job with that.
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Senator JP70111.1..9. Thank you very much. Appreciate your testi-
mony. Good time listening to it. It was very helpful. Thank you.

(Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., a luncheon recess was taken to recon-
vene at 1:40 p.m. this same day.)

AFTERNCX.4 SFSSION

Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you. This afternoon we will be listen.
ing to those that signed up and asked to have an opportunity to
share with me their dealings about the education system with spe-
cial emphasis with Elementary and Secondary Education Act, bath
call)? Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 as we referred to, which is the basic
fundamental funding source of the Federal Government for edu-
cation, in particular, the primary and secondary education_ We will

to those that desire to talk.
I have a list of those that signed iip. I will have to limit everyone

to 4 minutes in order for mu to be able to get through the hearing
on time. And I would also like to say that although you are limited
to 4 minutes, it doesn't mean that you have to speak 4 minutes.
I don't want anybod, to feel that they are compelled to take the
full time if they don t want to, Anyway, why don't we start right.
now, and 'Larne the first three, and if the first person would
come forward and the other two would come down to the front,
then we will keep going that way so that we can reduce the
amount of time that is in between the speakers.

Anna Johnston is our first. Would you please give your name,
and your home address and ariy other piece of relevant intbrmation
that you'd like to share with us at the beginning?

STATICK14:NT OF AN IA JOHNSTON, SOUTH RITHL[NCTON. VT

Ms. JoioucTriN. Like ray height maybe? Anna Johnston, I live in
South Burlington. And I teach at Co lchester High School, and I feel
very privileged to be a part of this, end thank you for having this
hearing. It feels very American to he here. And he under 4 min-
utes.

It is easy to lapse into the comfort of cliches when the subject
is money and times are tough. Cliches such as everybody has to
take n cut. ltl.'s nut throw our money away on wasteful programs,
my tuxes are too high, etc. I would pose another Cliche. Kids are
our most nripurwat natural resource, and money spent on them is
never wasted.

As a 27-year veteran teacher, I have seer, firsthand the positive
impact of Federally funded programs. For over 17 years 1 have
been a volunteer coordinator For the Fundamental program in
Colchester high Schoen]. This Riff program is a true educational
partnership. It is it mix of teacher and parent volunteers, local or-
ganizations and clubs, Book Riff program, Federal moneys and, of
course, the students viln) receive the reading hooks provide by this
program periodically over the years. I have also written a few mini
grants and applied for Chapter 2 moneys, These grants have a]-
lowed ine, to make an idea a reality for the students. I sort of See
those grants as pin Money. We have enriched and varied the learn-
ing activities by attending theatre productions, touring museums,
participating in classroom workshops published by authors or doing
story book readings in elementary grade,' and donating the books.
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I have seen students benefit directly from these programs with
the tangibles of books or trips, but more importantly I have seen
students tome to realize that adults value education enough to give
it. their time and money. I would trust that we not 'aced the cliches
of tough times talk and cut programs but that we, instead, con-
tinue to fund educational programs. I would trust that we continue
to give our children the message that their education is a valued
product- I would trust that we continue to fund programs which
put money where the children are. Thank you.

Senator JXVFOHDs. Thank you very much, Anna.
Ms. JOHNSTON. I don't know if you want a copy of this.
Setial4r Jk;FFOILDS. Yes, please. We'd like to have the coo), of any

written testironny that you desire.
Ms. JOHNS-1'01Y. And I don't know if you wnnt anything like that,

and some pictures.
Senator 'h.:ileums. Sure. Thank you very much.
Next and in spite of what l said before, I will this time read the

narn e S of those tli;it will be following. Bob Devaney, New giigland
Telephone I think, and Johnathan McIntire and Dr. Brothers.

S'ItAIT. MR NT OF IA1.1111E MCLYNN, NEw ENGIANJ)
TELE t N 11UHLINCTON, VT

Ms. MCLYNN. Good afternoon, Senator. I don't look like Bob
Devaney. I BM Laurie McLynn, New England Telephone, rep-
ro ent ing I loh hey aney who ix not here. Mr. Devaney Bends his
apologies. He's relocating to Vermont and had an »ppoititment this
afternoon with his son's teacher in South Burlington. His non is
learning disabled acrd he felt that took priority, and I agreed.

Senator JEFFoRn.q. He was absolutely right. We appreciate know-
ing that.

Ms. MCLYNN. As a globally competitive company, New England
Telephone and the other NYNEX companies must have employees
wlio are educated to a level commensurate with our international
competitors. New England Tel has been an active participant in a
strong partnership that is been formed between Vermont edu-
cators, business people and public policy makers all aimed at im-
proving the education of Vermont's children. We are proud of the
progress that has been made, and we look forward to the reforms
and improvements that will happen in the next 70 years.

We observed that there are many different reforms and initia-
tives being proposed in both the State and national levels. We are
a little concerned about that and feel that an effort must be made
to try to integrate these reforms into a cohesive bole.

In addition to the TV aU tlioriz ation of Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 of
the ESEA, Congress hFrs been working on legislation under the
Goals 2000 proposal, the Educate America Act. That proposal basi-
cally puts into law the National Education Goals put forth by the
Bush administration. New England Telephone supports the Senate
version nF Coals 2000 and that we feel it best encourages the rapid
development and implementation of challenging standards in the
education community. It encourages education reform through ilia-
!Acme fl 61 ti n of standards without any linkages to other factors
that might delay the standards or soften them.
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While it is critical to continue to fund and support the worth-
while programs available under ESEA, reauthorization of this set
should be in large measure linked to the outcome of some Goals
2000 legislation. The degree to which grants are targeting the need
which is increasing should probably coincide with the establish.
meat of some educational standards. An opportunity to learn goals
as specified in the Senate version of Goals 2000.

Other Federal initiatives that have recently been proposed,
should also be coordinated. Several Ells such us the Classroom of
the Future bill introduced by Senator Itingemart and the bill intro-
duced by apresentAitive Boucher will effect the quality of edu-
cation of our children. We must took at the overall impact of these
measures and try to get them into a coherent hole. What we should
end up with is a plan that emphasizes the National Education
Goals and provides states with sufficient flexibility to accomplish
these goals. The Federal government should establish an edu-
cational finish line that would bring the level of education America
back on a par with our international competitors. In addition, the
government should encourage the development and implementation
of a communi CEI Lions infrastructure by private industry and build
upon the existing infrastructure to support these goals. Even today
in Vermont New England Telephone is built upon the existing net-
work to provide services to the education community to enhance
communication and, therefore, learning.

There is no need for the Federal Government to build networks
themselves or to encourage whole new duplicative networks. Pri-
vate industry is willing to build the networks and provide the ap
plications that students need; it jiist needs the Federal Government
to provide that finish line and the environment to succeed. The
Federal Government can provide the road map for education fbr re-
form via challenging standards and opportunity to learn goals, it
can help those iee need along the way with financial .-ssiatence via
ESEA reauthorization and education grants and it. can give states
the appropriate flaxibility and private industry the iiicentives to
implement the reforms. After that the Federal Government can get
out of the way. Thank you.

Senator .1EL-1'o1 ws. Thank you. Please leave your statement, if
you don't conic!, for the reporter.

Ms. Mr:LYNN. May l clean it up, Senator, and send it to you?
Senator tTEFFORDS. Thank you.
johnathnn McIntire.

STATEMENT Or J ONATI IAN MC ivrt RE, ASSISTANT SUPER-
INTENDENT, RUTLAND S OUT] IV' 14:1:a SUPERVISORY UNION,
RUT) AND, VT
Mr. Mchircim It is a pleasure to be here.
Senator EFFORDs. And Ellie McGarry could come down and be

ready. Go ahead.
Mr. MclisrrntR. T stn a resident in the Town of Manchester in

southern Vermont, and I work at the Rutland Southwest Super-
visory Union as the Assistant Superintendent.

The reason that I wanted to speak with you today was to power-
fully reinforce something in your mind, something that I think you
need, which is the Federal support through Chapter 1 and Chapter
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2 is critically important to our school systems here. The school sys-
tem that I serve is small, under 1,000 kids. It does not have the
strong tax base, and financially IL is in a very difficult spot trying
to provide the quality education that our kids deserve and clearly
need. The Chapter 2 programs that we have implemented in our
system has done some incredibly neat things, and I want you to
just hear that.

We've been able to establish some gifted and talented education,
a concept that really hasn't existed in our system and use that as
an initiative using the Chapter 2 funds In get that program start
ed. It has now reached a point where the communities, the parents
and the school boards believe in it enough so they are willing to
financially contribute. We've been able to bring in harvest through-
out the State to provide really fascinating musical, and drama and
dance programs for our kids, and through music we are able to get
some incredible Dtt51100 LS in that one of the classes of our kids at
Middletown Springs wrote a song and it clearly describes the pain
they are experiencing as they live their life in a poor set of cir-
cumstances environmentally. But they were happy to be able to ex-
press it, and they weren't even realizing as they wrote it certainly
the power of the words. Through the Chapter 2 funding we were
able to bring that program itt. And that also is SUM ething that was
so well received, we believe we will be able to continue it the subse-
qoent years with local dollars, which 1 think is what we are sup-
posed to do.

The piece of Chapter 1 is a program also that I want to just
touch on. I am kind of going rather fast because of the limited
time. We Ilse Chapter 1 funds to provide remedial supplemental in..
struction for the category of kids that aren't covered by the Special
Ed law but who have very, very severe deficits in their reading and
math caindiility. This year we've suffered a cutback in funding The
distribution process that is used, the tbrmula, whatever it may be

ain not totally dear on it at this stagehas caused us to lose one-
fifth of our funding for next yF!Ji r. We weren't aware of that until
after our budgets were passed, so we couldn't even ask the commu-
nities to try to pick up that one-fifth. So what we've had to do is
cut out the support, the supplernF! ntal instruction for math. Next
year we will only provide supplemental instruction in reading. Our
needs have not gone away in math, but with our limited funding
and our need to try to get the rnamdxn um product, if you will, out
of our investilient of the minimum funds we've had, we've had to
make 5roil'F hard choices.

Another thing we've had to do because of funding cutbacks is es-
sentially Eat out kFtrvices 123 kill or high kids. And frankly, we are
not sure that we will be able to even pick tip in any way supple-
mentally and remedially the support those kids need. And some of
those kids have arrived at our secondary level basically function-
ally illiterate, which is kind of hard to comprehend. So we are des-
perately in need for you to advocate as powerfully as you can with
your colleagues in Washington funding an increase.

I know that there is been a distribution of the low-income popu-
lation throughout the United States, but we still have the same
population of kids who have low incomes who have incredible envi-
ronmental deprivation and we also have their parents who don't
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have the t& capacity to provide the funding even if we can help
them understand the importance of it. And 1 just can't, you know,
stress enough the importance of having this Federal supplement
because our communities are doing the best they can with the lim-
ited funds they have. And as the State funding is cut, you know,
we are put in All incredibly difficult spot, which I think would be
cyclical and is very painful to watch happen. One thing I would
just like to stress. In the funding form of the distribution process
which, again, I don't understand fully, one of the things 1 have no-
ticed this year is when we were cut our 20 percent, some welfare
communities who have, -The ability to pay,' were increased very
significantly. And I don't mind their getting additional funds fie
long as we keep at least what we had, but there has to be a Took
at the formula for distributing the Chapter 1 funds so that our
wealthy neighbors can pay to serve their low income kids. They
have low-incon-te kids and the number has gone up, but they also
have multimillion dollar, you know, properties all around the little
ghetto of low-income kids in our little Vermont towns. So what I
am sayiiig 19 the ability to pay in ;Some of our communities is tak-
ing A large chunk of this money there, and 1 think there is an in-
equity and I would request that your staff mid others look into it.

Another piece I would mention is that Vermont's a small State,
as you well know, and I think it is very important for you to pro-
vide the small State minimum funding fat us. I know you support
that; I just wanted to reinforce your support because we have a
very sviori Ilepurtmeiit of Education here that is WOrkinU very close-
ly with us. We are trying to he very creative in time further develop
molt of the programs we have and improve qualitatively what's
happening for our kids. They need the financial support at the
State department level to be able to be there to help us, and we
certainly need it as well.

One final point is flexibility in the regulations. rill eT e are two
particular areas. One is in how we define supplemental instruction
is something I would encourage your staff to look into. A lot of the
states essentially-1 guess the way to say it is the funding or Lhe
program in Chapter 1, as I have watched it evolve over time, was
largely built on a pull-out model, and it is easy to see that the in-
struction that is offered to Chapter kids in a pull-out model where
children are removed from the regular classroom is, in fact, supple-
mental, but Vermont's one of the states that, thankfully, is doing
some incredibly innovative mid effective restructuring of our public
school process. Acid we prefer not to take our kids out of the class-
room. We prefer to be able to take Chapter 1 funds and human
beings purchased with those funds and other resources and infuse
them into the regular elassronni process so we can supplement the
instruction as provided to our Chapter kids and indirectly to other
kids. And I think it is going to be a far better investment of our
Chapter money if we can do that, but right now when we try we
are kind of skirting the regulations a bit.

Senator RI EFFratns. 1 understand that. We are going to try to
make it more flexible. Thank you.

Mr. AlcIwrinF. Thank you.
Senator 41.:iiietm rn i- Thank you very much.
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Dr. Brothers and Susan Billings please come forward and be
ready_

sTATEmENT or DR. RICHARD BROTHERS. til:WERINTISNDENT
OF SCHOOLS, RUTLAND CITY, VT

Mr. Jintrawas. Thank you, Senator, for giving us this time to ad-
dress you and all of our concerns. My name 1.1 Richard Brothers
from Rutland City, Superintendent of Schools. When I first heard
that you were hosting this session up here, since you are one of
Rutland City's finest, I knew that would be compelled to come up
here and testify for you I would hasten to say that we are not one
of those rich school districts that Johnathan just talked about. that
can throw money at problems. They must be elsewhere in the
State.

I would like to open my remarks by simply stating the cutback.
of course, in Chapter 1 funding for the State of Vermont really hurt
the City of Raland very, very, very much. 92,000 some dollars we
lost, of course, has been nint! up from our local taxpayers, which
has not helped our local taxpayers.

Leaving that subject, I just want to talk about another issue
which is the Chapter program. I believe we are at a crossroads in
education in this country in 1993. We've gene through many reform
move3nents in America. 1 know of spiny of them through my R tu dy
of American Education History. I know some of them through my
33 years in the busir3ess. The most recent reform movement began,
in ray judgment, in 1933 with the Nation at-risk report. That and
all the previous reform moven-wilts called for nothing more than

rl di Ig Oil things and increasing the amount of courses that ynung-
sters might take. I think now 1 {l years later we are on the cross-
roads, the threshold of some significant lireekthroughs in how we
organize instruction for kids in our public schools. The buzz word
is restructuring.

I believe that the ideas coining out of the SCANS report from the
Department of Labor last spring are exactly on target with where
we have to take education. For too long schools and industry have
been like ships passing in the night, never talk to each other. I am
beginning to see that happening now, not only here in Rutland an d
itr the county, but I see it in the literature throughout the Nation.
Because so many of us are reveling hard with restructuring efforts,
it means we are also ini.appling seriously with the ways we go about
assessing student parrformsrrce.

The most significant way in my opinion that you, and the Sen-
ators and your comirittee can help us deal with restructure is La
break down the rigidity of Lel re 1 a nce in the Chapter 1 pi-13gram
upon paper and pencil tests to control and regulate the program.
Basically I am talking about flexibility also, which I understand
you've heard a lot about throughout today.

Senator .4:ity011ns. Yes.
Mr. Dian.] teas. These regulations are nothing more than like

huge anchors around our necks slowing us down in toring to pro-
vide betcer services for kids and mermng programs like your last
speaker just talked nhout. So I esk on behalf of the City of Rutland
nnd hopefully an behalf of all our professional colleagues in the
State for Chapter 1 La give us more flexibility, depend upon us to
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USe yours and our tax dollars wisely and to stop forcing US LA jump
through some useless hoops to End ways to skirt regulations to try
to provide the things, organize programs for kids way we want
to organizeorganize them most effectively_

So in a nutshell, 1 stand before you and iiek for more flexibility
in how we can administer the program, in my particular case in
the City of Rutland.

Senator JEI:voms. Thank you very much. Very well said.
Ellie McGarry and Brenda Milligan if you'd come dawn front

please.
STATEMENT OF ELLIE MCGARRY, COORDINATOR OF

CHAPTER NERVICES, RUILAND CITY, VT
Ms. McGtaitY, Iii, I am Ellie McGarry, and I am coordinator of

Chapter Services in Rutland City.
Senator Jeeetrans. Go right ahead.
Ms. MCGARRY, The first thing that I would like to speak about

is flexibility again in fundin g, deliver services so that we may de-
liver the services to our stildelits by using a model of service deliv-
ery that promotes conclusion and not segregation, and that is,
again, having Chapter teachers be able to go into classrooms, serv-
ice kids and not do a pull-out model. And I would just like to add
that I enjoy the visit I had with your staff the other day as they
came and observed one of our schools that is providing this type
of model.

Also more funding to enable us to meet the needs of students en-
tering our school system. Our students are entering the school sy
tern more in need today than ever before. We need to increase the
literacy level of our students so that when they have children they
are able to read to their children. And we are finding more and
more that we have parents in Rutland City, and 1 am sure
throughout Vermont, that can'tdon't even have the literacy skills
to be able to pick up a primary book to be rade to read it to their
child. So, therefore, 1 think we really need more funding to be able
to provide those services to kids.

And again, with changing allocation procedures so that riiiids
are distributed more by community and not country. As Dr. Broth-
ers said, we were hit very hard finuncially in Rutland City this
year and we have a very needy population of students. Because we
were cut this year there was one program that we started last
year and were not able to continue expantEng upon, and that w es
the Reading Recovery program. Our readingthe ite adi n g Recov-
ery program is focused on giving kids grade one level very inten-
sive services, those students that are at risk. And because of a cat,
we were not able to pick that program up and expand it which is
one thing that we would have liked to have done. Se it we have
more funds, then we are able to reach that population of students
entering school and giving there the foui.lation in grades kinder -
garten and one that they really need in order to be successful
throughout their life.

Senator .JEFFORns, Thank you 4/fry much.
M.5. Mc:GARRY, Thank yea.
Senator lemitne. Susie Billings and Beth Chamberlain come

down front please. 83
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STATEMENT OF SUSAN BILLINGS, FAMILY SERVICES C(X)10M
NATOR, 1 :.LOW TILHOUGIL PROGRAM, BRATTLEBORO, VT
Ms. My name is Susan Billings. i am here from

Brattleboro. I am represeitting the Follow Through program which
is just had its 25th anniversary. I am the Family Services Coordi
natar of the program in Iiratticboro-

I understand it is not directly funded by the F.SPIA but, in any
iVii!, there are some issues with the reauthorization of this pro
gram in Washington, and just for a little background Iiformation,
the Follow Through program is a primary grade preoarn that is
d WOW to very interested home and school partnership. We believe
strongly that parents involvement in their children' i edrzcrition
leads to a higher standard ef performance in school. We are also
very interestud in the idea of transition. In Br atileboro we've devel-
oped a very strong network and working rolatinnship with the pub-
lic and private preschools that are feeding our Follow Through kin-
dergartens and the other kindergartens that are in Brattleboro.

Another component of our program is enhanced professional and
adult development for for teachers and adult development for par-
ents. In my own experience I am a Follow Through parent from the
early 80s. My child was in Follow Through in the old program that
we had in Brattleboro, and I got involved in the food service job
which led directly to my csirrent employment and career in the
educational programs and early intervention.

Follow 'Through iR now associated with Brattleboro's early edu-
cation services, a program whale director is Judy Jerald. It is most-
ly a Federally funded program. It is a very family oriented, early
intervention program. Some of the different programs are Even
Start, which is nn ESEA program, literacy skills. We have urn early
education initiative preschool, which is a Slate funded preschool
program for low-income parents. We have a locally funded parents
Le p TOE run], which is an early intervention of infanta and
parents edncational program, and a State funded first program
which goes to our towns outside of Brattlelwro-

Our local tax base in Brattleboro is limited. For axample, our ele-
mentary schools this year d I et. seem to have any more money for
field trips, which is really a sad thing. It is one of the big joys of
elementary school think is taking trips together.

I have some written testimony from Judy Jerald which addresses
some of the funding problems with the ESEA, and we've brought
along three parents from Brattleboro who have some statements of
the personal impart that the early intervention programs have
made in their lives and their family's lives. Thank you very much.

Senator Jvi.Fonns. Ilas the longitudinal study been done on the
riumber of individuals that have gone through the program?

Ms, Iln.uNtla. There is a lot of data. I don't have it at my finger-
tips, but I em sure that Judy would be very willing to share any -
thing 9}1 e FM. We've onl6. been in existence alma 6 years, and so
it hasn't been that long. Our firstin fact our first.

Senator JEFFohna. The Follow Through program iii Brattleboro
has been in ti lot longer than that.

Ms. Bit.t.iNn.s. It was out for 10 years.
Senator JEFT0alia. It come back in?
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Ms. BILLINGS. Yes, just 2 years' ago. IL left in 1982 and cameback hi in /991.
Senator JEFOHIK Thank you very much.
Ms. BILLINGS. Sil Ali I give this to you?
Senat.or JEFF0ans. Yes, give that to
Ms. HILLINGS. Thank you very much.
Senator Jxvicatus. You are welcome.
Brenda Milligan. And Sue Dyer please come forward.

STATEMENT OF BRENDA MiLLICAN, 1311-AITLEHORO, VT
Ms. MILLIGAN. Senator Jeffords, my name is Brenda Milligan.and I am from Brattleboro, I am a mom. My son is five and a half-

years old, and he was one of the first babies thatR. was picked upby the Parents as Teachers program. That program was everythingto me. It helped me with my child, it gave me moral support, self
esteem. I couldn't get. out to go places because I didn't drive at thetime, I was able to do this with a worker that came to my home.Through that program my son went through it, He's now involvedhi the Follow Through program, which has been a greatan in-
credible program as well for him as much as for myself as well. I
am allowed to volunteer in his classroom. I know all his little
friends in school. It is a pleasure to be in there. They all love it.
They love the fact that parents can go into the classroom and helpout. I feel like I e some sort of an insight on to my son's edu-cation. It is a beginning. The program has helped me out a lot andit is given my son a lot of self-esteem.

Senator JEFFoRDS. That is good. I am pleased to hear that. I
have been a follower of the Follow Through. I am embarrassed that.
I didn't kiaoW it started up again.

Ms. NIILLICAN. Well, it is been a very good program. I ant for it100 percent,
Senator JE FFOiti)S. Thank you. Appreciate your testimony verymuch.
Ms. Ail LUCIAN. Thank you.
Senator JEFFunns. Sue Dyer? Did I skip somebody?
Ms. CHAMBERLAIN. Yes, Beth Ghomberiain.
Senator .1):Fyottns. OK_ That is the way to do it around here.

STATEMENT OF ELIZAIIETII CI IAMBEMAIN, 11ItATTLEBoato,
VT

Ms. CHAMBERLAIN. My name is Elizabeth Chamberlain, and I ama parent from Iirattleboro also. I have been involved with severalof the early education services for about 6 years. My family consistsof three children. Timothy age seven, Corey age Ave and Tahitha
age OVEN!. I am also very nervous. About 6 years ago I was ap-proached by the PAT program, which is Pa-.-ents as Teachers. My
oldest child was about 1 year old at the time. This wag a very valu-able program for me. I was a working mother, and worked in Finapple orchard at this time. It. showed me how to cope with small
children, work and still rind enough time for my faintly, IL also
wive me some wonderful ideas on how to find new things to dowith my child.

My association with this group eculed only when we moved tern.
porarity to New Hampshire. I wish that we had thought better of

tuvr,
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this because by that time my oldest son was three and had 1 a new

baby that was about 9 months old, Because of our move, my son
Timothy never went to nursery school. We moved back to town

about 1 year later arid now I had three children. I had just had the
daughter my husband and I sought. It was time to register Time-

thy for kindergarten. I did so and was approached by the family

support program who had found out that I had an infant at home.

I cannot begin to tell you how much I have come to depend on this

organization.
I have gone" through ninny traumas in the last few years. My

family has changed in so many ways. When my husband was hav-

ing a problem with alcohol and 1 didn't know how to handle A,

these caring people showed me the way to get hem for him as well

as fur myself. They have helped with getting my children hater or-

ganized, such as discipline and teaching them how to be part a
family and what. that means.

Recently about 1 year ago 1 decided to forgo my education and

go to school. For approximately 5 years I had worked us a CNA and

ad decided to become a nurse. The Family Support program came

to my aid end showed me how to go through the appropriate chan-

nels for funding as well as help financially and other ways surb as

books, calculating, etc., but mostly they gave me a lot of moral sup-

port. I am happy to report that I have been accepted to a school

of nursing and will be going there in the fall. There are other won-

derful programs too.
Esteville Preschool has had my son Corey for 2 years. I can see

the difference in my two boys' readiness forkindergarten, And I be-

lieve this program is wholly responsible for the change. My son,

Corey, is much more ready than Timothy ever was. I also feel the

transition will be easier for both Corey and the rest of the family

bemuse of this. My husband and I also took a positive discipline

course that was sponsored throurh the Follow Through prograo.

lest year, and it is made our family run much smoother. The chil-

dren now feel a sense of belonging that was not there before, and

our household has become a nicer place to live. We find that all the

services we have received to be immensely helpful, and I can only

hope that they will be allowed to continue so that other families

may benefit from them too.
Where are we now? We are a much more happy and solvent fam-

ily. My husband has a better job. I am in school, and in a couple

of years I will be a nurse. My children are thriving. These are

things that these pregrains have done for my family, and these are

things that I hope these continued programs can do for other fami-

lies.
Sen Ater .JEmans. Thank you so much. Those programs that you

are a model of I hope we can do for many more people. Thank you.

Sue Dyer and Norman Gluckman please come forward.

STATEMENT OF SUN DYER, YARLY EDUCATION SERVICES,
IMATTLE110;10, VT

Ms. U 3Tit. I am Stir Dyer. I also work for Early Education Serv-

ices in Brattleboro under the first grant, which is the fund for im-

provement and reform of schools in training, I work in the outlying

towns and wanted to share very briefly what we've clone with our
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grant money. We've developed a home visiting program for the 20
some families in the outlying towns, Vernon, Gifford, Putney and
Dummerston. Home visitors visit these families once a week deal-
ing with parenting skills and early childhood development oPPortu-
nitiea serving families with children newborn through age R.

'The second thing we've done is to develop play groups in each of
these communities to enable isolated moms, and- there are some
dads as well, who come into thea setting in the school once a
week with their preschooler meeting other children with whom
they'll eventually go to kindergarten. It is b en very exciting this
first year, and in all of these cases these families are continuing
on their own throughout the summer to meet.

The third piece of the program for this year has focused on devel-
oping a summer programtwo-week program for kids who will be
piing to kindergarten in the full. They'll be meeting with their kin-
dergarten teacher in the kindergarten classroom so that they'll get
to know one another, get the idea of what kindergarten's all about,
and this has a very strong parent involvement piece as well. I hope
that you'll be continuo to be supportive of the early intervention
needs of children in Vermont. We fee] that what's happened in this
program speaks to those needs.

And in closing I might add that in 1971 I also was a Follow
Through parent and went on to serve 10 years on the school board
and had a currier, and personnel and now I am back doing; what
I really love hest, and I hope you'll continue to support us.

Senator JEFFouns. Well, T certainly will, anti I certainly support
you and all that you've done. Thank you for your efforts.

)45. 11Y1Ot. Thanks very much.
Senator Juioans. Sharon Winter. And will Freddie Graves opine

forward please.
STATEMENT OF SHARON WINTER, VERNON, VT

Ms. WINTE14. I am Eu morn, and r lain from Vernon, VT. And my
daughter is in the Home Base program for preschoolers. And I
would just like to say thank you far supporting the programs and
please continue to do so. My daughter, who is now in Modem-krt.-ell,
will be in the Chapter 1 next year. She has some learning difficul-
ties, and sines going through a lot of tests right now, so she realty
needs that support system. The groupthe social group that I am
in for my daughter and 1 have rctilly helped roc a lot, as a mom
to relate to my children. I era learning to drive through her teach-
er, which I never thought I would do- I nlean, that was just some-
thing I never thought would happen. Hopefully within a month I'll
be going back to work. And I am like the other lady; I would like
to get my nurse's license, continue on with my education to better
my daugMees life and for myself. But it is really helped me with
my selestoem being around the other parent.!, getting my kids
into a social group so that I could relate to thr.or because you know
what it is like if' you are home 24 hours a day with your children;
you are pulling your hair out. And it is just helped me so much
personally and for my kids too. We really need the Chapter 1 fund-
ilig for, you know, the kids. Thenlc you.

Senator JEFoolitis. Thank you very much. Very helpful to hear
good Stories.
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Paul Browne come forward and, Norman, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF NORMAN GLUCK:NUN, LIBRARIAN AT
cOIA Egf 17: It InGll st WOOL, CoLCIIESTHR, VT

Mr. GLUCIWAN. Good afternoon. My name is Norman Gluckman,
Find I am the Librarian at Colchester High School. And I am rep
resenting the Vermont Educational Reading Association, a State
organization for schools. School Library and Media programs are
an integral part of the educational infrastructure which supports
not only ciirricultun but also the unique information needle of the
age group that is served.

The American Library Association suggests that the rule of Li.
briny Media programs is to ensure that students and staff are ef-
fective users of ideas and ittformatien. 'ilia empowerment requires
access to up-to-date resources and technology. In Vermont the abil-
ity of library mcdia sped 1111 tit% to maintain Dr even achieve this role
has been hampered by inadequate funding from local, State, and
I.'ederHl sources over Ei !Mr/ 0{1 of yeFlni. As a result, collections Eire
outdated, library Media resources supporting learning challenged
students or various at-risk populations are inadequate, and the C-

quisition of information technology has been accomplished at the
cost of other aspects of the Library Media program.

The Elementiiry and Secondary Education Act or 19b Title II al-
located funds for upgrading library millections. In the 70s Title II
was absorbed into Chapter block grants. Library Media programs
found themselves competing with other uses for available fu ids. As
a result, the Library Media program's share of Chapter funds has
declined. In Vermont in 1989 12 percent of Chapter funds went to
library and media grants. By 1992 only u percent was allocated to
Vermont Library Media programs. Concurrent with this loss of
Federal funding has been the decline of school library and media
budgets at a time when new demands were being placed on pro-
grams.

The need to purchase new technoloo including new audio visual
formats such as switching from BETA to VHS video technology
forced many librarians into a dilemma of deciding between books
and technology. State mandates such as Act 230, the
mainstreaming of learning challenged students in the classroom
arid law9 requiring the corificlelitiality of circulation records have
further tacked limited resources. The cumulative effect of the shifts
to block grants, declining 11udl;etx Fuel new nunidates is deteri GT Fit-
ing collections of outdated material withwhich are inadequate for
student informational needs.

The Vermont EducaLio 31E11 Media Association strongly encourages
your support and sponsorship of the Elementary and Secondary
School Library Media Act as 260 and 11R11fil, which would create
a division of elementary and secondary school library media serv-
ices and the Depar tin cht. of Education and would establish a series
of grants for library materials, curriculum development and the ap-
plication of computer information technology.

In kir TT1 iltiOn literacy in all its foram is a critical skill. The quality
Of our lives, the success of cur endeavors, the well - being; of our Na-
tion is dependent upon our ability to be critical consumers of infor-
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illation. School Library Media programs are essential to the devel-
opment, of productive citizens. Thank you.

Senator .11...1.1,0an3. Thank you very rnuch. Appreciate being made
aware of what's happened to the program. Thank you.

Freddie Graves, next. Go right ahead. Good to see you here. And
Louis Welna please come forward. Go right ahead.

STATEMENT FREDi)iI CRAVES, FAYgrON, VT
Ms. GRAVEN. Tliattk yeu. I don't know much about the Federal

government, lint I am honored to have been invited here and
gladly share my opinions and concerns with you.

We have Chapter 1 and Special Ed teachers for the kids who
function below the 40th percentile. MI my numbers are from teach-
ers in school. I hope they are correct. W'nat do we have for kids on
the other end of the spectrum? ltight now really nothing. if these
kids are not challenged, we will lose them as surely as we would
lose the Chapter 1 students without the current programs.

Teachers and administrators need to be accountable. At this time
parents, kids acid taxpayers have no recourse when a teacher or
administrator is not doing their job. A teacher needs to each spe-
cific skills as well as to excite the kids and make them thirst for
knowledge. A rood administrator needs to manage the school, lis-
ten to and address parents' concerns and he or she needs to make
the kids' education a team effort and to have the initiative and vi-
sion to lead the school to excellence.

When the country gave rise to unions, it was a vital necessity.
Now the tail seems to be wagging the dog. This needs to change.
It needs to be likir to the kids and the taxpayers as well as to tne
teachers. There needs to be a high nationwide minimum that each
child must meet to go an to the net grade as well as guidelines
and testing that force teachers to put DuL and be their best so that
each child reaches their TliaX11111.1311 puteritial. I believe that this is
what any good teacher worth their weight must do, but we must
give them the 'Louis

WE need w hunt (lass sires, primarily in the beginning grades.
Kindergarten, first and satin(' grade, I think there should par -
ttcularly in kniderg.citen there should be nO more than ten children
to a teacher, otlicrv.i.e, they become a baby-sitter and these kids
aren't moving forward. EYeri thciugh we are a public school, we can-
not be all things to all people. I believe in early ed and Head Start,
but when a child comes to school after these programs and is un-
prepared; an example, ulifed, utiMsted, disrespectful and unaware
of their privilege to learn and is disruptive, it affects all the other
kids' chance to learn.

With the resources available, the school must remedy ,vhat they
can, but at some point a business decision must be made and the
rights and needs of the one or few cannot be allowed to overshadow
the rights and the needs of the many. The school must have the
authority to remove the child from the classroom ar school and
force the responsibility back to the parents. Not everyone can be
mainstreamed. We cannot hold back the kids who are reedy to
surge alieFucl and some day lead our country. We cannot provide
womb to torch C;11-11. People need to do things for themselves.
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This all seems to come down to values, both monetary and moral.
For the parents who are preparingtheir kids for school, the kids
must in turn providelet me try that again. I don't know what I
just read. I.'or the parents who are preparing their kids for school,
the school must, in turn, provide the kids with the best education
find allow each kid Lo reach their maximum potential. The best
technical education will not take the child or our country forward
without strong moral values and the successful parent school team
will prepare the child for the path and not the path for the child.

So I guess, Senator Jeffords, what I nm really asking is for the
Federal government to step back, stop overmandathig and regulat-
ing and to either set up some regionalized pilot programs with local
controlswe need to do what's relative for each areaor offer in-
centives to schools that are flexible enough to challenge all of the
kids who want to learn and allow the schools the ability to remove
the di3ruptive kids and ineffective teachers and maybe this will
save the American education system from inediocrit;,.

Senator JErieoans. Thank you.
Ms. GitAvEs. And, by the way, I am from Faysten, one of the rich

towns. We don't feel that rich.
Senator Ja.yFolins. Thank you. r understand your feelings.
Paul Browne. And Art KIM= . Please come forward, Art.

STATEME N'1' (fl PAUL BROWNE, SPRING FIELD. VT
Mr. Bauww. I thank you for inviting me here.
Senator ,Ii*olins. Please go right ahead.
Mr. Ban WNE. My boy is a Chapter 1 student, and Springfield has

one of the best Special Education departments 1 have ever seen. I
have been involved with Fair Haven, Cie tleton, and the Vermont
Achievement Center, Winston Prouty and then we went onto Union
Street School en-.1 then to Park Street. They have brought this
boy -did he give you a folder a while ago? And there are a number
of news articles in there.

Senator Jicieminns. I have it right here.
Mr. BuowtsT.. And there are a number of news articles ati to how

Springfield took o boy that couldn't talk and then he come here a
couple months or :AI ago send he rend a letter that he composed be-
fore our local State Senators and representatives. And it is such a
great success that I felt you needed a copy of the news stories that
were done. You have one that was done in 1989 and then the new-
est one which was done by a local paper in Springfield.

And what I see as an advocate for my boy as well as a teenager
whom is in Springfield High School -he is not my own son, but he
asked me if I would advocate for him for Special Education, and
I accepted that, with my son. I see where the high school needs
some improving. One of the things, I believe they need to have
more of the vocational training for these aperi El l needs children.
They do not have them at this present time at Springfield High
School or at the Riverside Middle School, which I feel they need
this in both places because if we expect these children when they
grow tip to be a productive member of this society, they've got to
be trained hands on. They cant be trained with a book. They've got
to be trained hands on.
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And the other, of coarse, that I have had a chance to see first-
hand, I am a little slower than mast, and I tried taking a couple
college courses in Springfield. And two of them I had to drop out
of, simple computer courses, but it. was because the rest of them
were fast. They don't have the time to take it slow for someone who
is slow. I stand here today and I hear people sayinp, deregulate.
Well, if you deregulate -I just barely got the laws and the regula-
Liana so as to protect the boys and girls of Chapter 1, so a$ I can
make sure right now with them deregulations that this 18 year old
buy isn't going to be denied his education. I can make sure that
this boy right here isn't going to he denied his education because
he's Chapter 1 and he's slow.

And I think that we have to be careful haw we deregulate be-
cause with too much deregulationwhat I am hearing is take these
kids and pat them in a clasaroom all by tbemself. I don't like hear-
ing that because there is an article in there on this boy with me
on his teacher where site just got an award and one thing and an-
other. And she went filial Special Ed toucher to a regular classroom
teacher, and she tells it all in tlial. news story there that you have
where she feels that out only do the Special Ed children learn from
being in the regiilar riassroom, but high performance student
learns hew to deal with the one that is 1.1 lo we r And they help one
anether, they integrate. And 1 believe her wholeheartedly. And this
lady has put her heart and sole in it.

And this is what I ask you is to 1* careful haw you deregulate
and, if possible, if there is some more Federal funds, what I would
like to see is to capitalize on what Springfield has and make it bet-
ter. There is always room for improvement in any situation, and
this is what basically we need is to capitalize on what we have.

Senator Jiwinnps. Thank you very much for your testimony, and
assure you 1 WTI going to read the articles.
Mr. BROWNE. I thank you for your time and thank you for having

me here.
Senator Jxamius. Thank you for your testimony.
Louis Weltia.

fifilTEME NT OF I.0U1S EI CHURC) I ELI:MENTARY
SCHOOL

?ta. WELNA. 1 feel insignificant compared to this gentleman's tes-
timony.

Senator JEFFORDS. State your name for the record.
Mr. WRizia. My name is Louis Welne. I am at Church Elemen-

tary School. Censidering what i have just heard, it seems to me
that what 1 am about to say almost amounts to some whining, and
1 apologize. Iuu 198? --

Seri utor JEFFORDS. k:xeuse me a second. Would Penny liolunger
please come down. Penny here?

Ms. KOLIINCIER. Yes, I am here.
fienatuf JEFFoaDa. You are right there. Go ahead.
Mr. WEI1VA. In 1987 Our reading program received the Certificate

of Merit for excellence in compensatory education. And during the
past 6 years we've been watching students on the. seventh and
eighth grade honor rolls, and we found that 26 to 33 percent of all
those students who were in Chapter 1 reading and/or math were
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successful. And this past mouth we took a look at the graduating
class of 1993 and of those 21 seniors who were in Chapter 1 read-
ing arid/or ninth in the elementstry school, 16 will attend various
colleges and universities. The point here is is that some Chapter
1 programs work, but not all successful programs can be measured
raerelY in NCE scores. For some of those graduating seniors Chap-
ter 1 hold their hands for five to 6 years.

I would like to make three quick points. 1 think it is time to per-
mit alternate kinds of assessment to measure the effectiveness of
Chapter 1 instruction. We need assessments that reflect the more
complex definitions of reading. 1 know that I am not alone in this
belief, but I no longer want to be held hostage to the results of fill
in the bubble kind of testa where supposedly there is only one an-
swer and the job of the student is to find the . Awer that the test
company thinks is correct. For the student, however, ending the
correct answer" is not dependent on any higher ordered thinking
skills, no matter what the test comininies may say hut, rather, it
is based on the avoidance of the test company's attempt at trickery
n 11 d deceit. I can show you loony examples sir published tests where
the best answer is not the correct ones So you will need in your new
legislation to encourage the development of performance based
reading mid math assessments including the use of local norms.

No. 2, there has been some talk that the new legislation wilt re-
quire niLIT e in class rather than pull-out models, that there will be
new requiretnetits for snore parental involvement, more coordina-
tion with dassrOOTa teachers, more meetings, more paperwork. All
these attempts to niake Chapter 1 more complicated should he re-
jected. Chapter 1 is simple, keep it simple. In fact, we ought to be
concerned with the issue of finding better and more effective ways
of instructing children. Given a text, a student and a teacher, the
issue is and has always been, what do I need to know to tell the
student, what the student needs to hear at the time the student
needs to hear it so that he or she ran begin to take charge of their
quest to become literate. Everything else is secondary to those in-
structional attempts, and yet what I see is the trend in Chapter 1
is to take secondary considerations and try to rank e them primary.
Please don't promote anything which takes away the student's in-
structional time or the teacher's planning time.

And finally I have heard criticisms of Chapter l's ineffectiveness,
and I suggest the following as a partial solution. If you teach Chap-
ter 1 reading, it seems to me that you should have certification in
reading. If you teach Chapter 1 math, you ought to be certified in
math. Thank you, Senator.

Senator OirEsToans. Thank you very much. Excellent testimony.
Art learnuili, and will Frank Murphy please come forward. Go

right ahead.
KJ:Alva:NT OF ART PA.RNUM, 'ANIMUS NORTH

S S 0 RY UNION, MONTPELWIL VT
Mr. FARIIIINI. Thank you very much. My name is Art Farrium. I

work in the Lamoille North Supervisory Union, and I very much
appreciate your courtesy in meeting with me in the town where 1
live and 1 also appwciate you going the extra mile and meeting me
on the street where I live. Very kind of you.
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I would like to talk to you today about Chapter 2 educational
block grants, and I thought that I would like to approach my com-
ments a little bit differently. I would like to tell you what you are
doing right. I want to make sure that there are some babies that
are not thrown out with the bath water as you go through the re-
authorization process. I have a short list, and not that it is a short
list of things that you are doing right, but a short list in terms of
time that you have available. Lra, le it to me, I can always foul
things up, can't I? I want to share with you this brief list.

First of all, the regulations are broad enough and flexible enough
to allow local sem) districts to do what they need to do. IL allows
us the flexibility to have local control. It allows us to have the flexi-
bility to put in place summer programs or programs for children
who are gifted and talented, children who have disabilities, all
kinds of children, and we appreciate that flexibility.

Second, one of the things that we appreciate is the fact that with
Chapter deregalatimis, the paperwork is very, very noinageable. In
light of the fact that I am a Special Education administrator, I ant
particularly sensitive to the manageability of paperwork,

Third, we appreciate the fact that Chapter 2 regulations are seed
money to try out new initiatives, and T am very proud of the fact
that Vermont is very true to the seed money con3.ept in these regu-
lations.

You have already heard that Vermonters very much appreciate
your support and are asking for your continued support of the
Small State minimum allocution. Yet another important concept in
the Chapter 2 regulations are the State Advisory Council. State
Advisory Council members- -and I am on the Chapter 2 State Advi-
sory Councilcouncil members work very closely with Lynn
Provasi, the coordinator of the Chapter 2 program in the State De-
partment of Education. We work so closely with the Department of
Education that we even participate on site evaluations_

That neat'y brings me to my riext point, that site evaluations of
Chapter 2 programs are very, very different from the man iteririn
that takes place in Special Education. In Chapter 2 site visits when
we are in local school districts looking Fit their Chapter 2 programs,
yes, we take a look and make sure that the regulations are being
met, but we are really focusing on what are the neat things that
you are doing, how can we assist you in doing them better, and
how can we bring the wonderfully creative ideas that you have to
other school districts throughout Vermont. And that is a very excit-
ing and very fun aspect of being on the State Advisory Council.

We appreciate the fact that there is parent and community in-
volvement requirement within the Chapter 2 regulations.

And the final comment that I would like to make is that Ver-
monters are incredibly creative, and we have been doing so much
with so little in terms of dollars and cents that I just can t imagine
the creative things that we could produce if Chapter 2 funding
were holding steady or better yet, rising instead of decreasing. And
thank you tOr your time.

SF!n uto T VFOR ns. Thank you very tnuch. Excellent testimony,
and 1 agree with you.

Penny. And would Debby Minkler please come forward?
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STATEMENT ole PENNY ROLUNGER, ELEMENTARY
COUNSELOR, SOUTH BURLINGTON, VT

Ms. KonuNGEit. ly name is Penny Kolunger, and 1 fun an Ele-
mentary School Counselor in South Burlington, I wanted n) speak
a little bit. about our need to really accept and seriously deal with
the impact of two working parents on educating children, and peo-
ple have mentioned a number of components. I think we really
don't have enough child care for preschoolers, especially quality
child care. Children today spend almost as much time in child care
before they enter school as they later spend in public school. And
the quality of this care is very important for a young family, and
it has a big, positive payoff for children's educational performance
later.

Likewise, parents find it very hard to find adequate after school
care. I Mil constantly being approached by parents for suggestions
tbr after school care, and many times there just aren't many things
I can suggest. Many times by the middle school age of ten children
are generally home alone. I think this is just crazy for our society.
I think it is disasters waiting to happen, and many times quietly
happening that we don't hear about until the kids are in high
school. I hear reports of children who are getting involved with
drugs and sex at this age, even ill little old Vermont, and it is a
reflection on a bigger scale of what we hear happening in large
cities.

My point is that I think we now need access to after school pro-
grams for all children until about 6 p.M., not that everyone will
necessarily take advantage of it, but it needs to be available. And
we need to help with providing programs like that. How to get
things coordinated and organized. I don't think it is so much fund-
ing of it as funding assistance, and coordination and maybe incen-
tive9 to get things started. T think it is because what happens in
these hours does affect our children's readiness to learn during the
rest of their time. Likewise, in the summers many young children
five, six, 7 years of ego are baby-sat all day by older siblings some-
times no older than 30 years old. Why have summers off when it
doesn't meet the needs of kids nor working parents? Can't we offer
spine kind of stiinulating programs that are fun and expand learn-
ing?

It is a problem we could easily solve with personnel. Wt7 do have
the facilities, the schnols, but 1 don't think it is going to happen if
we base it solely on local funding because, once again, the school
districts are getting defeated just in terms of their existing pro-
grams.

Another thing that has been nientioned, I think, is parent edu-
cation. My feeling is atl parents need education in the area of
parenting, and I think there is still some sense that parent edu-
cation is for parents who are having problems with parenting, as
if all parents do not have problems with parenting. Why lion t we
expect that all parents get some training given the primary respon-
sibility of rearing the next generation and being the primary A dvo
rates for children. They all need to help with communication skills,
conflict resolution, managing behavior and encourage ITI L of chil-
dren. They also all need a lot more support than they are currently
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receiving. And in local needs assessments m my coinnuinitieN thi
13 whal I am hearing front parents.
Another area I think people need some support and leadership

at the Yedei al level is in terms of television, Other than pulling the
plug, which some parents do, parents and schools struggle to teach
children positive social skills and values. Fla with children averag-
ing four hours of television a day, that ie a major negative influ
once and it is terribly irresponsible. It is chosen to he and some-
times is downright harmful. Research tells us that unequivocally
humans are very susceptible to suggestion, and children I think
also- And I think it is no wonder we are dealing with a level of vio-
lence considering what we see on TV. Surely there is some way we
Can provide incentives nr some limits of control in the industry.
These are my comments. Thank you very much for listening.

Senator .IEFFurtn.q. Thank you. Very helpful.
Frank. Please again state your nal Ile
STATEMENT OF FRANK ME)RIIIY, DIRECTOR OF EpECJAI.

EKRVICEE, ESSEX JUNCTION AND WESTPOM)
Mr, MuttPtIY. Fried: Murphy, and I ani the director of special

services in Essex Junction and Westford. And thank you, Senator,
for this opportunity. And like everyone else, I am deeply appre-
ciative of it-

I have a few comnientA that I would like to say, and I would like
to speak to them primarily as the representative of the Westford
School District. As a result of the change in the Census that you've
heard so much about. today, we lost $11,000. That is a significant
amount of money for Westford to lose, particularly given the budg-
etary battles that we are lighting at this particular time. And it
imposes a severe 'ha rdSllip. We will certainly endure, but our ef-
forts will be diluted and our quality decreased and opportunities
for the disadvantaged students will definitely he reduced.

If there is to common theme here today, in my interpretation it
is that we we us a society are in an acute crisis, one for which the
remedy exceeds greaft.r efficiency and cooperation but rather calls
for a selid mid S5151:Aint.d commitment from our political leaders.
lii6tury kill most certainly judge our success or failure as a society
on this issue MUM Own any oilier. There is little that has been
said today that I wiaild disagree with. 'There are two issues I would
like to address.

First is the issue of flexibility Find how it relates directly to
avoiding establishing what the research calla ti lifelong cycle of de-
featism. Our policies, procedures and practices need to demand in-
structional opportunities that maximize serving the disadvantaged
as an iiitegral part of the classroom; not as an aberration to be re-
moved and fixeci. The small incremental growth in norm reference
tests in no way reflects the gradual, powerful and maligntuit devel-
opment of an attitude that soys, I urn different. and I cannot suc-
ceed. The concept inherent in Chapter 1 is to assist a disadvan-
taged as a function of improving their opportunities to participate
in our society at large. This can only occur if children receive posi-
tive encouragement within the context of their natural social envi-
ronment, their classroom. As such, Chapter 1 shy uld strive to iden-
tify and require practices which promote flexibility and then place
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greater emphasis on supporting teachers and less or] removing stu-
dents. We have too long embraced the practice of creating a dual
system of education.

Finally, like everyone else, I again would Like to thank you for
your support. and leadership. / want to tell you that as an educator
and as a eiti I en that 1 am deeply troubled by what I see happening
in our schools. Today we face enumerable challenges which pre-
viously were considered outside of our realm, Families, parents,
children and educators are wider a tremendous pressure, and it is
infuriatiuj; to watch, and this is not a dig, Senator, our political
leaders engage in the moral equivalent of fiddling. And would you
please bring that message back to Washington? Thank you.

Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you. I assure you 1 Will.
Debby Minklcr, and will Tom Sonuieborn, and Frances Hersey

arid Kiln Tomlinson please cm-ne forward. Please go right ahead.

KrATEMENT OF DEIII1Y MINKI.I.Li, CILAPTER I TEACHER,
El3MONIES MEDDLE SCHOOL, BURLINGTON, VT

Ms. MINKIER. Thank you. I in Debby Minkler. I am ra Chapter
1 teacher in Burlington at Edmonds Middle School. I taught for
over 22 years. I have been Chapter 1 for 14, 1 have been involved
in Head Start and VISTA, so I have worked with youngsters for a
long time. I didn't come here to speak; I tame here to listen, but
I got motivated this morning.

I think it was Noreen 0 Connor and Winton- I have forgotten
his name. They were speaking about the integration of business
and schools, and that is been particular interest to me. I work
at the Taidrile school where, yes, the kids come in with low skills,
difficulties, but by this time we are also dealing with sauna! issues
of motivation and self-esteem as well as adolescent issues, and it
is a different kind of a problem I think than elementary and pre-
school. So our school hits [wen involved in restructuring. We have
an in-closs model. We do a lot of work with homework_ We have
parents' support group that we are trying to get more involved, knit
we still find that there are other needs.

Arid a couple years ago we started in work study program end we
got money from the Vermont Children's Trust Fund arid the United
Way for I year. We worked with Burlington Youth Employment to
set up a work study program for kids under 14 and used the work
RS a motivator and being in school. You couldn't go to work if you
didn't conic to school. It was very successful but, unfortwiately, we
did not gel funding again. It went to other worthwhile programs,
arid we struggled to get our funding which didn't happen. But it
really showed us how effective it was for these kids. They had posi-
tive role models for the community and business people to be in-
volved, grades were improved, kids were less truant, it was very
successful.

A year or two ago we also, through the Chapter 1 money, got an
iritinvative grant to start an aft-r school program to provide enrich-
ment rind sort of job shadowing in the community for kids, and this

the end of it because it was an innovative way I think. -- money's
no longer available. So we are trying to think of how we can refund
it without cutting oil things that we currently have.

UU
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So the reason I am speaking today is that I would really support
Chapter 1 in looking at ways to support these kinds of integration
of community, job experiences and enrichment along with the t.du-
cational academic component because, l think, particularly fur mid-
dle school, if you want to keep the middle school, if we want them
to get to high school, we need to keep them engaged and we need
to somehow get the motivation there and raise the self-esteem. So
I support any kind of funding that would support that.

Senator JEFF() RM. Thank you. Very fine message.
Tom Sonneborn.

STATEMENT OF TOM SONNEBORN, REGIONAL CONSULTANT
FOR TILE DEAF AND UAW) OF HEARING., RUTLAND, VT, AND
PRESIDENT OP THE VERMONT DEVELOPMENTAL DISABTI,
NIES COUNCIL
Mr. NONNEBORN, Senator Jeffivds, my name is Toni Soimebern.

I live in Rutland. I work in the field of education as a Regional
Consultant for the Deaf and the hard of Hearing. And I serve as
President of the Vermont Developmental Disabilities Council. I am
her today representing the Council, which is a system change and
advocacy organization composed of 32 volunteers appointed by the
governor. 011 r membership includeR primary and secondary con-
sumers us well as State and private service providers. Our gaol is
to ensure that all people with developmental disabilities have ac-
cess to services, programs and support that will help them be pro-
ductive, integrated members of their communities.

Chapter 1 was created to assist children having problems with
rending or math. Approximately 10,000 Vermont students are re-
ceiving some assistance, yet educators have told us that we are
only reaching half of the eligible population. And many of the stu-
dents who need assistance in both math and reading are only re-
ceiving assistance in one urea. What happens to those students
who are em served or underserved? We fear that failitre to provide
appropriate intervention leads to a situation of neglect for students
until they fall so far behind that it appears that they become dis-
couraged and turned off to cla 9 sroorn activity. Some fall so far be-
hind that they 'income eligible for Special Education services, a
more intensive and more costly service delivery model.

In Vermont about 80 percent of Chapter 1 funds goes to students
to support children in elementary school with the remainder split
between preschoolers and secondary students. Obviously there are
many secondary students who could benefit from Chapter 1 serv
Ices. For these students high school is probably going to be their
last formal education. If these young people are to be productive
community members, we must ensure that they have the skills
needed to compete in an increasingly technical job market. If their
math and reading skills are deficient, we have severely limited
their options and choices and have placed them at risk of needing
more costly social support systems such as welfare.

During their adult years, providing Chapter 1 supplemental serv-
ices to students in high school can be a cost effective method to up
grading the skill level of our work force while preventing reliance
on more expensive services. More funds need to be targeted to sec.
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ondary students, but that isn't feasible until there is a significant
increase in overall program funding.

In preparing the comments we talked with both State and local
level educators, They were unanimous in their support for this pro-
gram. As one local principal told us, there is no Federal or State
program that has a more immediate, direct impact on making a
turnaround for students experiencing difficulty in the classroom.
One of the positive aspects noted by local educators is the flexibil-
ity to provide services in different settings, i.e., smell groups within
the regular classroom for a one-to-one basis. students learn from
each other, so whenever possible we believe Chapter 1 services
should be provided in an integrated setting. This integration or
conclusion is consistent with the goals of Vermont Act 230 which
stresses the provision of educational support services ill the regular
classroom.

We think Chapter 1 services could go further if flexibility and
creativity are encouraged in the reauthorization. We believe edu-
cators will II IN VI DP summer programs and other supplemental pro-
grams to accomplish program goals. Regulation must ensure flexi-
bility so that the specific needs of children can be addressed in a
locally determined ni !MCC en

As you arc well aware, Vermont is a very rural and very poor
State. In 1990 one in every eight Vermont children lived in pov-
erty. Chapter 1 services were eritfialully created to assist this at-
risk population to be successful in school. Everything we know
albout Chapter 1 indicates that this is a successful program and yet
this program is being cut $600,000 in Vermont. Considering the ef-
fectiveness of the program and the unmet need expansion, not pro-
gram cuts, seem to be the only logical course.

We know you have been a long-time supporter of educational pro-
grams to assist all students. We thank you for your efforts and en-
courage you to spearhead the fight to expand Chapter 1 so that the
children who need supplemental aervices both at the elementary
and secondary level have both the language, arts and math pro.
grams they need.

Senator Jeffords, we thank you for holding the hearing in Ver.
roont and for giving us the opportunity to comment.

Senator JEFFOnns. Thank you very much, Tom.
kl.arices Hersey.

STATEMENT OF IIIANMS HERSEY, EAST HAVEN, VT
W. I IE IL`WY, I am Frances Hersey. I live in East Haven, and I

work in Danville School which is about 438 kids all the way from
the 3 and 4 year old early eel people all the way up through to
twelfth grade. In our schoel, as many people have said already, we
are touched every day by all of these programs, as a librarian I see
Chapter 1 work go on all day long. Chapter 2, 1 am on the commit-
tee for. I am on the committee for the Eisenhower grants and also
for the Drug-Free School grants, and I am sure that there is not
a day that goes by that we don't tee a child helped. And many peo-
ple have said this eloquently, so I think I'll give you one tiny, con-
crete example of how this works.

This year, thanks to Chapter 2, I am going to be able to put my
library on computer, so I hope that this year's seniors are the last
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ones that go to college and lock at the library and go, help. In
doing that what I have to do is go through each book in the library,
I pick it up, iC it looks like a real veteran, it is been around a tong
time, oh, it is probably out of date, turn to the back, see how many
kids have used it And every once in a while I get one of these and
kid after kid generations are stamped all over it. There is names
all over it_ Turn to the front it atiya. ESEA, 1955. It is been used,
and the reason we have not thrown it out is it is something aLoui
maimnals, or Vermont or it is sorrietliing that we still need_

And when you think about it, almost 30 years little tiny Vermont
fingers have been turning those pages and have been learning from
that book And it is wonderful. I don't know what a book costs back
then. I know it was a lot less than it does now, but that one small
piece of Chapter 2 block grant has done this for almost. 30 years.
So I am just here to say thank you, and we need more books.
Thank you very much.

Senator JEFFOR DS, Malik you very much.
Next witness is Kim Tomlinson, and then we will hear from Jolla

Perry.
STATEMENT OF HIM TOMLINSON

Mr. Tom[INSON. Thank you, Senator .leffords, for inviting me Lo
be here today and, am very appreciative of you holding these in
the State. I want. to approach my comments from a little hit dif-
ferent aspect. I am a native of Vermont and went through the high
schools here in Vermont and took my degree at the University of
Vermont and went there and served in the International Guard in
Vermont_ In each of those cases I had opportunity to be either a
tutor or an instructor. During ny military service I had the oppor-
tunity to travel around the U.S. but chose to return to Vermont
and am currently employed with the IBM Corporation in Essex
where I have been teaching there also on my own and lecturing on
business for about 8 years.

The opinions that I render, of course, are my own, not those of
IBM Corporation, but they do flavor what I have to say in that We
view that there are two models of learning. One is a Greek model
of learning. It says that the education is important for the enlight-
enment that I gained. The other is a Hebrew model of learning that
bays the only value to education is if I have the ability to apply it.
And it is in that area that I want to address two concerns which
may come wider consideration with the reauthorization of this bill.

The first is the area of competitiveness of our educational sys-
tems In business competitiveness is measured by quality and cost_
In these two areas current education system seems to be strug-
gling. Burlington Free Press reported a short while ago of a nn-
tiunal trend in declining SAT scores. And some people have pointed
out that perha,os that in itself is not the correct measurement, but
I do think havingaving interacted with people after they graduated
trying to apply the education they have learned that there has
been a more difficult time in that. At the same time costs are rising
while producing what appears to be a declining product.

Again, article from the Burlington Free Press which quotes as a
source New England Board of Higher Education shows that the av-
erage cost per pupil for the period of 1988 to 1993 in Vermont has
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risen from $5,000 per student to $75(10 per student. Vermunt is
currently the sixth highest per pupil in the Nation. Iiurray for
that. AL least. we are getting some support, but in the same time
thiit spending is up 50 percent from i years ago. If that was a mu-
tual fund, there is not anybody that would love to invest in that
kind of growth in funds and at the same time we have n declining
smr score. At the same time a review of selected private schools
indicates that they can achieve similar results for approximately
3,000 to $5,14:10 per pupil less. Although a direct comparison cer-
tainly cannot be made, I think it does highlight that perhaps there
is some learning that we could do in the public sector anti to see
if there is a better cost to quality ratio that could be achieved.

The second issue that I wanted to speak to was the issue of
choice. It is for a long period of time those families which are in
a wealthier income bracket that have had the ability to select those
schools to plur.Fe their children in which meet their family eau
cational goals. Choice is not availahle in the same proportion to
those in low and middle-income families. Soine form or grant which
would equalize the purchasing power might go a long ways to help-
ing these families also have the ability to choose. With that in
mind, it is important to know that that issue is very complicated
and doesn't have simple answers, but I would like to have you con.
Sider at least these things.

Educatio . really is the responsibility of the parents; it is not the
responsibility of the government or of institutions. Inculcation of
values is an inescapable event in the education of those children.
Parents, therefore, must be able to select the school and the values
represented by that school ibr the education of their children with-
out a financial penalty. Because of the hick of choice, there appears
to be an absence of competition which exists among schools and
many children are forced to attend schools which have not provided
adequate education. Any program, therefore, to support choice
must be directed to ward helping the families and not necessarily
a grant. specifically to the institution. This will help increase family
participation and also family accountability in their responsibility
in bringing their own children up. The support of choice should
specifically avoid government control of private schools and provide
proper protection fr ran undue government regulation, which I think
we've already heard today.

So in short I just would like to encourage the committee to look
specifically at the two issues of competitiveness and choice and that
in any reauthorization of this bill to try to structure those incen-
tives so that they would operate at the local level with local RC-
rountaliility and local control. Thank you very mach.

S I! Lor JEFFORL18. Thank you.
John Perry and Sue Mahoney on deck here.

STATEMENT OF JOIIN PERRY, DIRECTOR OF PLANNING,
YFItMUNT DEPARTMENT OF CORREMI ON% MONTPELIER, VT

Mr, PERRY. Senator, I am John Perry from the Vermont Depart-
ment of Corrections. 1 am Director of Planning. I am representing
John Gorezyk and Bob hucenti who couldn't be here.

Senator, its you know, the lack of effective education is correlated
strongly with the number of negative social indicators, not the least
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of which it crime and subsequent incarceration. SO percent of the
offenders whu are admitted to Vermont's correctional facilities have
riot graduated from high school. They are high school dropouts. We
arc atternpting to build a comprehensive prograns of services to
support the instruction of young offenders in our adult correctional
facilities.

An is consistent with Act 230 and the best practices rec-
ommended by the Vermont Department of Education, we envision
a service delivery model which encourages and supports an inte-
grated, noneategorical approach. We would like to use Chapter 1
funds to support. these efforts, as such we would like to do it us a
funding source rather than as a separate and distinct, program, yet
we want to ensure thiit our model remains in compliance with
Chapter 1 regulations with respect to the supplement but not su-
plant role. This requires that these regulations allow considerable
flexibilityflexibility in that it may not be readily apparent where the regular
program ends and the Chap tA!T 1 Program begins. This is partic 11-
iarly true in one correctional facilities which comparatively to the
rest of the country are small with relatively small populations of
100 in a facility like St. Johnsbury's.

Of particular importance is the collection of attendance data, and
that the attendance in the programs supported by Federal funds is
not counted. There are two issues, like many ople here today,
that we are concerned with. We are concerned

pe
with the level of

funding. The level of funding on a -ger capita basis for correctional
()Mild er9 has decreased a pproximettely 20 percent per capita over
the last 25 years, and I have a graph here.

Senator FORDS. I appreciate seeing that. Thank you.
Mr. PK1LRY. In addition, we are concerned with, as I mentioned,

the increasing use of a noncategorical approach to this program to
allow us the flexibility to deliver the kinds of services that we all
know will help offenders reintegrate more successfully into society.
Thank you very much for this opportunity, Senator.

Senator dk.rFoittls, Thank you. Very helpful testimony. Thank
you very much, John.

Sue Mahoney.
STATEMENT OF SUE MAHONEY, COORDINATOR OR THE DRUG -

FREE SCHOOLS ANI) COMPriUNITJES PROGRAM AT THE DE-
PARTMENT OF EDUCATION, MON'I'PELIER, VT
Ms. MAIIONEY. Hi, I am Sue Mahoney. I Einl here as the Coordi-

nator of the Drug-Free SchoOIR and COm 'nun i Lea program at the
Department of Frlucetioii. I was not planning on speaking this
afternoon, so if you'd bear with toe while I read Llue notes that I
scribbled down

Senater JEFFOIWS. You go right ahead.
Sue Mahoney. --we will be all set. We have riot heard too much

about time Drug-Free Schools and CmiliFilillities program today, but
it is also part of the ESEA. And these moneys have played a criti-
cal role in schools' prevention efforts here in Vermont. And I would
like to address three main concerns that I have.

As many of those who have come before me today, I too want to
urge you to continue the small State rniiiimums. In the Drug-Free
Schools program we often hear what I hope are rumors about talc-
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ing money away from the small rural states who don't really have
prohlrm and using it to focus on the real drug problems in the

inner (Ales. Well, we do have a drug problem here in Vermont, and
our drug of choice, as you probably know, is alcohol. And at a time
when the alcohol industry has the ability to pour billions of dollars
into television advertising primarily viewed by the young people
that we are trying to serve in schools, we need every penny that
we can get to mount our counterattack.

My seeonci point ix more of a question. I am wondering if in the
reauthorization there could be some provision for some education
of the U.S, Department of Education staff members who work with
the Drug-Free Schools program around alcohol and drug abuse is.
stung. These people are good people. They are primarily bureaucrats
who've had little or no background around alcohol and other drug
issues, and because of this their view of how these funds can be
used are somewhat limited and narrow. They really don't know a
lot about the proscription techniques that are available and, there-
fore, they are looking at having states do programs that give out
a lot of information ehout alcohol and other drug abuse and they
don't recognize that some goad primary prevention programs don't
necessarily talk about alcohol and drug abuse but really are about
creating conditions that will make people to not use those choices.
So when we at the states hove - -at conferences and that have
talked to the people at the U.S. Department of Education they kind
of indicate that there is HO money allowed for training for their
staff. And so my question is, is there any way to include that as
part of the conditions?

And the third point is really that the Federal vision of what
these funds can do is somewhat narrow- It is focused on providing
students with information and primarily providing intervention
services. And while these services are very important, we in Ver-
ni t prefer to focus more on prevention services. And prevention
is defined as making good things happen so bad things won't. And
in a lot of our schools Drug-rree Schools money has been used just
fbr these things. And these programs, as I said, don't always di-
rectly focus on alcohol and drug issues but more on the root causes.
Schools need to have the flexibility in this funding to use these
moneys for programs that will develop children who become com-
petent. caring individuals who have the skills to make healthier
choices not to use alcohol and other drugs. Thank you.

Senator JEFTORDS. Thank you very much. Thank you all for
heing a very patient audience out here. 1 want a report from you
all of what you have heardno, but I do appreciate deeply your at-
tendance and listening. I also want to thank very sincerely Kath-
erine Malley here who has been most loyal and helpful and got the
word down. And my staff also, Pam Devitt, who is my senior per-
son on my education committee staff, along with Katie Henry,
who's the expert on the ESEA and help them keep this as efficieut
and effective as it was. And I want to most importantly thank all
of the witnesses who have brought to me some very excellent testi-
mony which I will use in guiding my direction to others in the Sen-
ate on what we need to do to improve not just the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act but also to look toward the future and try
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to ensure that we do more fit the national level to help those that
are Laboring so hard at the State and lora] levels.

Se thank you all, anti with that I will officially close the hearing,
[Whereupon, at 3:15 p.m. tlio Committee ottourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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